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FIGHTING FOR FREEDOM
BY 6ECiII H. 5::I.T

FIGHTING FOR FREEDOM
written to be read. It is not copyrighted. ~a've,for
Cbe expense at getting it printed, there ts not a penny profit to
-either writer a publisher.
I T N book
~
is

'

'

AN APPRECIATION
word from the editar
Any news mitier will apprecbk a
for whom he w ~ b Printed
.
in THE APPEAL TO REASON of tha
. .
&sue of March 23, 1907, under my picture was the fo!l~wU:

a

.
'

/

,

"George H. Shoaf for three years has represented TIE A P P E e
in Colorado and Idaho. With his work readers of this .paper are
familiar. Three years ago, following the explosion which wrecked
the depot at Independence, Golo., the daily press printed hair-raisi& aamunts of the 6 M u r d e r uWestern
~
Federation of Miners: The
exploits of General Bell and Bulkeleg Wells were played up under
scare heads and they were for weeks the popular heroes of the
day. Shoaf pricked the bubble and exposed the tin solders. Bell
:Is deserted and forgotten, Peabody baa returned to abliv'ion and
-'their c
o
m are~running for holes into which to hide.
"A year ago the nation read page articles un&erscare heads of
how
McParlan had discovered another gang of 'MolHe
Maguires' and wha$ he was going to do. The reading public was
works up to that frame of mind where it was ready to rtpplaud
ths wholesale exeeutdon of labor leaders in Colo-.
The apl$piracy was nipped in the bud and e m d by George H. SMq
,Practically alone, he has fought vdiently that all the facts in
this monstrous plot be laid before the working millions in this
country. The largely attended protest meetings being held in every

'

work.
"President Rmevelt's special commissioner to Oolorsdo, after'
an exhaust3ve investigation W the labor war, incorporated calm
after column of THE APPEAL stkry in his report and set his
ficial seal on its accuracy.
"The attorneys for the defense followed THE APPEAL story almost verbs'btm in their brief befdre the supreme court: and
l&ly, Justice McKenna, in his able opinion, repeated statements
'made by Shoaf olie year ago, going to show the exbtence of a '

w-

.

8

twelve months in cunnec'tion with the western situtation, In truth,
every important fact now recognized in connection with the labor
war in the west, provtng the existen& of a foul plot to hang innocent men and deal a death blow to the 'Vlfestern Federation &
Miners was originally published in THE APPEAL TO REASON
over Bhoaf's signature.
"I know Shoaf .has made personal sacrifices no other Socialist wnnected with any Socialist paper in America has maide. He
has suffered bodily discomforts and faced actual physical danger
in his work of revealing the conspiracy. It is one thing to call
McPaxlan and Bell and PeaWy and Gooding names and make
faces behind their b a c a e p a r a t e d by a guod thousand miles
terra f i r m e b u t it is quite another thing to stand face to face
with them and chazge them with their crimes and move the
charges true in the face of the combined opposition of the entire
capitalist press. S W is semabbna3 bemuse he is a born newspaper reportier-and he gets his paper the news before it is oldhot off' the wire. He fearlessly exposes McParlan and Guodingand the aggregation known as the Mine Owners' Associationand stands square up in front of the criminals and daxes them
to deny it,
"00-de
Shod is m e of the real .soldiers of the Social Rev*
olutaon.
"THE A P P U TO R W O N takes off its hat to him, and I
can hear THE APPEAL A R M Y vigornusly applauding the action."

Writing this book was begun originally a t the instance of"
E. Haldeman-Julius, of Girard, Kansas, famous as editor of THE
AMERICAN FREEMAN, and equally famous as printer and circulator of the "little blue books." millions of which were sold in
the United States. For quite some time "H-J" had importuned
me to write my autobiography asserting if in it I adhered to the
truth, relating my personal experiences as they actually occurred,
it would make &book of fact stranger than fiction. A t the time
of h i s death I had written seven chapters. Hjs d m t h constrained me to.abandon the project. But the editors of a number s f liberal and radical journals to whom I had submitted several
chapters insisted that I finish the book saying they would help
circulate and sell it. A Georgia ediwr wrote thaf the p&icul&r .
period when I changed from advocating religion to advocating
Socialism would make interesting reading and would be a revelation. Others advised if I finished the book, I should make it personal inasmuch as I had lived and worked when the Arnericm
labor movement began its forward march, and when the pri;n.cipes
of Socialism first took serious hold in many sections of the public
mind.

Excepting a pamphlet depicting the activities of a Pinkerton
detective, James McParlan, who joined the Molly Maguires in
Pennsylvania in 1873 for the purpose of disrupting the organization,
I had never written a bmk. I n fact, writing a book about anything was the least of my arhbi'tbm. Anything I might write,
like fame, is of small consequence in the scheme of things, and
is quickly forgotten. Why, then, undertake such a laborious performance? And $et here I am writhg a W k , and, of all things,
about myself.
My o ~ J yreason for the book b to try to shock the reader
into a sense of reality. It is promxtive in that it challenges institutions time-honored by custom and personalities revered with
idolatrous worship by Americans too ignor.ant to thing and too
ready to "believe and obey." It is a recital of facts ahd a description of situations involving the American way of life, about which
more should be written- by competent miters, and in relation to
which few have thought but concerning which they should be
vitally Interested. In the scenes and situations set forth I have been
111

bhr&%-qm
~ec
a u &of '&~"fj&&&al
involvement I a m able to
degree of authentdcity.
present time, with my wife, I am living in Costa M

ornia, an unincorporated burg of 5,000 men, women an
employment nearer than Long
and Los Angeles, how these people manage to live is a conun
Virtually every family has a car and television set bot
they put to continuous use, and apparently every one is
contented. While I do not definitely know, I s
neighms wonder how my wife and I manage to
see me go to or come from work, and yet we live,
a car, dress fairly well, and also a r e apparently contented
happy. However, if you ask me for the truth, I'll say that man
%hissurfaoe pmperity is buncombe. As a trained newspaper sl
I have investigated the situation and I know for a fact that many.
Costa Mesa families hang in a state of animated economic SUS+<~,'
pense with many verging on starvation despite their pretensi

. With no institutions of

beginning of the second worlq wax my wife and I so
gur Lus Angeles home, which for many years had been unofficial
theadquarters for m y r a w 1 movements, and moved to Coata
Mesa where we were unknown. I did not know how the war was
going to terminate, and in conformity with a previously formed
ltol avoid tmuble, I wanted to locate somewhere so I might
napid getaway into Old Mexico should Hitker win and send
for the conquest of the United States. We bought a
mall place in Costa Mesa, kept to ourselves during the war, and
o lived unnoticed and unmolested. In fact, so quiet were we in
conduce and conversation that neighbors thought we were
blicans in politics and fundamentalists in religion, Me
, I continued to write for several radical publications prin
But, as the saying is, you can't keep a good man down. I was
t exposed. In &mta Ana, population 50,000, ten miles fmrn
Mesa, there is published one daily newspwer, THE SANTA
REGISTER, one of a chain of ten papers owned and edited
R. C. Hoiles. One of the chain is THE'COLORADO SPRINGS
ZETTE. -All ten dailies carry ccmcurrently the same editorial
. These papers are blaek reactionary, having fought the RooseNew Deal, transferring the fight later to
. In addition to the Soviet Union, and Commu
t of attack is the American public school system.
s contends the rich are under no obliga'tion to give
support schools for the education of the children of the

b e gove-n*
of the poor. And the *ich can afford private .
scbmls and universities. Weabrook Pegler's senseless jargon - is
proPninenfly featured, as are also Hbrst and Mcooirmick edi- ' /
tmrials.
Chief columnist for the Hoiles cmn is David Baxter who
, dWing Roosevelt's administration spent several months in a Washin'gton City jail where with other war oppositionists he was charged
with being a suspect in the matter of associating with members
of the German-American Bund. Following his release he drifted
JW'est and was hired by ~ o i ? & to verbally fight evemhing H d m
bppwed. His big obsession seems to be an inordinate love for Witler fascism, and at every opportunity he seeks to justify Hitler
and the German fascists. To my dismay Baxter singled me out as
the victim of his first attack. Like a bolt from the blue on Thursday, July 20, 1950, in his column on the editorial page, he introduced me to the people of California and elsewhere as follows:
''George H. Shaaf of Cwta Mesa, California, is one of the
@anddaddies of sll collectivists. He is a symbol. He is forthright,
a-quality to be respected in any man. He has spent a lifetime in
collectivist activities, mostly as a newspaper man, and he has
thought the thing he stands for clear through. He knows what
the final end and objective of collectivism is, unlike labor unionists, public school advocates, Nude-Eelers, Welfare Staters and
othm half -way collectivists and internationalists who are taking
a straight course to Communism but shy sway when you show them
where the road they are taking winds up. Dr. Shoaf knows from
long experience that in the final anaJysis there are but two sides,
the right, and the left. Middle-of-the-roaders may sit on the fence
temporarily but when the real crisis comes they are going to jump
one way or the other b m u s e their fence is going to be burned down,
under them. Dr. 8-f
and I have one thing in comnion-we areboth realists. We both realize the aforementioned fact that the
time will come when there can be no coalition or compromise.
Every r m d leads somewhere. You can't start out =-one without
in due time corning to the end of it. Dr. Shoal's trail mIurtes
at ;Soviet Communism, mine ,at i n d i v i d a liberty. You can't have
both nor can they be coimpmM or hipnonized?
For the next six days Bax'ter continued his attack. In some
way he had managed to get passession of a stack of radical pagers .
and periodids that carried my ruticles, and form them he quoted
liberally. -Most of the readers of my printed output are familiar
with my lingo. They know that politically and economically I am .
~ m p a n revolutionist.
t
Baxter selected the bitterest of my. prinw&imdes-&nd featured -.them in sensational fashion in the series.
f&
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wmned that if I did not immediately leave Costa Mesa, my home,
would be invaded some night and I 'would be beaten until I re- '.'

hop1 Los Ange1es with orders to subleak m e to a grueling mvestiga-

letters I had ,writen to a w e d comrades over the nation but which
had been forwarded by. the recipients to the F B I . For several
hours the inspector and I went through the literature and letters.
A t no time could he unearth a single sentence crr paragraph that
would furnish the basis for a.charge agahst me. 8rniling,ly he
arose and said: "Well, Mr. Shoaf, you are a clever writer. You
write sensattonally, but on analysis there ik nothing I can find in
your writings that would warrant your arrest as a subversive. I
will ?ewe you this advice. Be cautin your corrrespdence.
Not every one who writes you letters is your friend. My bes't wishes
to you and your wife." That was in July, 1950. Since then as I have
said, I have been immune from interference.
My chief disappointment in this experience is this: A number
of old time comrades, former S o c i a W , who had discovered my
residence in Costa Mesa and who had made it their bush- to

frequently visit my home with loud protestations of loyalty to
the radical cause, now, because I was publicly exposed as a Red,
deserted me completely, became renegades, and wanted to be forgotten. Had I needed help in case Legionnaires and Catholic Actionists made g b d their threats to beat me up, naturally, I expected my old radical friends to stand by me in t h e crisis As it
was, Nordic-Americans, na'tive stock, defaulted, with only two '
cornrades a Jew from San Bernardinu, and a Negro from Los Angeles,
showing up to help me fight should the invaders come. If American
Socialists and liberals have no more guts than those displayed by
my erstwhile comrades, then indeed the battle to prevent the inauguration of a fascist dictatorship in this country is lost before
it begins.
This bwk, I suspect, will not appeal to men and women of
supersensitive refinement or with whom religious idealism has become a.n obsession. Nor will it make a hlt with Mmrrian dogmatists
who have developed an impossible attitude toward men and evenh.
It is a sequential relation of experiences encountered by an Individual, namely, myself, in a lifelong fight, for freed*.
By
freedom I mean freedom from uncertainty and fear, freedom fiom
social and economic injustice, freedom from the extremes of poverty
and wealth, freedom from crime and war, freedom from hypocrisy
and cant, freedom from exploitation and the slavery which accompanies exploitation, freedom from tyranny of any kind, all of
which are generated, encouraged and maintained by the social,
political and economic disorder. k n d m ' as capitalism and which
is generally regarded as the American way of life. It is is the rank
-and file of plain Americans, m k t of whom hold to the illusion
that the American way of life is the supreme ultimate in the matVII

i

-.br
of: social, political and eoonoac development, and who requite
a concltetz example of social, political and eccmomic rebellion to*
dMUwfonbe them, that this book is dedicated.
Costa Mesa, Calif.

Chapter I

EARLY CHILDHOOD
Formation and develbpment of one's charcater, psychologi$ts
egntend, are influenced largely by heredity and environment. To
. understand what I am and why, if this be true, it will be necRwaW
for the reader rto learn something oi the situation in wMCb I wa9
born and k a m e s fsmiliar with some of the chaxzyteristics, actUesr and pecularities of my forebears, pa~ticularlykhlose of the man
&hd worn- responsible for my birth. The picture presented ls e&
pleasing, and some of the darker shades mtay museate the aesthetically inclhked. Critics may assert that what I am about to k U
vuld be better left untold as. the story reflects no credit on m ~ r .
eanceslsaa background. I am telling it because it is typically Arnerand b descriptive of the people and tbe time when the great
s b u t m s t was raw tind rough.
I was born -1y
in the mprning of Jan. 17, 1875, in Locghart,
Texw, a wild west town W t y miles south of Austin, the state capital. I was born in the m e bed and in the same room of the ssnqe
- ' house in which my father was born thirty years previously. ~ h 6
old house is still standing, although it has been recently moved to
a new location several blocks from its original site. My mothwas born near aohzales, Texag forty miles to the southeast of
Lockha.rt. My grandfather on my father's side, George W a s h h g t o i
Bhlca$, w h e HbIfand Dutch ancest;om settled 'in Pennsylvania clen-mi&ago, was born near the Tar River in North Carolina. He -came
to Texas in 1832 and built and operated to the day of -his death
the first general store in the settlement that subsequently yms
q&ed Lmkhar$. H h wife, whom he married before tKe was betwen
he states, was s young Irish immigrant, Elizabeth Ma'tilda Dillard
.he met at the port of Galveston, Texas, Despi
rous activities of the desperadoes who infested the r
,
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~e$w
years fullowing the arrival of my patemaJ grandmotIu% ;
h m three brothers,Abe, Bill and Jake, came and immedlstely joinedl
In the .fight to achieve the inde*ridence pf. Texas from Mexico, -:
With the quW,reak of them bekvirebn %heatthey became Con- ,
, federate soldiers and..fubghk in %he-Viri$in\a
bampaignq under the ',<
command ot Robqt
L,&. Yeam:afte$,'f$%yrlclwion of the war
when a e g recount& .2;.hBj&
k~~eq@ficd;'a&~,d
:;9&la~
I thrilled at the
recitation of their ~$lits?$
'ii%pl~its~
"%W$i&.+
a n ~ thht the, haf,might ,
be refought o I.cou~ct'enUi$and d o m$:p:& ?hi
the "damned
,f
eqatJr'9
on
blw-bellied Y ~ & &
> t ", ,!A ' - ~ ~ ,
mtb;.I ' A ~thee
J
:ee&
$
&:&a
raised
the people of
big f a m i h mernb'$re tif >yhhfc flourish ffbd:.6% tiid uf,T ~ X ~ tSo *'
the other. At my!k&+nal :'~mdrnotht$~'b~Xfi~
Z.-m@m$ytilIed with
a monstrous ht&fed.;df,~$$adand
' ~ n ~ l j$&u.i!?ati
kk
an early j
we I became ther,vibtip2 $f two o b s w t ~ n ~ ~ ~ & $ ~ ~ ~ ~ i j f . . : : ~ ~ ~ u e ybnkees and hatred of!bhe %gli&J. . .; . : :;-.:'. .j
:,$ $2 .. , : ;' '- .
MY mather, ~ e t t l eaSmobij:~odge&,~wa$-o~
ftishkBnglish stack.
&dy maternal grrt~a$atheri&xi$#:'@&my ;$t,@g6$ :$&p*iwated to
Pexm in 1826 fro& l~@r@a$%h+$'ll!"*tvg
h.:#&@nd$pkof the Ogle-'
maspe ~ 1 0 ~+ h
s ~
mnad.@&e
.
# & ~ ~ ~ bun-;
~ : ,,! ~
jred years ago. " .~rqndiatherl$odge$$x$$&f&0&3ad acres : '
of land from 'the lcI@exicb [r(lv~~me~t?~~
~~jlg+~r:+&er'if~~:~~~ooo
in
gold. This land lay betweed
@i&'\''6&;{
M&&
snd
Guadaloupe ~ i v e r sjust outside1t~uibit$, .!f$n~ti'$t
k~~+ipiiih.
' ~t was .
,

-
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foM;$f:

b $ l i &

bere my mother was born,, * ' brgndf8th6t: @6dg$&.,$ought under
sam nouston tor T + ~ S ihd~~g~rien~e~:~~~&;i.$'''@~dkd&~~~e
mwer
later
he was wounded inl'the:,d)r2kib&, cqpfi!@E:; ,5@&n.iiiz,
taken prisoner, an$ cbhfiiikd ;hiti1 ,4k@
,#! 7c;?lJ
bnd,;I: -ofi~$b&d9+;$lr.
.;,. - \ .: :+' ,'.
MY matirna~~an$i&if;h$f,fj&~i.B~{,
mrii$t,d,-~;aeeci ~ a v t r , .
flmt saw the iight',$ $$:hjn;$&&&"?~~@&i&8$b~,,.'@kr;people -erne
:
from Virginis whpie,~~i$,'jwe&;iii$~fJ$kh'~{$~g2~&it~
urider Lighthorse.~ s n y~ e e .qragd&~kh&k:j
. I, ,,
JJF5e
~ii&~:
~ 3 x 0 ,.m+e the.
oi.
Grandfather-:~odgeC,ww. p$$ar:acter. &he :kss a, second. cogsin
of Jefferson Pam,, i ) r ~ d $ n "qf
t .the ~outhern~onfeder&.cy,and d;
p u d of it. Duting l t l $ . b ~ between
~k
the states w w e her husband .
was absent in the
she workd gna hkdrecl Negro,$lam of,
,
the pltmtab%lan in the ' i&ks of the river,, 'M
the -vps gin .the
cottan raiaed, had .the slakes weave the gibned catZan . f n b cloth, 1.
fqllowing which she hsd the ska~esma&e unifonns whi& she sent
to Lee's m y in Virginia She believed in chattel slavery am$
could prove the righteousness of her belief trom the bible. She
Wkd two obsessions: hatred of Yankees and hatred of Catholics.
.#he.livedto be 104 years of age, and to the day of her death
t w i n e d an. unrecqmtructed rebel.
Grmdlfbtfrler FixIges was a widower with seven children
'
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?he xna.+ed my GTandmother. She gave birth to six m r e . These
$children qonstituted the uriginals of what in later years became'
widely b a y h as "the HMges Clsn." p ~ , m
El Paso tcr the Imisi
ana s t a b line I have mwe relativeq:by the name if Ifudges than I
haw by the names of either D%Uard,Davis or Shoaj!, and f have
plenty of the latter. Needless to say, these relatives are prof6rmdly
'religious, patriotic for the flag, and vote the Democratic; ticket
straight. When I went north, they called me a traitor to the
south, and when I joined the Socialist Party and turned agitator,
they let me know in rio uncertain terms they were through with me.
Excepting my father, all my people, according to the record,
were honest, conscientious and sincere in their beliefs and attitudes. If a Hodges ever fell afoul of the law, it was not that
had committed a mime, but because he got drunk ar en.-he
.
gaged in a fight. No one ever accused a Hodges of perpetrating
'a'theft, large or small. Mast of them were hard working fasmers,
with a few becoming teachers or preachers. Grandmother Hodges
was an old maid school teacher. a t the time of her ma;rriagb.
'Religion with her was pmnaunced. She wias a -i~~~dmentUi&
of the Alexander Carmpbe9 persuasion, and by other religionists
she was dubbed a "Campbellite."
With the exception of one of*her brothers, John Davis; who
.as a Populist politician was known th~oughoutTexas as "Dirty
Shirt Davis," Grandmother Hodges did much to influence my
development. S b knew her Mble, had a good voice, and every
8unday afternoon, when other children were out pkringI.she
had me remah indoors to hear her read the bi$e. 7,And I
. must admit either to my credit or discredit I a d h a w enjoyed
hearing her read and stop, occasionally, to expound. 8he was
a woman of extremes. She became furious when Lee suriendered
at Apgomtbax, declaring Lee should have fought to the last,
end that thereafter the women of the south shouldhs:~darmed
themselves .and fought to viotory ofl death. GQce when she
was giving Catholicism hell, I asked her if she thought Catholics
would go to heaven when they died. Enphatically not, she replied. As a Protestant Christian she hated ~ a t h d i swith such
fervor that she declared nothing would give her more pleasure
wh'enshe got to heaven than to peer over the jasper WWSand
look down into the lake of fire where Catholics and other undesirables were being tortured by the devil and his imps. Catholics
howling in agony as they were pitchforked sizzling from one bed
of red hot coals ta another,, she said, would furnish appropriate
a o c o m p a ~ ta
t the music of the spheres, and would cornple'te her meed of joy. Once when s h e observed me gingerly
;
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Wndling a spaae m the garden, she snatched the spade from
m y hands and snapped: "That's no way to use that spade. You
. act
as if you wem afraid of it. You've got to put .your weigh@
on it and shove it deep into the earth as if you meant it. By
doing that you will dig up the sod as i't should be dug. Here,
let me &ow you." Whereupon she spaded a few yards of earth
1- a Negro field hand. Handing back the spade she enjoined:
"Hereafter, whatever you do, do with all your might!"
&me of my relatives, especially those who vegetate in the
bwof East Texas, virtually all of whom are sharecroppers,
were and are so ignorant that they did not far exceed in intelligence the mules they employed in their work. Like most
southern poor whites, they went without shoes summer and winter,
ware cheap overalls, dwelt in miserable shacks they called homes,
ate sow-belly, corn pone and hominy grits, and were so aversi to
meeting strangers thart, as my father once said, to make their
acquaintance you had to run. them down on horseback. These
pebple were anri are pure Anglo-Saxon stock. Despite their poverty
and ignammce, no prouder set of' humsns ever lived. They re4
gaxd Negroes with contempt. Any one attempting to interfere
either with their personal liberty or their personal property had
better think three times before making t h e attempt. They are
awwe of their poverty, realize that they work hard long hours
every working day, know that their labor produces wealth-prw
clucb of farm and ranch-but they are unable to reason out why
they can't get ah&. And the tragedy is they will listen to no
one except muddle headed preachers and hypocritical politicians.
They would be the first to gang up and mob a Socialist agitator
or union organizer if either came into their midst. They con- stitute the. cream of the southern bible belt. So much for the
Hodges, the Dillards, the Davis &elegation, and their marriage
relations with the Burlesoas, the Cox family, the clan headed
by Bill and Hardin Gates, and the more recent acquistions to the
' tribe.
.
. .
My father's people were different in that they depended
more on their wits for a living than any indulgence in manual
- toll. While Grandfather Shoaf owned and managed a general
stme, he employed underlings to :do the actual work. The only
timy father was ever known to work was when he learned
the shoemaker's trade while serving a two year's sentence in the
penitentiary at-Huntsville, 'Texas,to which place he was sent for
perpetrating a robbery. His younger brother, John W. Shoaf, who
-h'berited the store, ndt only .continued ilk mansgemex&, bGt
'promoted vaziousOUS
soherkes for ~eparatingsuc$~ers
from their money.
B e mganized , a wild Wesf show and with it, tssveled eqhnsivelj4
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through the northern states. He made considerable mdneg &peeulating in C010rado mining stocks. -But while he grew wealthy,
at no time did he ever fracture the law. He &ply took advan'tage
of the American way of life, o p e r a ~ din conformity with the rules
and regulations which governed the American way of ufe, became
an old religious pirate, developed into the stingiest reprobate that
ever cursed the state of Texas, and died a respected citizen whose
activities his funeral orators asserted were well worth being emulated
by the nation's youth. Robert Shoaf, another relative, was a salesman and p-ter
who never sailed his haads with constructive
work. And so with others on the Shoaf side of the house.
In this connection I will relate a personal, experience. When
yearrs later I was firing a locomotive between Sari Antonio and
Houston, it waq the custom and duty to stop at Luling, at which
place I spent the first seven years in my life, to take on coal
and water. My father was known by everybody in the community.
Grimy with oil and coal dust, I was shoveling coal into the tender
when an old farmer in his wagon stopped to observe the performance. I saluted him and asked about Bob Malone whom I knew.
"Do you know Bob Malone?" he inquired.
"Yes," I responded. '$1used to live in Luling.'? "What might be your name.?"He asked.
"My name is Shoaf," I replied.
"Capt. George's b y ? " Be shot back.
"Yes, he is my father," I rejoined.
'Well, by W,"he exclaimed, "Yu are the first 8
I ever
saw that worked!"
My first recollection of my father was when a t %he age of
three I was held up by my mother so my father could give me a
kiss through the bars of the Lockhart jail. There had been a Saturday night fight in the Lockhart public square between the Jaybirds
and Woodpeckers, two enemy factions that infested that part of
Texas, in which five men were killed and a number wounded.
With several others my father was arrested by the sheriff, Allie
Field, and charged with the crime of murder., A t the trial all the
defendants were acquitted for lack of evidence although the killing was witnessed by numerous . spectators. My father's favorite
weapons were two Srshoobters both of which he used simultaneously. I n the trial not one witness swore he saw sixshooters used,
that the weapoM employed were rifles and shotguns, that my father
was nowhere near the scene of action, and that the others involved
fired only in self defense. My father was regarded as
unpre
dictable desperado, and no one cared to testify against him. The
first human he slew was a Negro boy whom he shot wihh a ~_ap:
and-ball derringer a t the age of nine. I have tbe derringer now,

in my possession. Nothing was done with my father at me time,
the authorities regarding.the egisOde
a boyish ~ r ~ md,
k ,b e

the bottles in pi&

sort to fIst;5 a;nd

of the Barlet Union with multiplied milliom being ruthlessly liquidated b$ atom',bombs
sclaally applauded by the majority of the 'herica]n people. In the
zold days only dance hall girls were regardeB as women of easy
oirtue. Todsy most American girls have partee wi'th meir virtw
milltaJy conquest and. 0c:Cupation

:.:

M ~ ~ e ' r e s c h i nthe
g age of sixteen, and the woman, even if married, who does not carry on a clandestine love affair is the exception, not the rule. Virtually every politician, high and low, is
a whoremaster and thief, and the immorality of American public
life has become a stench throughout '~hristendom.Where in the
old days the highwayman, taking his life in his hands, ordered
his victim to stand and deliver, private trusts and combines, heading up in Wall Street, and operating under the aegis of a government they own and control, arrogantly, by means of monopoly
ownership, rob the population of thk continent a t a stroke. Three
million Korean men, women and children have been slain in the
last eighteen months, and 'their country devastated beyond description in a "police action" execu'ted by a murder loving President,
and few Americans have publicly protested the outrage. But when
you read here that my father killed a Mexican in a gambling game,
or that a ~ e g r was
o strung up to the limb of a tree a b 'the ou~bkirts
of the town where I was born, the horror of harms--those
dirty Texas ruffians! .
Actually, irs far as security of life and limb, the safeguarding.
of feminine virtue, and the practice and preservation of decency,
justice and honor are concerned, the great soytthwest was-an examplar of righteousness compared tio the hypocrisy, the immurality;
the wholesale exploitation, the social injustice, the crimes, and *
'the preparations for wax which characterize the activities of the
present American way of life.
Luling, to which place we went from Lockhart, grew so rapidly
that it was incorporated. Because of his daredevil courage, a@
his ready use of firearms, my father was elected the .firs€ City
Marshal. It was his duty to keep the town tame and as free from
crime as possible. He was thirty-seven years old a t the time. He
."
had been with the Sam Bass gang in several bmk robberies,
known to have perpetrated many stagecoach holdups, including
the robbery of a passenger train near Harwood, Texas, But that
didn't matter. My father possessed a breezy and likeable person.,
ality, was generous with his money, and he had a hast'of friends,
.
Besides, he was a Democrat politically and contributed liberany
to the Christian religion, Protestant and Catholic alike. For some:
,
reason I never heard .him explain he always uncovered in the pres- . '
ence of a preacher or priest. I shall not recount here the numerous : .
killings in which he was principal and participant. The last man '
'- he .shot and killed was when I was thirty-six years oId. He killeel
'
_
.
a man in the, Iront Front Saloon, in HOW^ ;Street, San A n W b t . . . :T q , allegedly in self-defense. Anjrway, he was released follaw;' *: - 1'
,
.', - trig &
I examining,trial, and was never prosecuted. , few drr~&i+.
:?
,Morehe died, and when he knew death was staringhim in
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face, after some reminiscent conversation, E asked: "Papa, honestly

'';qpd still later, was made

& .Tor a . long term of years
'During that time he ran
ailed charged with holding
as, wasl released
..not with his boots on as every
lea the house he had built follow^, ,.
', His funeral occurred in the F'i

poor white tr-, "the mafority qf :,whom, had been beneficiaries of
his genero&tySr
,;, ,
l,.y;;;;:j,<. ;tlf$"Jf j.F&f,;
{.L3
?<'$!F,<
,
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y
is
from
night. 8ha1
MY m r r t h ~ ' ~ a &dalik:w$,
&
founders
and a life
was a devOutly fe#gk3us wbi&%$i4
~htJ$s"~',
- ,. ;c&tJ@clf
. ' When I was
a little
member of the1~frst;-~;
h e to sleep with religious
boy she would .t@e ni6 '(lhkiea:
a t the bedside before,'
songs. I was ezkq taught,61
ut what she dressed-'
retiring at dgbti, Never ,g'
ay School. Regularly
my two s i s k and myself
llJl@r
at
a Sunday dinner.
once a muntfn:she entert
stay in our home when
Out of town preachers
they conducted revivals
was twelve years
old I was 'never permitted
or unieas she,'sent me o .b
w. *emaikd.
$J
Althoqgh my father ',w& a p o k e officer, man killer,
and highwayman, no one would suspect it by observing his conduct and attitude a t home. To the end of his days he was as loving
and as tender with my mother as he m when they began their
married life. Never in my life did I ever see him angry. Never did I
ever see him under the influence of liquor or hear a vulgar or
swear word issue from his lips. Vat once did he ever strike or give
any of us children a Whipping. He left discipline Q my mother.
Every night when he returned from the city, and this was gener
ally between twelve and one o'clock, he would bring a sack
candy with which he would slip into the children's roam and pla
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It was not long after our arrival in San Antonio that my father
b e g a ~to make money in a big way. H k salary as police official
was inconsequential. He made his money running gambling houses.
In one year his take from operating the Ranch Gambling House
on Ddlorosa Street was $100,000.00. The two story house he built
st the corner of Marshal and Jackson Street in which the family
lived, and in which he resided until his death, was regarded as one
of the show places of the city. In the rear yard. was the @able
where he kept his horses and a number of buggies. Upton Perry,
a .Negro, who had a; room over the stable, lived with the family
twenty-five years, was a faithful servant and cared for the yard
and stable. My mother always- had a Negro woman to do the
eooking and washing. There wasn't a thing any of us children
wapted we didn't get. I was the first boy in San Antonio bo own
and ride a bicycle. It was one of thase kind that haP a high wheel
h front and a smaJl wheel behind. My father paid $265.00 far
that bicycle. And did it create a sensation when I first rode it
through Commerce Street and on into Alamo Plaza! For my sisters
he bought a two wheel brown colored jig drawn by a Shetland
pony for which he paid more than the bicycle cost. Spoiled? randmbther Hodges, aghast a t the extravangance my father lavished
on his' gamily, was wont to take him to task With the prediction
none of us "would ever come to any good ens." My father merely
smiled graciously a t her castigation, and let it go a t that.
My father was anything but a business man. He could get
money by gambling and stealing, but he never learned the value
df a dollar, and he was never able to keep much of the money
that came into his possession. When he bought a paper from a
newsboy, instead of proffering a nickle, he would hand the boy
q' dollar- and tell him to keep the change. Occasionally, he would
give the boy a $5 bill for the paper. He never rode a street cap to
a# assignment. If he went in his buggy always he had an assistartt
16oific5al to drive, and invariably he rewarded the a i v e r
e v .for his ser'trices. I f he took a cab, which he frequently
cab driver knew he was going to get about ten times t&e
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I& activities. He nexer failed fm respond liberal
n of beggars, and they all knew him and his

ecially visiting pickpockets. He would scan the people c
e sidewalks. Now and then he would order his aids to
to custody this man and that, total strangers, he suspect
ckpockets. A police wagon followed to accommodate the s
them off to jail. Not onoe does the 'record rev
ade a' mistake in ordering these mesh. Never

&tg sued because of an erroneous judgement on his part.
On one occasion W. C. Brann, editor of THE DAILY EXPREM,
who later became famous as "Brann, 'the Iconoclast," called on m y
father to obtain permission to carry a revolver. He had written
a personally signed editorial, printed in THE EXPRESS, in which
he Oiguratively took the hide off Judge Brmker, an old Oonfederate
soldier and now County Judge. In retaliation Judge Brooker let
it be known he would not sue the paper for libel, but would give
Brann a phyisical cowhiding the first time they met. Replying
to Brann's request, my father asked: "Why permission? I have
carried a revolver ever since I was a boy of nine. I won't give you
permission. I am merely giving you a suggestion." Interestingly
enough, Brann and my father's brother, John W. Shoaf, of Lockhart, became fast friends, and it was Uncle John's money that
financed Brmn's original journalistic ventwe in Austin, Texas,
- prior to his becoming editorial writer for THE EXPRESS. It was
under Brann's personal supervision that I got my first experience
as a cub reporter, His office was upstairs near the front of the
old EXPRESS building which lined the stream called the San
Antonio River. From the gallery I used to watch Brann write the
editorials that made political crooks shiver in their shoes. He
used a pencil and wrote longhand. He was 'a chain smoker, and
as I peered through the window he resembled a ghost in the tobacco smoke that filled his office. A t one side was an unabridged
dictionary, and on a shelf above his desk lay a King James version
of the bible. If thought lagged, or if a problem he was trflng tb
solve proved difficult, he would ring for a copy boy to faetchhim
a bottle of beer. After quenching hi's thirst, he would resume his
writing.
For several years my mother had me take piano lessons from
Mfss Ella O'Riley, an old maid music teacher. When I learned to
play by ear, I quit taking lessons. My proficiency as a piano player
, stood me in good stead in after years when in Chicago I earned
my living playing dance music in saloons where the demimonde
foregathered to entertain and skin male suckers. I didn't want to
take music lessons a t the time, however. I regarded piano playing
as .unmanly, a pastime only 'for girls. I wanted to fight Yankees,
to hunt down and kill Indians, and, later to the chagrin of my
father, to develop myself as a horny-handed son of toil. A t one
@me I regarded the brawny and begrimed blacksmith over on
North Street as symbolic of the highest type of Americanism, and
to be like him, or look like him, I got a pair of brogan shoes which.
I wore wifh~utsocks. Additionally, I attired myself in a pair of
blue denim overalls and a hickory shirt. I kept the shirt open at
ihb neck to expass my manly chest, tolled back my sleeves in
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imitation of the god of my idolatsjr, dirtied my face wla.eOa1 dwtS: :: ,,.
and sallied fgth with a black cloth k p bn my head. M y
- '''.
happened to be standing on the .City Hall steps tallping Wth
Mayor Callaghan when I approached. He gave me one look, but
,'::
+at was ehough. I beat it back home. .
About this time the Populists held their conventionin San
.
Antonio.' My great uncle, John Davis, attended b e convention , ,.
as a delegate from Caldwell County. He stayed a t our house while
in Ban Antonio. I was ten years old a t the time. Uncle &$~n wbs
a hard working farmer, but then was a member of the State Senate,
having been elected as a Populist. He was an otator of an dd
-.
school and a whizzer in putting across Populist propaganda. Because of the way he was dressed, as I men'tioned heretofore, h&
was known throughout Texss as "Dirty Shirt Davis." On many
occasions I had listened to him describe his experiences in the
Mexican war and in the war between the states. Nleedless to streas,
I rgarded him as tops both in militarism and in statesmanship.
.
Beyond question, Uncle John did more to open my eyes and.
mind to the realities of the American way of life, and to orient .
myself toward radicalism, than any other individual or influence.
He had read Progress and Proverty, was $he first msn in Teto buy and read Looking Backward, Gronlund's Cooperative Corn- manwealth, and other literature of like character. Through this
literature, and by his own power of observation and analysb?
he had grown wise to the character of capitalism. As did Mar$.
he foresaw the development of capitalist ,economy, that it would
,' became involved in contradictions because of technological improvements, and m
t ultimately it p u l d collapse through its
inability adequately to provide all the people with the neeesI sities and luxuries of life. In simple language he explained all . :
this to my inquiring and eager mind. For by this tinye I fiad - , ;
begun to question the justice and righteousness of a situsti&
:.
in which my father, a known gambler and highwayman, c ~ 3 . c ~-.
hold high political office, or why it was that politicians of equal
criminal caliber were empowered with authority to tell honest' ;
' ';
citizens what they should do or not do. I attended every session
of the Populist convention and applauded the radical speeches ' -.
made. m e n Uncle John prepared to go back to hi farm, he ";.;,!t
invited me to go with him. He said he was going to c a w his :. '.<if
district for reelection, apd that I could accompany him en the . :..?it''
trip. My parents gave their consent, and away I went with Uncle ' 4 9
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Every day he made \several speeches and a t night he
huge audiences. Not one of these I missed. Repeatedly be s&apg+f;,';i
Wat fwmers and indwtzial workera &uId unite ,and -tqp&kf-. :
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vote ror candidates of their own -selection and for measmes caJ-

eulated to advance the common good. He declaimted against racial
discrimination, asserting Negroes were human beings, and as such,
were equally eptitled with the whites to life, liberty and the p d suit of happiness. Most of the time he was greeted With applause
with only now and then a discordant note being raised. Suffice
to say that when I returned home, my views of men and events had
undergone ra-dical change, and I was now a thoroughly converted
Populist. Later, following the Bryan campaign of '96, and after
much reading in economics, I joined a section of the Socialist
Labor Party that had just been organized by some San Antonio
comrades. Still later, when Eugene Debs came to San Antonio
and organized a branch of the Social Democratic Party, I quit
the 5. L. P. and joined up with Debs for Social Democracy.
When the Socialist Party supplanted the S. D. P., I transferred
to the Socialist Party. A t the Party convention held in Dallas.
Texas, Lee Rhodes was nominated as the first Socialist candidate
for the - governorship, and I was nominated for the lieutenant
governorship as Rhodes' running mate. By this time I had become
.a full-fledged radical.
My father's embarrassment; at my decision to accept the Socialist nomination can better be imagined than described. My
mother threw one f i t after forty and pleaded with me not to disgrace the family name by going before the public as a Socialist;.
She begged me to renounce the nomination and repudiate my
- Socialist persuasion. I remained adamant. By this time the world
had become my country, to do good had become my religion, and
I knew no better way of serving mankind than by devoting my
life to Socialist agitation and propaganda. Honest? Earnest? I . .
was belligerently and savagely both. I was possessed of my Grandself up to the degree
no interference with my parents and relae lieutenant governorship,
I was twenty-four years of age. But preceding this nomination
there were years of educational development and the vicissitudes
normally incident to a young man's development.
After finishing high school I was sent to Dr. W. B. Seeley9s
: academy to prepare for college. It was my original intention to
study law, but at my mother's insistance I changed my plans
anti, following two year's preparation, entered Add Ran Christian University at Thorp's Spring, Texas, where I was formally
.~ o l l e das a student for the ministry. I was sixteen when I en',~SP&. Add Ran University. The University was named fm its:
Clark, two Christian ministers .. Y,j
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&om'' Virginia both of whom had served with distinction in the

m n f d e r a t e army during the war between the states. -Although
i-apl;lied -self
diligently to the study of the bible, sacred h i s h y ,
herheneutics, homiletics, and the other studies required, I did,
so with reservation. I viewed religion with an inquiring mind.
I had read Ingersoll, Hume, Bradlaugh, and other challenging
authorities, and for a time had subscribed for and read "The Ironclad Age," an atheistic paper published in Indianapolis, Indiana.
Besides, I questioned the wisdom and justice of the social, political
and economic setup which brought poverty to the many and
wealth to the few. One can readily realize what kind of student
I was. I was constant interrogation point in the class room: I
bedeviled, the professors with questions rela'tive to the creation
of the universe out of nothing by an omnipotent God who never
at. any time revealed where He had been or what He had been
doing prior to the creation. The virgin birth of Christ who not
only claimed to be the son of God, but who proclaimed Himself.
to be God incarnate in the flesh, was another matter a b u t which
I demanded additional light. What language Balaam's ass spoke,
how Jonah could live in the belly of a whale, how was it possible
for the sun to stand still in the heavens so Joshua could have
daylight in which to slay his enemies, were other questions I
insisted should be explained, and explained in a manner consistent
with reason. To all these questions I was enjoined to refraih from
doubtful disputation. It was my duty, I was told, to believe and
obey as becomes a faithful servant of the Lord. Out of respect for
my mother's wishes, but despite my skeptical attitude, I finished
the course and took a small pastorate in West Texas.
After a few months ministry I resigned. I could no long& play
the part of a hypocrite. I realized I was wasting my time in a vain
effort to effect the regeneration of the individual through the
blood of Jesus Christ. Suppose my efforts succeeded and the in- dividual became regenerated. Thereafter, he or she would have to
m-ake a living. To get ahead these regenerated individuals would
be compelled to get into the dog-eat-dog, cutthroat game of capL
italism where they dvould have to become damned scoundrels if
they got anywhere. I f they remained honest, they would continue
to be poor, and they would be poor because of their honesty. I '
decided to throw myself into the agitation for fundamental social,
political and economic change, and work for the displacement of
capitalism by socialism. An environment in which it would be easy
to work with Christ, and unprofitable to work against Him, was ,
the change I wanted to help bring about. By this time I had married
a schoolmate and begun 'to assume family responsibilities, I' was
nineteen when I married, my wife being fifteen. BF her I b d ;

.

~e hildren, two. girls and.a boy, a!l of wkiiah are lkng, dofng
@ll;4,15a$.
rneticulo~~rly
abstemious in the matter of recognizing br
&am%
anything to do with their'father. When they became of
-'6g6; and abbountable, we went our separate ways, they agreeing
'$b let me'aloneif I kept my promise to let them alone. This promise
&Q of- us have faithfully kept. They said they wanted to succeed
in s material way and they simply could not afford to be handicapped by having it known that their father was a Socialist agitator.
my other Socialist agitators who have had the same experience?
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By this time I had a high school and college education and w&
. ,'<
.
toirly well read in classic literstme. What to do with my educaMo11:.
now that I had quit the ministry, and how to make a livfng m#w .:
tbe immediate problem on the agenda. I wanted to be a Socialis$
agitator, but who would hire me and pay me for my m r k ? I wanted.
-3
to help establish a situation in the United States wherein rnm
and women would be genuinely and truly free, not the sycophantic,, ; ,,ki
w e serving slaves I had found them to be, but how was I toget ..
.:?
going an the job? I took my yaullg wife to San Antonio where my
;*',,
tather let me live rent free in one of the houses he owned. Brann, . - ;l.:
!my father's friend, suggested I go to work as cub reporter ,ma
leqn the newspaper game. 80 I went to work under Brann ant! ,; -.'if
r-ined
on the j.ob until he was discharged by Frank (Mae,. ti&
. owner of the paper, because of his vitriolic editorials. When Prann
+as fired I staged s one msn strike, and quit. grann went to Wm,, -:,/?:
Texas, and projected BRANN9S ICONOCLAST which in less thsn
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a,year achieved a circulation df one hundred thousand subscriber& '*.
$;<*
~ ' b r t l ythereafter,
,
I secured a job as reporter under Major bdoa, . . (7
f?. ..Hasris, owner-edibr of THE DAILY 'FUZWS. M a j a ~ a r r f swas '{rr';
:.?;
. . '8 . drinking man and a tobacco addict. One day he asked me bo : :. -.,
q,ccompany him on his round of the saloons every bartender .of wwu - . -,',
!
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he' knew. I

. . wed

had never used either liquor or tobacco, norpb-wWX

them to this day. In the Menger Hotel saloon he beUied~*ro.
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fight for economic &nancipation, and so educate them to want!
change capitalism for Socialism. Meanwhile, I had formed!
cquaintarmce of a. number of employees in the Southern Pac machine shops and round house. I decided ls quit newspaper:
ahd secure a job in the boiler shop, which I did. ~ctually,.'
was the first real work I ever tried to do. All my life I had'
een liberally provided for by my father and never before did 1:;
ealize what individual responsibility meant. The work day was( ,,
welve hciurs with one hour off for lunch. My job was to heat::;;
rivets in a small hand driven forge and get them
for the boiler makers ts drive. The pay was small
was hard. Every noon hour I discussed conditions with my
workers and urged upon them .the necessity for union organization.
Occasionally, I explained to them the need for a sweeping change .:$
our economic system, and advised them to study the"!
and procedure of Socialism.
y father's reaction to my new way of life, that of performin
nd grimy labor, was characteristic and interesting. One da
ted me in the shop. He was disgusted a t my appearance. -';.,
this I spent money in getting you educated!" He ex. "What in hell do you want to work like this for?
.-;'.
work is for niggers and white ignoramuses. No- self-r
specting white man would do the job you are doing. Why did
you stay on the newspaper? Later, I intended to get you in
tics. With your education, you could have gotten a polit
worked your way up to something substantial and remun
. Beet of all, you then would become a respected and
tizen and regarded with admiration by the people.
you are nothing but a damned slave." I listened attentively
my mind wandered to the plans I had formulated for bec
revolutionary propagandist for human freedom under S
Some time later I went tu see him a t the old horn*.
-on the front gallery he turned to me and said: "What is
'cialism that seems to have taken possession of you? Expl
Itci me. Tell me what it is all about." This was what for a lon
I had been waiting. Now was my opportunity to convert m
80 1 kquared myself and began. In as simple language a
command, for half an hour without interruption, I expounded.'
,the principles and program of Socialism, and ended by asserting
that the grand objective was the inauguration of the Cooperative,,
OonQnonwealth. Concluding, I inquired: "Well, papa, what have
ay? How can you answer my argument?" To which he
lied: "I can% answer that argument. The only fellow I b o w
ban I s confined out here in the &uthw@ Lunatic Asylum!'*
I,;

'

ma&e app~cationto the master mechanic, Ed Ryan, for a job ~8
locomotive fireman The fireman had just organized a lodge af.
the Brotherhood of Locomative Firemen, Davy Crockett Lodge No,
145, and I calculated if I could join that lodge I w d d be better
positioned to carry .on SociaJistic propaganda. It was not that I ,
wanted to become either a boiler maker or locomotive engineer.
I,wanted to get acquainbd'with working men, to study them at
fir,& hand, to find out how to approach them and induce 'them.
to become susceptible to new ways of thinking. The master mechanic obliged me by exchanging jobs and I was put to fWing the
switch engine in the yards. Shartly 'thereafter I was promoted to
firing the lczomotive that pulled the local freight both ways from
San Antonio-west to Del Rio and -east to Houston. Until I gat
used to handling the shovel and spreading the coals evenly in the
firebox, I never worked so hard in my life. But I stuck t o it; and
worked as fireman for more than a year. Then I got fired, and.
here is why and how.
I joined the Brotherhood lodge and quickly became active.
I was better educated than my fellow workers, could think on my
feet, and had devel~pedsame ability as a speaker. There was one
grievqnce about which the firemen muttered in private between
themelves but concerning the abolition of which they knew not
what course to take. It was this. When a locomotive was run into the ~ o u n dhouse upon completing a trip each fireman, on his
awn time f o r which he was paid not one penny, had to spend several hours cleaning everything above the running board, plumbawing the boiler head, scouring the brass, and, now and then,cleaning out the firebox. I took the matter up in the lodge and
endeavored to get union action, but no action was forthcoming.
~ i n a l l iI decided to deliver what I considered a master stroke.
I s a t down and wrote a letter to J. J. Ryan, Ed RyaQ's hother, and
general superintendant of motive power, with headquarters at
HOuston. I set, forth' at length the injustice suffered by the firemen in the matt;er of the grievance of which they complained
and asked in no uncertain tones that it be abolished. I signed my
name to the letter, mailed it, and awaited a reply. I had read the '
lettm-ko.f nwrrba of firemen before mailing it, and, with mysdf,
t h y -were actually hopeful of results. In a few days the round- house caller came to my home with a long yellow envelope. I opened
it and found therein a short note form the general superintendent
with the request that I immediately board a passenger train hr
Houston. Accompanying the note was a pass to Houston and 8.
return pass to 8an Antonio. That night I took the
for H+
ton and the next morning went to J. J. Ryan's heattqilhrters, . -

-

&8eral superintendant. Pictures of Abe Lincoln and Jeff Davis
hang against the wall at the rear of the official desk. Between
tihese two pictures hung the portrait of C. P. Huntington, president
of ' the Southern Pacific Railway Company. Two young women
~Qnogrspherssat ready to take down the conversation 'between
myself and the general stiperintendant. He was a big burly redfaced Irishman -wit.h an autocratic demeanor. It was obvious he
had been in the habit of speaking with authorfty, and getting his
commands obeyed. Employees who summoned the temerity to ask
for and receive an audience with him invariably approached h k
hat in hand and tvith many salaams of surrender. But the atmosphere of dictatorship that permeated the office affected me
not one bit. I knew I was the intellectual superior of my inquhitor,
didn't give a damn about the job, and I stood my ground as a f r e e
born American.
"Your name?" he asked. I gave him my name,
"Your age?" I gave him that.
"How long have you worked for the company?" I told him.
Then, holding up the letter I. had written, he inquired: "Are
you the author of this document?" I replied in the affirmtive.
Following this introduction, he turned on me savagely. ~bvidusly, 6
he thought to browbeat me into admitting I had committed a crime %'$
in daring td wrib h i r ~such a letter, and that I would cravenly
get down on my belly and beg his pardon for having done so. But
Bill Green of the AFL and Phil Murray of the CIO, you contemptible Iabor skates, and you members of the traitorous un-American
$
Investigating Committee, never was he more mistaken i
I handed back as good as I received. For two hours he
me. He wanted .the names of my alleged accomplices in
thw letter. I informed him I had no accomplices, that
'ten the letter myself, and that I alone was responsible.
procedure the two stenographers kept busy taking down the c
ver~ation. Seeing he could get nowhere with me, he changed
attitude and tone of voice.
%hoaf," he began, "You are too intelligent a youth to waste
your time railrcading. YOU should study fo prepare yourself for
some profession, like law. By behaving yourself, attending to your
duty*anddoing well in your work, in time, especially if you obeyed
company rules and regulations, you might be promoted to running
a locomotive. But what of that? There is little money *tobe made
in hard manual work. As a laboring man you will never get ahead
in the .game of life. I'll tell you what I'm going to do. I am going
to confer on you a favor for which in after life you will thank me
from the bottom- of your heart. I hereby discharge you from the
'

.J

1

on the Socialist ticket U e Rhodes and myself made

%o accomplish for the firemen. Subsequent developments disc
" t h a t my efforts and sacrifice were not in vain. Grandmaster W,

cision. Should I compromise with capitalism by securing a j
for my family, or should I go -relentlessly forward
'mined to do what I could to effect fundamental social, p
and economic change? I chose the latter course. I sold the f
W e we had in my father's house and with the money I sen
wife and children back to her parents in North Texas. Her mt
like mine, thought I had lost my mind and would probably
amuck, and they were glad to get their daughter and her chlldr
It was more than three years later when I.saw them aga;i

\\
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college for the purpose of preparing young men and women t

come trained Socialist agitators. Walter Vroomqn, founder
promoter of the institution, having come into posse
dderabile wealth by marrying a Baltimore heiress,
been;' used by a religious
t he i n v i h a number of

',@'&ators who had been discharged fro* their positions because
of tbir outspoken opposition to economic exploitation, poltbicai
skulduggery, and social corruption. Among those who came were
,Prof. FVank Parsons of the Boston Law College; Prof. Thomas
,EUnler Will of the agricultural and mechanical college a t Manhattan, Kan., Prof. George MacAmiller of the University of Pennsylvania; -of. E. W. Enns, well known mathematician; Prof.
George D. Herron of Grinnell College in Iowa; and Walter Thomas
Mills, who taught elocution and oratory. With the building went
several hundred acres of rich farm land. I t was announced in the
prospectus I received that young men, unable to pay their way,
could finance their course through college by doing several hours
labor every day on the farm. I was intrigued a t the prospect, and
it was not; long until I was riding the rods toward Trenton. On
arriving a t the college I enrolled and began both my studies and
farm work. My specialty was majoring in economics, sociology
and public speaking. I was preparing to develop myself into becoming a professional Socialist agitator with my eyes turned t ~ ward Chicago as the scene of my future activities. I got to Chicago
sooner than I thought and in a manner totally unexpected.
June commencement exercises found me selected as the student orator to deliver the valedictory address. I wrote out my
speecb, memorized it, and under exuert tutelage practiced delivering it until I got it down pat. I really wanted to make a
hit, but I never dreamed I was going to make the hit I did.
The auditorium was jammed that night with visitors from near-by
communities and with Trenton townspeople. On the platform,
besides the staff of professors, was Walter Vrooman, the wealthy
projector of the college, and his wife. When I finished my ad. dress amidst applause, Vrooman gtepped over, tapped me on
the,.shoulder and said he would like to talk with me following
adjqurnment. When the exercises concluded and the people began
to disperse, he and his wife met me most cordially. We arranged
fa.
a meeting next day at 10 o'clock in the morning in his r.ooms
at the local hotel. Incidentally, the speech I delivered was a
condemnation of the American way of life and a plea for the
-inauguration of Socialism. .
When we met next morning, Vrooman asked me where I
. %as from, what I was preparing to do to earn a livelihood, and
especially he wanted to know my plans for the impending sum.' nkr.
When I told him I was preparing to become a Socialis$
,
.%&tor
and that my ambition was to begin agitating in Chicago,
.,-h&:exclaimed: "Fine. If you wish you may go with my wite and
. .
. az -self. We' will be leaving tomorrow. Don't worry about finances.
:'+k
jc-''[Ii.
GI put .you on a salary as my secretary starting now." If the
,
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heavens had opened up and I had beheld the glory of the Coopent- - '
t t ~ Commonwealth,
e
I could nut have Been more surprised or p l e ~ b d ,:
Fbrthe~conversation revealed he and his wife hed permarienf ,''
apartments a t the Del Prado Hotel on the south side 'near the '
University of Chicago. +'He
said he was forming plans for .a city
wide campagin in Chicago and that in addition to acting as his
secretary I would function as his first assistant. A t that ttme
he did not divulge his plans. He detailed them 'at length when
we =rived in the Windy City, and they were some plans, believe me!
I

'

"

,

addition to his living expenses, gave him a thousand dollar.

cter as queer and as unprecedented as Walter Vrooman. I-:
one of several sons of Judge Vrooman, a well known
ri politician and Populist lehder. Two of them I got weU ;'
ed' with later--Carl and Hiram Vrooman. One of the +!
e time held a .high and responsible postion in the
nistration. In addition to being queer and [
"'

1

,'1

,

q
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tory, ancient and modern, and in the classics of ~tera$ure:hi$ .?$
was one of the best read men I ever knew. As a soap box ora&-,
he was without a peer. In the days of his youth, ,as a cog:
Mnation Nihilist-Cw,mmufnist agitator, ragged, bare-headed and
'
bare-footed, he had crossed and recrossed Che continent repeatedly delivering his message of 'social rebellion to whoever would
listen. He accompanied General Coxey's army to Washington
City, starting from the sand lots of San Francisco. . Ih ChlW:sgo . .
for years he was the center of attraction at the old free speech
forum a t State and Congress Streets. Like myself, he had been
fed ug with the blowhardism, the bombastic braggadocio, tJm hypo.
crisy, the immorality, the injustice and sheer criminality of the
American way of life, a s well as the ignorance and apathy of the
people, and was conscientious in his determination to do something
about it. Every dime and dollax that came into his poasessiop,
instead of using the money to further his own personal advancement, were employed in buying and circulating raaical likiatqre,
Be had a perfect physique, and unclothed closely resembled, €he .
Greek athlete, whom? marble statue one sees in museums of antiquity. A t the time of our Chicago association he was forty yeas
old and I was,twen'ty-five.
It was while making an outdoor speech to a crowd of workmg
men in Baltimore that the woman who became his wife heard
and applauded him. When he desoended from the platform, ahe
went to him, congratulated him, and invited him to her ho-i
With her he went. It was an old-fashioned colonial residence.
.
wu the only daughter of s millionaire who owned and ciperatect, ' .'
coal mines in West Virginia and Pennsylvania, She had aeve$
married, although when she won Walter for her husband, slfre
was eighteen y e w his senior. If ever a woman idolized. a'.xmn',' .
it was she. In her own name she owned a n d controlled the suun
of $5,000,000, and thts she was ready to place at .Walter's d i e
posaL On their weddlng trip to Europe they visited Ebgland w h m
Walter, with his wife's money, established and endowed Rusldn , ..<!
College as a part. of Oxford University.
-WaJter was dynamite in his activities.. He had
regular :,'. . :
hours and neither -would he let me have any. We a h when,rn -- ;:.
were hungry and slept when we were sleepy. In our apartment we n*221read and 'studied like stu
regarded me as 8 'young man
men more zealous in the cause of revolutSsn
revolution ; I mean not
.qpslde down, but revolution
their thrbnes of power, liqui
wites,
bring ,ari eompl
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economic change 4n the American way of life. Once we heaxd
%liebaed over in washington Park playing the "International,"
the song adopted by revolutionists the world over. Through the
windows of the apartment came the strains of the music. Walter
sprang from his chair, went to the window and exclaimed: "Listen
to -that, George. Isn't it wonderful? Soon the day will come when
that song will be the song of an ou'traged American working
people rising at last in their might and marching triumphantly t6
the conquest of their freedom!" Sometimes during the night when
his agitated mind prevented sleep, he would dress, have me dress,
and together we would walk over to the lake fron't and 'back, hed
discoursing of men and events as we walked. Like myself, Walter
-was not addicted to the use of either liquor or tobacco. While he
, could have won. the favors of
any girl'or woman who crossed.
his path, a t no time during our association did he ever have a;
sweetheart other than his wife. He was too preoccupied with plans
to take physical possession of the Washington government to
%-ask time with women.
Briefly, here was his procedure. Laugh not, oh reader, a t the.
fantastic irrationality of either plan or procedure. We were desperately in earnest and in our fevered minds we actually envisaged success crowning our efforts. The Chinese boxer rebellion
was raging in the land of the mandarin. Troops from many nations,
including the United States, had invaded China to suppress the
rebellion. While Walter sympathized with the Chinese, and despised the nationals tihat had sent armies into China, he saw in
the. agitation American politicians and newspapers were making
an opportunity to start something on his own account. He wrote
a book in which he biologically demonstrated tha%unless the United
States took more aggressive action, the Chinese would win out,
would amalgamate their forces with other Asiatics, with the result that the white races would be overrun, would disapear!?
and the world would be occupied and domiiiakd by a race that
would be neither white, yellow nor black, but would be brown.
TMs was the famous Boxer Book that enjoyed quite a sale at
the time.
To further implement action, he hired a number of halls in
different sections of the city for speaking purposes and employed
-8everalwell known radical agitators to speak in these halls, among
whom were Thomas Morgan, Socialist, and Honore Jaxon, former
.leader of the Canadian rebellion headed by Jacob Real. I was
db~igh&d
to a hall on the south side near Forty-third S%reef;and
mttdcge -Grove Avenue. Ostensibly, the movement he sponsored
fWd$* being brganized to expel all Chinese and orientals from '
Is:hd+ican soil. The movement was to be military in- character
I

'

I
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and the organized baaalions were to be armed for defense. The
defensive character of the movement Vmman edj6ined on every
speaker to emphasize in every delivered speech. A large. hall, with
convenient rooms, was rented for an armory with P r ~ f .Frank
Mnsterbach, Socialist musician, in charge. Hundreds of rifles and
German made revolvers, with ammunition, were stored in the hall
for use when the situation warrented action. Mrs. Finsterbach,
wife of F'rank, was given the job of turning out uniforms for
the members of the movement. These uniforms, in color and
texture, resembled the uniforms today worn by the Technocrats.
A s new' members were accepted and sworn to secrecy they were
given military training in the armory. Each member was induced
to join up with the understanding they were to constitute an army
being organized to do what the U.S. government refused to do:
forcibly expel all Chinese, and then follow up the expulsion by
an invasion of China. Gradually, however, the more inlxlligent
and class-conscious members, espicially workers radically inclined.
were taken into Vrooman's confinence. They 'were told that the
the contemplated war on China was buncombe, that the real purpose of the organization was the capture of the Washington government, and that when the movement attained a calculated
strenght, with the guns pointed across the Pacific, suddenly the
guns would be reversed and the armed march on Washington
would begin.
And was I in my glory! No cat with nine kittens was b-ier
than I. For the commander-in-chief of the axmy of the revolution, Walter Vrooman, I went on secret errands, interviewed prorninent .radicals and in turn was interviewed by local newspaper
men. Vrooman was no slouch when it came to getting publicity.
By pulling sensational stunts he succeeded in breaking into the
colums of the press. one of these stunts operated as follows. Hb
had me dress like a Chinaman, pigtail and all. He hired a gang of hoodlums to cooperate. I would start running down the middle
of a crcwded street in the heart of the business district with the
hoodlums following shouting "Catch the Chinaman, kill the Chinaman!" but under instructions not to actually catch me. Naturally,
scores of people would follow to lemn what was up. I did tMi
a number of times. I would run to an appointed place which,
Vkooman had previously prepared for my disappearance, and,
while I disappeared, apparently into thin air, with the peoplp..
milling about perplexed, he would mount a platform and start a
kiarrangue against the Chinese. He would stress that a movement
to handle the Chinese situation should be organized, and to th&t enB
he invited all present and interested to go to a certain hall down
the street where more information would be given. Many wouM
i

t

\

go. 4 ice inside, the auditors were told either by Vrooman
bx one of his aides what was premissible for them to know.
These street demonstrations with a Chinaman being chased
by mobs obviously attracted the attention of the press. Pictures
of the chased Chinaman, who was myself dressed .to look like
one, were displayed especially by the Hearst papers and news
stories of a highly fictional character were printed abaut the
matter. No particular individual was named as the man responsibie for the demonstrations. When I was interviewed a t m e e t
ings, the information I gave was hazy and indefinite. I merely
,stated it was my opinion that the proceedings were a spon%aneous uprising of the people against the Chinese who were not
wanted in this country. Vrooman's other speakers, when interviewed, were equally vague and indefinite. For some reason the
newspapers never succeeded in uncovering the truth and those
who joined in the chase of the Chinaman never learned what it was
all' about except the few who, following indoctrination, passed the
tie& dictated by the originator of the movement.
In the discussions regarding tactics and strategy between
Vrooman and I many fantastic schemes for revolutionary action
were avanced. It was suggested that the telegraph operators
and coal miners should be propagandized and inducted into the
movement. This was before the days of long distance telephones
snd radio broadcasts. If we could control these two departments of
industry, in the event of capturing the seat of national government,
we could easily dqminate and direct public thinking. No news
would be circulated but the news we sponsored. No trains would
run save those we ordered run. With the Washington officials
our prisoners, and the people throughout the country learning
nothing that we did not want them to know, and everybody kept
in ignorance concerning what the people in different sections
were doing, we could not only fool the people, and confuse them,
but we could put over the program of socialization section by section until we had succeeded in establishing all of the United
Zftates definitely and firmly on a basis of common ownership and
cooperative labor for the common good. Another plan we discussed probably with no serious intention of carrying out, wrup
he demoralization of railway transportation by blowing up bridges
long transcontinental lines. The idea was to make passenger
!fie unsafe. Bridges dynamited from one end of the country
e other would produce a mass confusion verging on hysteria.
- 2 general upset that would follow we could drive through wi'th
program. We believed in direct action, not political action.
was 'even some discussion relative to the advisability of
-(ng professional assassins to liquidate certain outstanding
'

.,' with me heart and soul.

4!:.~itallsm,
portary the robbery of the poor by the rich, or subject' $:
the- American way of life to devastating analysis and criticism ;l!'fi
: than he. More than any one else he put before the working :.!;.:.
. people of Chicago the justice and necessity of the eight hour day. -2'
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The budneas and banking interests of Chicago, awar

with every assurance of succeess. In s crisis of this
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it was established he w& elsewhere than on the Haymarket on . .
the night the bomb explod9. As an anarchist and single taxer,
with Herbert Spencer, Schilling feared Socialism as the "coming .
slavery," his chief obsession being his demand for indivfdual rights
and individual freedom. Some time after the liquidation and
disappearance of Vrooman's movement to capture Washington
City by force and violence I debated Socialism with Schilling before a large audience in Handel Hall. He stated the anarchist
,I
position and I championed the philosophy and ecommics of Sociali9m. Schilling was thirty years my senior, but he loved me
as if I were his son. A t the conclusion of the debate Schilling,
placing his arm about my shoulders, said to the audience: "I
want 'to make this pediction. If George ever succeeds in gettfng Socialism in this country, he will be the first to have his
head chopped off. He is too much of an individualist to tolerate
Socf alism dictatorship! "
Another character I met through Vrooman was Emma Gsldman. I visited her many times at the homet of A. Issac, editor and
pttblisher of "Free Society," a local anarchist paper. Once in conversation she turned to me and said: "George, my young friend,
there is just one think I wish you would experience before you
go much further in your radical career, and it is this: I wish
you might be arrested and made to serve one year in jail. That
experience will either make or break you. I f you emerge as a
radical, you will be made. You then can be depended on." Vrooman knew personally and had worked with nearly aJl
the old time social malcontents. Ndne of them as far as I could
ascertain doubted .his sincerity. They mistrusted his j udgement,
many suspecting he was mentally unbalanced.
, .
All things, according t o Confucius, eventually end, and so did
the
Vroornan movement. We were going strong and gaining ad+;
.:
herents
and followers about as rapidly as they could be indoc,
,-.trh-ated
and absorbed. So f a r drilling with guns in the a;rmory,
yt
;;:' :
commanded
by Prof. Finsterbach, had not been interfered with
-y;<
-;+
. by the poiice. Our nightly meetings throughout the city were
,
attended by growing audiences. I continued to act the part of a
Chinaman, but a t a new location each time. Our meetings were
, .
. ' not publicized by the press, but the chased Chinaman, with crowds
howling a t his heels, got plenty of publicity. Vrooman had secured the auditorium for a giant rally, and had made a cash deposit
therefor, when a tragedy dccurred that shocked the country
1and expedited i n b hiding all outstanding radicals. President
- :,' William McIUnleyOhadbeen shot antl fatally wounded by an an- .
J+ !\-'.'
;i: ', archist, Leon Czolgosz, a t Buffalo, N. Y.
This occurred on Sept.
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One of my duties when living in the apartment with ~ r w & ~
was to go out on the street every morning 'and-buy aJl the m n g
papers. When Vrooman saw the banner headline across the first
page of the newspapers, announcing the tragedy, he turned white. .
More than I' he appreciated what it meant. He knew that every
known anarchist, and many radicals, would be arrested and jail- .
ed. He also knew that many anarchists had attended his meetings and had attempted to horn in on the movement. It was
.
unlikely, he remarked, that Czolgosz had frequented the meetings.
.
After reading the account of the tragedy he 'turned to me and
said: "George, we will have to discontinue our activities for khe
present. We will have to go into hiding until the storm blows
over. My wife and I will go to Florida. You can notify the F b t e r ,baths, and together you can sell to some second hand dealer the
military equipment in the armory. The sale of the equipment should
provide you with funds sufficient to keep you going for some time.
Time is of the essence now. What is to be done must be dohze
quickly. You can either stay with the Finsterbachs or get yourself
a room. Go now and get busy." When I returned to the apartment
later, Vrooman had removed his possessions, leaving only my cheap
suitcase containing my meager belongings. Over at the Hotel the
clerk reported that the Vroomans had checked out without leaving a forwarding address. I never saw Walter Vrooman or his'
wife again. ,
Obviously, I was stunned a t the turn of events. With my suitcase I went to the Finsterbachs, a kindly old couple who had
formed quite a liking for me, and we made ready to liquidate: the
military equipment. After much bickering with several secondhand dealers we sold what must have cost Vrooman many thousands of dollars for exactly $300.00. The buyers knew there was
something possibly illegal in our possession of this equipment,
realized they had us over a barrel, and they took advantage of
the situation. The F'inster'bachs and I divided the money between
us, I received $100.00. Since they had only a two room apartment,
with no place for me, I got a room a t 4256 Cottage Grove Avenue
on the south side of the city. Meanwhile, Emma Goldman,' the
Isaac family and other anarchists in Chicago and New Yurk were"
placed under arrest. For some time I kept 40 my room, reading .
and writing, taking no one into my confidence.
1
A s every hisfnrian knows, *theHearst press ridiculed and denounced the McKinley administration from its inception to the
assassination of .the President. But what a change of attitude Hears&
and his journalistic prostitutes underwent when ~ c f ~ n l ediedt
y:
All-.his papers in mnouncillg McKinley's .death camfed big bh&borders edging every Dage. Miniature U.S. flags for sevepl meek also'
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Chapter V
AS LABOR ORGANIZER
.A.
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When McKinley was assassinated in Buffalo, my mother fainted
!$
at the news, fearing it might be her son who had committjed the .,*Q
crime masquerading under the name of Czolgoez. Many of my
.,;':.,
ielatives thought the same thing. None of them had heard &om, : :$,
me since I left Texas, but before. I left, as a 8ociabt agitator,
they had listened to my aenuciations of McKinley and of his iJ.,ii
sponsbr, Mark Hanna, and they reckoned I had decided to strike
,
j
:
.
a blow for working clam emancipation by killing one of the t&o
men I held responsible for industrial serfdom.
- t+
After the excitement of the assassination had subsided I , . 8i.t
ventured forth in quest of a job. The city was filled with un!+,
employed workers and there was nothing I could find to do. One night I wandered into a saloon on Wabash Avenue. Upstairs were ., C, ,
rooms occupied by ladies of easy virtue. Two of the women were - :;
entertaining some men a t the bar. There was a piano over in 'the ., 15
corner and to it I went. I sat down and began playing some $,:< - 'i:..r.
jig-time melotlies. Immediately two of the women came over and
watched my performance. In a few moments they were joined $;<$,:;{.;$
.:-j"
- by the proprietor. After a few rounds of dancing, the proprietor,
:u$h
urged by the women, asked me if I would take a regular job arc
G::!
piano prayer. Out of work, I replied I would be glad to get the'
;$
job. For the next six wee
fixed a t $1.00 per night, with ti
girl, well educated, but a profes
to me and begged me to bec
'
stay with her, and give her
never have to work again.
I had other plans. I was still a Socialist bent on revolution and . :
ambitious to organize a society from which pro9titution - of
.
kinds
would
be
eliminated.
I
turned
down
her
kind
offer
and
qnik;,
.
fhe job.
I went to 2020 State Street, headquarters of the Chicago City
Street Railway Company, and applied to General Manager Robert
, McCulloch for a job as street car conductor. McCulloch was the
-blave driving dictator who, as head of the St. Louis Traction Com1;
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had cnrshed a strike by traction employees in that city,
and bad been hired by the Chicago concern to prevent labor organization in the Windy City. I did not know this a t the time I
applied' for the job, learning tt later. McCulloch was a Southerner and had been captain of a company of Confederate infantrymen in the war ,between the states. He was a well built and well
preserved man past sixty with gray hair and a heavy mous'tache.
He wore a suit of Confedrate gray, and a broad brimmed felt
hat such as Texans wear. He recognized my southern brogue
as soon as I spoke. We sat in his private office where he gave me a
careful going over. I told him my father was Chief of the San
Antonio, Texas, Detective Department, that all my people were
..
Southerners, many of them being Confederate veterans, that I had
come to Chicago to see the sights, and had decided to remain
> ,
if I could get a jab. Further 'than that I gave him no information.
,
Despite the fact that on his application list were hundreds of
Chicago young men, he accepted my application and directed me
to report for duty to the supervisor of the Wentworth Avenue car
barn. A t the time I did not understand why he took me on so
quicldy when there were so many others, local men, who wanted
the job. I learned why afterwards. Being from Texas, he na' - turally inferred I knew nothing about the labor movement, would
be a willing scab in the event of a strike, and, as a red blooded,
upstanding native Texas sonofabitch, would figh't for my American
right to work as a scab in spite of hell and high water. Never
was a man more disillusioned than he when the crisis came.
'
For many weeks I worked on the extra list. The pay was 11
cents an hour, and one had 'to work fifteen hours a day to keep
,g ,
;.' body and soul together. When I got to be a fullfledged conk<; .. ductor, my pay increased to 15 cents an hour. The swing run
2
,
, system
~
in vogue literally kept the motormen and conductors on
kg-., their toes most of the twenty-four hours
day, with the result
ked out of them. It is a marvel
he Company with street car accidents.
on as conductor I began to get busy
e necessity for organization. Virtually
fidence I ingratiated myself agreed
,+with me. I found no open opposition. Thereupon I initiated a
secret organization, and, before I was fired, managed to get nearly
, a hundred men into the movement. Every car barn had a social
:hall many of which were equipped with pianos. In my leisure
'!lours I visited these halls, played the piano, and thus made the
qquaintance of hundreds of workers throughout 'the system. A t
.&at,bowever, I recruited a Company spy. For a while he apt ~ ,jn
~be on
d the square, but it was not long until hts actions
I
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ar~nsedmy swp2eim. ~a.o&g- I$-.
would be .repor$@-and,. ~ ~ . u
loae my job, f decided to repeat.the.performance I ~nwked,far qs' '"
fireman in Texas. I sat dadm and. m a t e a Iengtby -lemi foi'. ..:.:.,
publication in . The Chicago American, a Be~earst newq?ager, ,b- , ::,
.
' whlcki .Isigned my full riame a ~ 'address.
d
In this ldtter I des- - . ,
crib& the 1nbe~8blehours of toll, t h e low pay.the itreet car. k:
workers &eceivW, and . their apparently .hopeless v u t l ~ ~ kI. .de- . . i<E
manded that tbeg be permitted to wg&e and a& iw higher
wa&s an@ better working condi'tiom. The letter appear@ fea- .
bred on the &ont page of everg edition uf the paper next day.
Every one of the thousands of street tar worlters an the &everai
traction systems was elated, e ' l e c t r and
~ ~ not a little frightened,
at the pnbIication of the letter. Hemst's poliey then fav red tW
mganfned labor.movement. He was sn.active canidate for
hation by the forthdoming Remocratie convention for the Presideney of the United .States, and he pos&t as the friend of the
working class. Thit was why I singled
out , t h e Hearst paper' as ,
"
w e llgelia to print my letter. .
- M c ~ o b h Freactfon
s
to. my letter was ' instant and
He sent im me, lectured me fur my gUdacity and 1ikeJ.J. Rpas, oi','
the 8outhem Pacific Railway Company, fired me wkth the mgm
$esMon that I*-putmy talents to better w e t u n trying to eatp
I:;,
my living as a .common worMng am. Bhorn of my badge, but . ' : ' +
wearing my uniform, I went to the office of TEIE Chicago
':
iean t6 report my &barge.
To my' suprise I found the city' edito be none other thsh Moses Kqenig@bergwho fokmerly worked for - -. ,:
The Ban Antonio Daily Efpress and who was a close friend' of .
my father. He best me as a'boy. '
. -qj
WU, ~eosge,whst are you doipg in ~hicsgo?" hen hol&
. (':
up the front page of the paper containing my letter he exelaimad;: . . -:
"1 see yqu are doing plenty. 81t down and tell me your stor$<
Briefly, .#Igave him all. the. factsaof the situstion, whereupon Im
called for t w members
~
of the staff, Hugh FulbPton, who b w a ~ e
..
tam& aft,es-d!,$ir
sports writer, and a young fellow by the nrurme *
of Nathan who was official photographer. He dtrec&d the thi$@
of us to go into the private office30tCharles Edward Russel& la^@&':<<'
editorial writer, so that Russell might hear the story. Rus~d11!_s%j
became a Bocfalist and wss- once the ,SociaJ&t candidate far
New Pork governorship. Next day, as a result of the int;e*&6,,: ,
severdl poses of mymlf appeared on the paper's front ,page
R
' f a d b r y of rthe
ia!,
by Fullerton. On the edit.ori@
had
editorial 16hb.g with indignation at the manner:.& ,. .. +,. ,
'f - had
' . .been treated bi MpCuUoch.
+.
~eturnidgto the city desk, Koenigsberg
..
:F+,,. . Billie Roberts, labr reporter, with the te6lriest
.
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Chicago Federation of Labor wheie I:
ames Bowman, President of the Fedelighted a t the story of my experience, ';
ation would stand by me t o the last -:
the last dollar. He picked up the telephone and long . "
to Detroit where he made contact Wth W.D. Mapon, PtesAmalgamated Assiciation of Street and Electric Railes. Mahon said he would take the first train to
eet me and continue formulation of
eet car workers. I n Washington City
and he, too, came 'to Chicago. Certain- '
a sensation greater than anything' of
;:-.
.
which I ever dreamed when I wrote that letter for publication.
,<
The other Chicago ~ a b e r s namely,
,
The Ribune, The Daily ~ e w s ,
ij. ..
The Inter-Ocean, and The ~hronical,were compelled to give my
story space and display.
;
+
P
L' :-*;.
W.D. Mahon and Sam Gompers for years had tried to ornf!; %. . ganize the Chicago street railway workers, but unsuccessfully.
;*:.
Now with the backing of the Hearst press they calculated they
c&d do the job. When Mahon arrived, the first thing h e did
%:-. :
p.. ,
- was to put me o n a salary. He took a suite a t the Briggs House,
. - unofficial hotel headquarters for all visiting labor dignitaries, and
;. .
"had .meoccupy one of. the rooms of the suite. Thence, under his
$7.: ~ ~ d e rIs ,sallied forth on my mission of organization. I contacted
,
,
pic6 sweet car workers wherever I could. A system of numbers was
, dedsed and the initiation fee fixed at $1.00. The response was en-.
;,
ti
g?, . couraging. Had McCulloch acted with diplomacy and sense, the
.=. movement to organize might have been delayed, but unwittingly
Qe played right into our hands. In addition to firing me, .he
' Wred seventeen others who had joined the original gecret organ,
"'
- : . + * b W b ,among whom was Mike Buckley who had worked for the
q,&T
,.
8;+,,. - ' :''' ' 'Cbmpany
as matorman almost uninterruptedly for twentpfive
y k s . Buckley was prominent as a memBer of a number of soda2
@$';political organizations, and his numerous friends resented
very man who was seen talking t o me
re men who lost their jobs the greater
the more widespread public indignaother papers printed sensational stories
and "Organizer Shosf" was publicized
ants were Ralph Habaa,
d McMarrow and others on the south
''
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'bent Mshon s&ured ~attersailHall, largest

1
-

-*

in the'

all day and all night mass demonstration. Chief s
.

Sam Gompers, W.D.Mahon, Bishop Spaulding of Peoria, Ill., GI=-p:
ance Darrow and myself. My address was short and to the pornti!:,
I was introduced as the man who started the movement. All me
newspapers advertised the meeting. All swface and elevated rail-. ,
Way employees were invited to attend and join the union. It was a
gamble. No one knew positively if the workers would come. Out- .,::
side the hall spies were placed to warn the workers not to enter "'$,
t h e hall on pain of dismissal from their jobs. To the credit of the ;'!.
workers they paid no attention to the spies. Early in the morn
ing they began to enter the hall and all day long and far into the
night they kept coming. Clerks were appointed to take the
names and initiation fees of the workers as rapidly as they joined.
Repeatedly President Mahon adminstered the oath of obligation
On the following morning union organization of the Chicago rail
way employees was complete.
Immediately exec
and business agents ele
df Division 260 for the sou
dent of Division 241 for the north
worthy ibrcither was e
ropolitan Elevated. Clo
workers were taken in to
achievemant. Had it not been
papers and The Chicago Dai
accompliashed. The two men
assistance and publicity, unq
city editor of Hearst's Chic
Russell, the paper's editorial writer. .
When the executive board for Division 260 met
Manager Robert McCulloch to discuss and negoti
hours, he turned to me w i
young man you had me fa11
were ignorant of unions
must congratulate you for
did. Do you want your old j
had other plans for the future. President Mahon
stay with him as organizer.
intesested in the organization of labor, my chi
the education of labor. I said if he would back me
terprise, I would like to start a weekly labor pan
organized street railway workers. He was agreeable,
cooperation of W.D. Meek, of the elevated, who h
vious newspaper experience, we proj ected the puljlicati@ni.
j
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.it,The Union Leader. That was early in 1902. I acted as ealtor
.'*andMeek acted as business manager. Instead of securing in-

dividual subscribers, the several executive boards had the unions
subscribe en masse. I n that way we began with a circulation
approximating twenty thousand readers.
It must be understood that the rank and file of the railway
employees thought they were under a certain obligation to me
f o r having started the organization that now began to pay dividends in the matter of higher wages and improved conditions.
-They gave The Union Leader their support, and so long as I
limited my editorial observations to pure and simple unionism,
they, and the executive board members, continued their support.
But I was not content to write commonplace matter that carried
no social message. I was a Socialist. I did not believe, in the
capitalist relationship of employer and employee. In my phil. osophy there should be neither employer nor employee. With
Lincoln I believed that those who produced the nation's wealth
should own it. I n short, I took the position that there should be
only one class in society, and that class should be the worldng
class. Such a social conception involved the elimination of the
boss class, and-all parasites, leavng the working class t o own and
control the country and its institutions. That was Socialism.
That was genuine freedom, the freedom for which I had been
battling since I arrived a t the age of accountability. I knew that
-mere unionism would get the workers nowhere. Increased wages
invariably would be matched by increased living costs. The workers
~ h o ~ d the
i d actual work on the job, under capitalism, were given
just enough to keep themselves and familes in meager comfort
irrespective of the wages paid. The street railway workers barely
lived when they received. 15 cents an hour; they fared ltttle better
: when their wages rose to 60 cents an hour. I pointed all this out ib
my editorials and explained that the fault lay, not with the grasping
greed of a minority owning class, but with the social, political
and economic order operating on a basis of private ownership
for private profit. I stressed repeatedly that the workers should
strike through the ballot box for the collective ownership of
%be means of life, by mass political action capture the government,
&ate and national, and with the government expropriate the expropriators, collectively take over the agencies and instruments
of production and distribution, socialize the same, and thenceforth1in democratic fashion operate them for the common good.
Here i s where I reckoned without my cost. Almost every ex@&@&e3
boaad member-the principal officers of the organization'-ww
a Roman Catholic. Large numbers of the rank and iile were
,OUQolics~
. .
What I was advocating ran counter to the religious
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$en& 'of these people. For a while my readers to
but they began to protest, gently at first, then
they made the welkin ring with verbal dissent. Bvard membeis,:. *+2:.q,!(q
close personal friends, tried .to diisuade me from, carrying onaa$::,%,
Socialist propaganda. W.D- Mahon, himself a Socialist in erqly', :''*itb g
life, admonished that if I wished to become influential! in the (s
labor movement, I would have .to conform 'to popular prejudices and, :';';i
.attitudes and play the game according to the rules .prescribed,-A
He pleaded with me to change my editorial policy and not destroy
all the good I had thus far accomplished. Even Sam Gompers . .:
interceded. A t the Briggs house he and I spent several hours in
argument m e evening. Sam was an anarchist and an upholder
of private ownership. He despised Socialism and Socialists. He , 4
said it was the business of management to manage and it w& the ,') '
duty of workers to work. Unionism, he said, existed to enable
employers and employees to cooperate in adjusting wageq hotax - .,?:
and conditions and to bring stability and prosperity to indu,:
and\ busin'ess. It leaked out during our discussion t h a t he had
m a l l .faith in the intelligence of working ' people, that most . c8 ;
them were born to obey, and t b t democracy and freedom, ae? .:
cording to the Socialist conception, were unattainable. He stm89eb :
what Mahon had previously said, that if I wanted promo'tion' ss;\;:;'
labor leader, I would have to cater la the ignorance and prejii- ,
dices of the American people, recognize the power of money, an&' - - -..L
cooperate with management in making capitalism work.
' ,,
Finally, WD. Meek, my business partner, declared: "Geor~,..-c.-.:
we can't go on like this. You can't get away with Socialtsm in.' - .^
Chicago. I will either ,sell out to you or you can sell to me. m
f . ;;j
do you say?"' Meanwhile, anticipating the denouement, I had &- $.>
sulted Koenigsberg relative to a reportorial job with The Chicago' -. ;.
American: and he agreed to take me -on. I sold my interest in The':'.$
Union Leader to Meek for a song and began reporting for I%
American. Subsequently, Meek mld the publication to the Arnall:'l::,q+
g a ~ a t e d Association, and opened up a saloon. Dick Blarid
made editor, and remain
the .paper, which has bee
Usbnent, and owned by
by Don Bresnahan, a capable n
m-iption, and for almost fifty years I have no
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Chapter VI
LIFE IN CHICAGO
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Since I was twelve years old I wanted to go to Chicago to
avenge the death of Albert Parsons who with other so-called
anarchists was judicially murdered by the legal minions of capitalism. From Uncle John Davis I learned the particula~sof the
frame-up, trial and execution of the Hagmarket martyrs, and I
was outraged a t the injustice despite my extereme youth. At that
time I had no idea of what I would do if I got to Chicago. In
my heated imagination I visualized my~elfkilling first the judge,
then the jurors, following which I would pick off and assassinate
ther law officers who participated in the crime. If I succeeded
in this enterprise, I iwended to follow up by going t o Homestead,
Pa., and doing to the murderers of the Homestead strikers what I
did t o the executioners of Parsons and his pals. Bloodthirsty as
I was in my determination to mercilessly slay every perpetrator
of social, political and economic injustice, my soul revolted a t
the 'thought of harming a cat, dog, rabbit, bird or even an insect.
But that was the kind of boy I was a t the age of twelve.
Thoughts like these running rampant in the head of a twelve
year old boy, if expressed aloud, would have arrested the atten. tion of a psychiatrist and provoked his wonderment. To all intents and purposes I was like the boys with whom I played. I
enjoyed marbles and baseball, was interested in athletics, loved
to frolic and play pranks, and, apparently I was human and
normal. It was my mental and moral reactions that differentiated
me from the others. I seemed to possess a keen sense of justice.
I resented any ill-treatment of an alleged inferior by a selfconstituted superior. The only fights I had were fights to protect m a l l boys from being insulted or persecuted by bigger buys.
I could not bear to see a horse, dog, cat or any dumb animal abused,
and I instantly challenged any one who indulged in such abuse.
Although a native of the deep south where race prejudice
runs high, and despite the fact I had been indoctrinated with the
notion that the whites were superior to the blacks, it was not long
after I had studied the principles of Socialism 'that my attitude
toward Negroes was reversed. Studies in anthropology further

3x4
-

emphasized mg changed attitude. W'hen I became a lull-fledged
Socialist, every vestige of race prejudice was driven from my spstern. Socialism taught me to understand and accept the principie
and practice of universal brotherhood, something to be incorporated in human relations, something I failed to get in my later
preparations for the Christian ministry. I had early been admonished to hate Yankees as if they were devils. I was told that
Yankee men had blue bellies and from the back of their heads
sprouted horns. Yankee women, I was given to understand, pwsessed n e i t b r morals hor refinementt and, given to choose, would
prefer to have sexual intercourse with a "black buck nigger" than
with any white man they knew. Later association with northern
men and women, naturally, disabused my mind of this fiction.
Why, as a boy, were my mental and moral reactions to current and historical events, local, state and national, different
from my playmates? Why was I so outraged by the execution-of
the Chicago anarchists when my playmates didn't give it a thought?
Why did I always side with workers on strike, charging the employers wkh injustice, when the boys with whom I played were
completely uninterested? That question baffled my paxents, gave
my relatives concern, and in school and college caused my teachers and professors tb shake their heads in bewilderment. b
many respects I was regarded as a freak, and to the unthinking
conformist I was. Yet, like the average American boy, I wx&
flesh, blood and bones, had likes and dislikes, reacted to ordinary
activities as any boy would react, and a physical examia;af;iuad
of boys in line, one of which I was, would have found me no different from the others.
Was it because as a boy I had been seen so much drunkenn&,so much fighting between dar-vil
men, so many Negroes strung
up for minor crimes, so much of life in the raw, that in my reaction I went to the opposite extreme? I got so I detested liquor
and tobacco, games of chance, hated the sight of either gun or
rpvolver, and want@ to get away from people who lived that kiad
of life. In my childish fancy I envisaged a peaceful corm~~unity,
state and nation, based on justice and operated to enhance.#'e
happiness of mankind. And early resolved to do what I cum
to make my dream cowe true.
Such was my intellectua equipment when I arrived in ~hidag6
with Walter Vrooman. I well remember how Vrooman with amFement watched me when we drove through the streets of the greaO .
city to the hotel. Outside of San Antonio, Texas, I had never. e f i '
perienced city life. The tall buildings, crowded. streets, rusvehfcles, clrrnging street cars, the roar of the elevated Idpa
combined to overwhelm me with confusion. It was in this ct%y7

'-

L

'

e%~$-@,~begih
my fighk i& fieedom, and achieve it, by organ-

: ~ t t i n gover a revolution for fundamental social,, poeconomic change. "George," said Vrooman when -he
e e d my bewildered countenance, "don't be overcome by what
,@%"seeand hear. In no time you will get used to all this noise and
,en$usi~nand it will cease to be distracting. You will find the
pjwple here about as people e v e r ~ h e r esome
,
intelligent and alert,
t$$~jj
m a t of them mere animals with animal -like instincts and
dbj'ectives." And this, despite Chicago's boast, "I can and I will;"
i'
found to be true.
As organizer of the railway employees, and as delegate to the
Chicago Federation of Labor, life was exciting and at times dangerous. Pinkerton spies in the employ of corporations shadowed
the organizers to see where they went and whom they met. Every
m e I left the Briggs House I was followed by one or more spies.
Qn one occasion I was sent by Presfdent Mahon to transact
some business with a man who desired anonymity. Instructed
by Mahon, I left the Hotel, turned north a t the corner and pro~ e d e dto walk to the bridge which span the Chicago River. As
w l , one of the spies followed me. But following the spy were
$Nee husky motormen. 1t was in the evening, and darknea enshrouded the bridge. I slowed down on reaching the center of
the bridge which enabled the spy to get closer. A t this moment the
three motormen ran forward, grabbed the spy and threw him
W i l y over the iron railing into the river. We could hear the
&plash as the man hit the water. We did not linger to observe
~bsequles. With his shoes, clothes and overcoat, I did not see how
he could emerge alive. But nat a word of the incident was given
publicity, and it was speedily forgotten.
m e n moral suasion failed to*induce workers to join the union
of Wir craft, force and violence wire employed. "Skinnyv Madden,
8 steam fitter, headed a gang of strong-arm goowho visited
construction jobs where nonunion men wete working. A t first
an appeal was made to the intelligence Bnd economic interests
of the workers. If this proved ineffective, the recalcitrant workers
were threatened with bodily violence. They were given the address of union headquarters with the admonition to show up in
peaceful fashion where they could be inducted into the union.
If they still held out, and refused to join, one by one they were
picked out and had hell beaten out of them. They were threatened with a repetition of 'the experience if they persisted in their
opposition. One beating, however, brought them to terms and into the union. Once in a while Madden and his gang would jnvade
rt construction job, and if the workers refused a n invitation, to
loin the ,union, with clubs and blackfacks gang member,. would
. d&,.

d:and

'

%

-

%

'. il&t thi - fOWwed; b6th g$f&k
atlijiali: th& Gorkers, slid ' i&
st&& and workers were sevetly '-h&: Knowing they wcdd be-;W''
vaded again, as a rule, the wmkers made iheir ' waf '6.NIX@$
,
headqtlaxters and became unim men.
'
Many times I.'went with the gang and took part i n beat$~g
up scabs. I did >notdo it for the excitement or for the ;tew gol-, L,,.!:4'i
la& paid for the work. I did it in all conscience in the pef? -+;;
formance of my duty as union organizer. I regarded i e n rina :-'[
women who refused to join the tm.bn as traitors td their cla&&
the working class. I f these workers were not amenable to rea- . ?,;:;
&on, could -not see that their interests as workers lay with their - .I.';:$
fellow workers in unity of action, then Qastic measures - were' - . ;!:
I
necessazy .to make them see the light. Every time L operaw%
aperture in a worker's skull with my club I sincerely hoped :thdt
the sunlight of reason would enter through and his' brain w.0:?
be illuminated by the consciousness of his class interests
.,$
. that henceforth he would cease to bB a damned slave to be ordered
. -2
and -exploited 'by some corporation baas but would rise as s u n i o ~
man to walk unfettered in his working class majesty and migWC
No monk of old who stretched a heretic on the rack for the 'goqd .
of the heretic's soul was more serious and sincere than I w$ * ' !- '.,;
. '?
.
when I helped. to beat up scabs who -would taKe workers'
in time of strike, or who refused to join the union of 'their 'eh#! . ::),!
After selling my interest in THE UNION IJUDER, and $obi& . 4::s
to work as reporter for THE CHICAGO AMERICAN,a world of n q ' ,:j,;{
experiences began. M. Koenigsberg, city editor and my f a t h e e .; '$
friend, undertook the task of training me to become a newspa*
man. "George," he said, "you have wasted enough time with t&
F
';
$,
=: '
,.*.
.
labor pkople. You should now know you can't get anywhere *'+
::,,-$$;
g a b .Socialist agitation. Cut out that foolishness. Oet do*.,b :-~;,;,y;
business on the job here with me. I f you-will follow mr in&&$-;: $g+
tions, you will be advanced as fast .asyour ability will warf%~&fE:
. ::
. $.-,: .;, j;Jj
;
En time you may be able to make four mark."
- , *-,:
Koenlgsberg typified Hearstian pollcies and procedure.
$!?.:r
abry with him was s sensation, had to be a sensation, or it 'w& ' . ""
not a ~t02y. His desk was in the center of the room wMc@ he
dominated completely. The paper he got out carried six &%ions
daily. The morning paper, THE EXAMXMER, was more :%sedate
:.
with more foreign news. Andy Lawrence was the big khief who.
',;i,!c(ii$rolled bath publications. Frequently, Hearst, who made reg-',,
?".tU&r-piltpiniages from San Francism to New ' ~ m khnd return,
-;i.'*~q
,stop by to Wapect hi& Chicago papezs. In the winter and
,
@ping of 1903-8, when I was
Hearst reporter; he 'dbuld chat
.,.
.<
dt&~o&igrsberg before gdhg .into the flifvate-dfice of Law- .- ' r
*
Wth whoin he defa + lengthy e6mferences. A t that time,
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out to ascertain his standing among the people. To that end I
w m one of many assigned to the job of visiting Wisconsin and
adjoining states with. the view of finding out what the people
thought of Hearst and his eligibility for the presidential job. For
,.' a month I traveled through the states designated asking questions
and discussing Hearst and his candidacy. Every night I wrote out
my findings and mailed them to Koenigsberg by whom they were
handed to Lawrence. Since I was instructed to get and report the
truth, I must admit what I wrote and mailed in was not encouraging. While the people read the ear st papers and revelea
in the sensations disclosed, they had little use for Hearst as a man.
Besides routine investigation and reports, I figured in three
,

'\

!

.

'

Outstanding Republicans let it be known they would as soon
assodate with a skunk as with Hearst or any of his hireling emissaries. Republican candidates refused t o permit themselves to - be
interviewed by Hearst reporters. But the Hearst press continued
to publicize politics although much of what was written was sheer

"

a Socialist, I tried t o be honest,'truthful and sincere. There

dikharge of my duties as a capitalist newspaper man. I f I limited
myself to Socialist agitation, not only would I fail to win promotion,
'flut'I would remain impoverished and discredited. I f I succeeded

I

m, ana pursue the capitalist newspaper game to the reprehnsible (5:
end.
Mark Hanna, Republican boss, was scheduled to speak a t a Chicago Republican rally. THE TRIBUNE, THE CHRONICLE, THE INTER-OCEAN, THE DAILY NEWS contained stories of the approaching rally, with interviews with Hanna and other Republican polfticians. What the Hearst papers pointed was either fiction or
second rate stuff. A t that time my face and personality were
comparatively unknown in the local newspaper field. ~oenigsberg
called me to his desk and asked: "George, how would you like to
interview Mark Hanna? He is going to speak today noon a t the
Rebublican rally. I want you to go over, contact him, and get
from him answers to these questions. Then come back and write
the story." Whereupon Koenigsberg handed me a sheet of paper
containing six questions to be answered by Hanna. He kept; a
straight face while giving me instructions. He was just trying
me out with no thought I would succeed. His cleverest and most
capable reporters had signally failed to get an interview, and he
had not the remotest idea I would succeed where they had failed. On reaching the 'street I started to think. I knew if I represented myself as a Hearst reporter, I would get nowhere. Quickly I made up my mind. I wefit into a job printing plant and had
some cards struck off which read: "J.A. Hanna, Chicago represn'tative, St Louis GLOBE-DEMOCRAT." With these cards I went to the '
rally, and, awaiting my chance, managed to sneak in back stage.
The stage was filled with politicians and local newspaper men.
Mark Hanna was sitting just back of the chairman listing to the
preliminaries before being introduced. Boldly, I walked in amoqg
the politicians, went over to where Hanna was sitting, presented
my card and handed him. the paper containing the question&
Hanna gave me a quick ,glance, proceeded to read the questions,
and then taking the pencil I gave him, answered, and a t length
every question asked. Hugh Fullerton, in the audience, who had
been assigned t o report convention proceedings, and who seemed
\.
to be the only newspaper man who recognized me, telephoned at
once to kcienigsberg I was on the stage talking to Mark Hanna.
On my return to the city room, Koenigsberg's surprise and enthusiasm can be better imagined than described. I wrote a two'
column interview with Hanna which was featured on the front
page of every edition of the paper. Subequently, Koenigsberg-asked me to repeat the performance in the matter of securing
an interview with John Maynard m ail an, son of a Chief Justice
of the US. Supreme Court, then Republician candidate for th9. office of mayor of Chicago. I f there was one man Harlan despised .' i
it was Hearst. He.refmd absolutely to allow himself to be inter- - -'.
.?
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.:ylewed by a Hemst reporter. When I was assigned to interview
Harlan, I took chances with what I did. This time I had some cards

.

printed with a phony name as representing THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE. It worked, however, I was admitted into the private law
.:-. . . office of Harlan wherein sat his august majesty. Upon being seated I spoke up: "Mr.Harlan, I may as well be frank with you. I do
not represent THE TRIBUNE, and that is not my name on the card
you hold in your hand. I am George Shoaf of THE CHICAGO
AMERICAN. I was compelled to resort to this subterfuge to get
to see you."
A t this, as I expected, Harlan blew his top. He was a well
built man physically, smooth-shaved, high forehead, and had a
voice and delivery that made him the outstanding orator of the
Chicago Republican movement. He rose from his seat, glowered
,
at me, and called me a typical Hearstian rat. Then followed a
tirade against Hearst, personally, and against the Hearstian yellow press. He walked back and forth gesticulating as he bellowed
his imprecations. For twenty minutes he orated without interrupton. Secretly I agreed with much he said. I was a Socialist
- philosopher, conscious of the contradictions of capitalism, knew
that the man talking was a product of the American way of life,
. and, instead of being antagonistic, I was a sympathetic listener.
As a lawyer, I also knew he was devoid of principle fully as much
+
as the man he was castigating. As a politician I further knew if
he expected to win the election and hold office, he would have to
be potentially, and, ultimately, a scoundrel, traitor and thief. Although I had resorted to devious means to gain access to his
presence, I felt selfrighteous as I confronted him, and, if I must
say it myself, I actually regarded myself as his moral superior.
My facial appeacance resembled that of a poker player as
Harlan
talked and screamed, but inwardly I was filled with eia::
tion. For I was getting a story,' and how! Obviously, he refused to
answer questions I put to him. But his refusal to answer made
.
a better story than any reply h e could have made. Finally, he
. relaxed and resumed his seat. I had been the recipient of a n eration for which, had he delivered it in public, he would have charged
, .
at least a dollar ahead. Concluding he leaned forward and in a
., ,
moderate tone said : 'Young man, I know you are not responsible
., :
i!!r the policy of your yellow legged employer. You are earning
salary by doing what you are ordered to do. I hold nothing
,
against you personally, but I would like to give you this advice.
,
,
Quit the Hearst service and attach yourself to a paper of re: ' , '~pectabilityand worth. If you do that, and persevere, you may
'<
stse high in American journalism. Good bye and good luck."
f ~ ) , ~ { :, .,
' .,. . . The story I,wrote of the interview made a first page spread.
-
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the strategy I emrp10yed
f@#,
the interview. But he made no protest. ~ a d ' h been
e
a@ r n a ~ - m ~ $
k a n , eager for notoriety, he might have tried $0 cause me trbt&k..
But, John Mayne&d Harlan. was one of Chicago's biggest W;
Like Mark Hanna, whom through a typical capitallst trick, I had.

3 -expe~ted.
Harlan ' to make,

previous* interviewed, he kept the incident to himself. A m811.
with a little mind, an intellectual nincompoop, would have en-;
deavored to have made capital out of the episode. .
One of the dirtiest assignments Koenigsberg gave me -S
that of securing the picture of a ~rominentChicago society wolnwl
who was suing her husband for divorce. All the papers print&
details of the proceedings gained from the court records, but. no.
papershad succeeded in getting a picture of the woman. She lived
in a stately mansion on Michigan Avenue. Five maids were employed to service the mansion and give the occupant personal
attention. She had ordered all photographers who had taken
her picture to destroy all negatives. Every picture in. her posses'
sion was hidden in a locked trunk in her bed room closet. Wheq
she took a cab a t the front door, always she was heavily veiled.
She wore her veil wherever she went, and press photographexis
who followed her were wild with disappointment.
To me Koenigsberg said: "George, we must get that woman%
picture. Others have tired and failed. I am going to put you-on
the job to see what you can do. Take as much time as you p l e e
and spend as much money as is necessary to accomplish . yew
purpose. But get the picture!"
I reconnoitered the neighborhood where the woman il~kd.
Then I took a room unstairs in a near-by apartment house from
the window af which I had an unobstructed view of the b q k yard
gate. It was through this gate that the hired help came and went.
My design was to *formthe acquaintance of one of the-girls Who
worked in the big house. To shorten a long story, I succeeded in the
enterprise. Through a stratagem I contacted one of the gir"Is;'wd
made a date
her. .As luck would have it, the girl ~ s the
s
personal maid of the woman whose picture I sought. I made 10- to
the girl. I took her to expensive shows and dance halls.' And I
won her love. Finally, when I had completely gained ber, con- fidence, I told her what I wanted-her employer's picture. '4Hohey,"
she said. "1'11 get tb for you." Not only did she go into the trubk
and get one picture, but she got half a dozen different poses of
the woman. AQ soon as she gave them to me, I gave her a bug and
s kiss, and hurried down to give them to Koenigsberg. It rewired two week of passionate love making to get a e pictures,
but their publication enabled the Chiago Anwrioan to score
a &,scoop on.every other newspaper in tee f&ld The girl lose
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her job, naturally, but Koenigsberg presented her with $500.00 cash,
and procured for her a job better than the one she lost. I continued to go with her for a time, but my delay in proposing marriage caused her to lose interest, and we parted for good.
Prostitutes? While there may be exceptions, the fact remains that the American newspaper man, editor or reporter, is
a more degenerate prostitute than 'the radio commentator, politician or preacher, and one has to descend to the depths of iniquity to measure the prostitution characteristic of these last
named scalawages!

'

Chapter VII
THE APPEAL TO REASON
Arriving at the office one morning, Koenigsberg called to me'
and said some one was in the reception room wanting to see me. On
en'tering the room a man rase and announced his name as R e d D.
Warren, Girard, Kan., and managing editor of THE APPEAL TO
REASON, the famous Socialist paper which for years I had been
reading and to which much of my hard easrned money went to increase its circulation. Physically, Warren was slight and slender, but
electric with mental energy and fire. While I had had mme correspondence with him I had never personally met him. We took
to each other a t once and from thence became and remained 'fast
friends. Here is what he wanted.
Colorado and several other western states were aflame wkth civil
-war, the fighting being between the Mine Owners Association and
the Western Federation of Miners. - Pitched battles had been fought,
men had been killed, property had been destroyed, and the Cripple
Creek District, in Colorado, was under martial law. Only one-sided
stories of the affair, slanted to favor 'the Mine Owners Association, had been printed in the newspapers of the nation.. Conforming to the policy of the paper he edited, Warren wanted to
present the side of the striking miners to the American people.
At that time THE APPEAL TO REASON had a circulation..'09
seventy-five thousand, but its readers were men and women:@_
progressive thought and influence. Warren asked me if I woq.@
take the assignment to go to Colorado and let down my ha&''
in reporting the facts of the struggle.
Obviously, I was torn beheen two emotional interests. W e
under the personal supervision of a city editor wkio was really
interested in my advancement I was just beginning a career as
a capitalist newspaper man that might carry me to untold heights
in American journalism. I had been given the opportunity*of
meeting and interviewing such celebrities as the R m h n . representative, Count Witte, W.H. Taft, who later became Presiden$
of the United States, and athers. Almost every Sunday, in H s n W
Hall, I was privileged to listen to lectures delivered by the ab10&.
o
f America'.s intellectuals, amorig whom was Clarence I3mr.0~~
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F. Past, and professors from the university of chicago.
Cite fur me cbuld not have been more interesting or pleasanter. ::', ,
Yet, I was a Socialist, a Party member, and a revolutionary So- ;,:-.i; ',
cialist. I had associated with politicians and knew them to be rot- ;4;
t;m with corruption. As a matter of fact, I had discovered that ?::'no man of real integrity and principle would choose politics as 2fi a,cmker. Reporting conventions where bankers and business men ~~4~
met, I found on personal contact that these gentlemen, as a rule were
just as crooked a s politicians were corrupt. Closer investigation rekealed t h a t the more pious bankers and business men were in
their Christian pretensions the more fraudulent they were in their
day to day activities. Every stratum of social and civil life -into
which I was. sent disclosed on investigation a seething mess of
moral putref action, and the higher and more apparently respectable the social scale, the more repulsive was the putrefaction,
All this and more flashed through my mind as I studied what
to do. I knew the system which generated and upheld the putrid
iness called the American way of life could not last, and that if
I remained a capitalist newspaper man, I would degenerate into
a contemptible prwtitute. Turning to Warren, I announced my
acceptance of the assignment, that salary was no object, and t h a t
if f could manage to get enough to eat, I would, be satisfied.
I went to Koenigsberg's desk, told him who Warren was, and
that I had agreed to go to Golorado to report the labor w a n
Xoenigsberg remonstrated a t first, but on going into the reception
rckm and conferring with Warren, he suggested I take a
month's vacation from THE CHICAGO AMERICAN, saying I could
wire reports every night to his paper in connection with my work
for
APPEAL TO RZASON. He had credentials made out showing I was duly accredited representative of the Hearst newspapers.
Having some knowledge of the militant Golorado situation, Koenigsberg further suggested I withhold my &PEAL TO REASON connection, and function simply as reporter for the Hearst press. I
acted on this suggestion, and it was well I did, as subsequent B..,.
developments demonstrated.
$<
):
!kt ; -,
Meanwhile, my Texas wife and young son had come to live 3
with me in Chicago. Relatives discovered my whereabouts by read- -[
ing In - Texas papers of my Chicago union activities. Despite her k; , parental objection to my social and political radicalism, my wife ',,,.
remained true, and was willing to cast her lot with mine. When 7
1 broke the news of my decision to go to Oolorado for THE APPEAL ,
TO REASON, she demurred, but accepted the situation as inevitable. So I packed her and my son on a train for Texas while 1
sped toward Colorado. ~ r r i v i n gin Denver, I betook -myself to the
headquarters of the Western Federation of Miners. ~lrea,dyFed- :
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e r ~ t i o nofficials had heen notified of. my coming, and 'they w@&.
:$;,
waiting to receive me.
The first functionary I was introduced to was John M.:u'N&@';
'editor of THE MINER8 MAGAZNE. For hours in his private ~fi:
:rice 1-listened while he told me the story d the strike, t W g nc&y
.as I listened. Some years. previously, he explained, headed by t&@"
miners unibn, organized labor, cooperating with liberal, and pro.greasives, succeeded in inducing the Eltate Legislature to pass, a n
eight hour day law. Many concerns obeyed the law, but the big
.mine operators refused to obey. Citing the Sermon on the Mount.
the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of tbe
United States, and groclaimihg they were acting in conformity
.with the precepts ~f Jesus, the big mine operators stood on theif
.individualistic rights to do as they pleased with their own, ~ e .gardless of the interests of the working people of the state. The
pastors of the wealthiest churches h Colorado, siding with tbe
big mine operators, denounced the eight hour day as snbversfve
sf-Americanism and demanded ita repeal. O'Neill was a fighting
~rishman'who had been educated for the Catholic priesthood,
when he studied*the principles of Socialism, and became s unibc
man, he withdrew from the church and dedicated himself to t&ib
l a w e of ,working class emancipation. He had a powerful vdeJ?.
which he used vith magnetic effect as he 'talkkd, and I was dulgl
impressed. When the big mine operators refused to obey the la+,the Western Federation of Miners went on strike to compel the&'.
obedience. This is the first instance on record a t t-hat time whe&
working people acted to make effective a capitalist law. ,,'
The Western Federation of Miners was the most class conscious and. most militantly aggressive organization of workers In
the United States. Edward Boyce, first executive of the organbation, cognizant of the class struggle and knowing that between
the working class and the. employing class there could be nothing
in common, insisted that the workers should be armed if they
expected to battle successfully for their rights in the American
way- of life. IR a speech to the miners he declared: ''I want to
see the day come when American workers will act on the Constitutional provision which guarantees them their right to 9wn
and bear arms. Nothing would give me greater joy than to hear the
ry'thmic tread of twenty-five thousand armed Bnd disciplined
members of the Western Federation of Bdiners carrying the latest
military equipment marching forth to give battle to the1hireling
rnlinibns of the employing class!"
Man, 0 man! When I read that pronouncement
.lbapt with indescribable emo.tion. The substance.of -that
&mnt was right ddwg my alley. For years I had ~bm.
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Under capitalism the workers produce and dise necessities, comforts and luxuries of life, and to the
ould go all they produce. A parasitical owning class
ed ownership through the operation of a fraudulent
had no more right to appropriate the products
a neighbor's house and
kers found it impossible to reen stolen from them, simple justice demanded
ke back their own by force and violence. If
, . the government stepped in to protect plutocracy in its thievery,
'then, according to the Declaration of Independence, and the
. injunction of the immortal Lincoln, it became the right and the
ers to abolish the government and organize anserve the interests of all the people instead of

I.

;.
.

:''-\'

When I arrived in Denver, Charlie Moyer was President of
the Western Federation of Miners, but W.D. Haywood, Executive
Secretary, was the real genius of t h e organization. Moyer was
e. He was soft-spoken, inclined to reticence in
ier to compromise than fight. But Haywoodher precisely like him! He was the mental and
carnation of Spartacus, the Roman gladiator, Simon
ned Indian, and Osceola, the Seminole warage of a lion, the audacity of the devil. He
every drop of his blood and every fiber of
y. I n all these respects he immediately
dolatry. I had reveled in "Oaesar's wlelly, the book which depicted the demodern capitalism by working people outraged be, y@ndendurance, and in Haywood I envisaged the leader who would
make real what Donnelly wrote.
THE APPEAL TO REASON a t the time was unique in that
publication that had a sizeable circulaland, who had made a fortune in real
ing Socialist, dedicated his fortune to
'Socialist propaganda, and edited by Fred D. Warren, a militant
uncomprising in demanding the subSocialism for capitalism. For mjany years I was
corespondent, Eugene V. Debs was chief editorial writer.
members of the staff were George D. Brewer, his wife,
, C.L. Phipher, E.N. Richardson, A.M. Simons, Ernest Unterand H.G. Creel. Under a pen name, "The One How," 'the
ayland, weekly w ~ o t ea column of pithy paragraphs
widely read. The success Of the publication unquesa s due to the fighting sprit of Editor Warren and the
1621
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fearlessness with which he exposed the crimes of capktalism.
. j i
For this paper I threw everthing I possessed into the job gf. $
describing the composition and leadership of the Western- Fed- ;-y
eration of Miners and revealing the outrages inflicted on union *'?
miners by thugs and gunmen in the employ of the m e Owners
Association. I had been filled with the history and current developments of the union by O'Neill and Hayward, and I made sensational use of the material 'they supplied. I wrote for a purpose,
and the purpose was not to earn 'the m a l l salary I received. Had
,
I the money I would have paid for the privilege for writing as I
'
.
did. Not only did I present truth and fact, but I slanted my atticles to win p ~ l i sympathy
c
for the striking miners and to create
a mass hatred of the Mine Owners Association. As a cub reporter
in Texas under Brann, the Iconoclast, I had learned the use of
invective; under Koengisberg in Chicago I had been taught to write
in such fashion as to engage the interest and stir the emotioins of
those who read. The. immediately increased circulation of THE
APPEAL TO REASON gave evidence I had succeeded in my efforts. .
Leaving Denver, I went to the Cripple Creek District where
upon showing my Hearst credentials I was a t once admitted. In
Cripple Creek I secured a room in the National Hotel next to- the
suite occupied by Sherman M. Bell, Adjutant General of the
Colorado National Guard, who had charge of the strike situation.
.
I cultivated the acquaintance of Bell and became one of his faverities. He had gone through the Cuban campaign where he.
'
served under Theodore Rossevelt of Rough Rider fame. Hiss knowledge of history, economic and social progress, and for what the
Spanish-American war was fought, averaged no higher than that
.
possessed by .the typical Texas cowpuncher. If ever a man had
the swelled head, it was he. He despised the man who worked with
his hands. Because of his willingness to do the bidding of the
,
Mine Owners Association he had been elevated to *the Adjutant
Generalship by, Governor Peabody. In action he was mercilessly
cruel. He once told me that he would think no more of killing a_
striker than he would of killing a skunk. Subalterns under him -:
assumed the same attltude 'toward labor as did their commander. , "
How he could develop such a hate complex respecting t h e issues of-- .
the strike was beyond my comprehension. Although I smirked and , >;
smiled while ingratiating myself in his confidence, really, if I ..-...;
dared to do what many times I was inspired to do, I would have, -5;-4
seized him by the throat with my bare hands and choked him to
;;4I,
death.. The contemptible S. 0.B.!
Early one morning he notified the staff of newspaper mea $;,;
h e was taking a company of militia to Dunville, a mining camp ib' ,;
the mountains, where some striking miners were- entrenched. ,I: ' 2,
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g.to 'arrest those skunks, he said, zktl if they

resist, there'
.be some shooting. Come on with me and watch the fan.
nt with the crowd, witnessed what happened, and later wrote
e story for THE APPEAL TO.REASON. Obviously, the miners
ned of the coming of the militia for when we arrived,
t.&ey had vacated the camp and were hiding behind rocks and
$8um.Ps'up'the mountain side.., Into the open space below poured
:. #he militia headed by Bell. With a loud voice he ordered the miner&
. 'b come down and surrender. When none responded, he com.%ginded the militia to open fire. For twenty minutes the- firing
:(wntinued,
. -+
the bullets ricoheting with a whining sound as they
lest themselves in the distance. Not a shot wm returned by the
,miners
who evidently were unarmed. Finally, one of the miners,
Iging between rocks, exposed himself. InstanBtlyhis body was
limed by a dozen bullets. "Go up and drag that skunk down
*e," ordered Bell. When several militiamen returned dragging
! body over the stones and through the brush, examination
- *ealed him to be John Carley, well known throughout the
hi-g
region and well liked by his fellow workers. No arrests
.,re
made,
and Carley's death was the :only battle casualty.
'
Next day, 'however, the Denver papers, especially THE DENVER
€-J%PWLICAN,carried wild and exaggerated descriptions of the
q called ."Battle of DunvilIe," where Adjutant General Bell, greatly
- :red by armed miners, fought the enemy to a victorious
nemy bullets were reported to have whizzed by the head
e'definat aeneral who stood his ground unflinchingly. Several
L& militiamen, -it was said, narrowly escaped being shot, but
----,tely the forces of "law and order" emerged form the battle
scathed. I knew and associated with the scribes who wrote these
,n&, and many a laugh they had at thelstories they wired their
%ective papers. I, too, wired a story to the Hearst press, but
-eal story was reserved for THE APPEAL TO REASON.
hqtly following the "battle" occurred the blowing up of the
b n platfarm a t Independence, a stop where miners left the
in ,tor the near-by mines in which they worked. Only sc.working the mines and it was they who lost their lives in
,$lesion. The platform was, jammed with scabs when the
@un took place. How many were killed was never definitely
'-inea tor the reason the bodies were b h v n in pieces and
ekd 'over the landscape. A large n-ber
of scabs sustained
'hat hwpitalized them f o r weeks and .months.
.one Ead placed a box filled with b!ack powder and sticks,
nea$h the' platform. A cocked revolver was placed
- --Ached to the trigger of the revolver was a gtrong
;ifih'&ni m l g h a hole in the box and to a point down
-.I.
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the hill several hundred feet distant. A detective agent, I(.c.d;:
Sterling, was named by ~ederatiol;officials as the man who pulled,
the string which fired the revolver thereby causing the powder +:'; .*.s
and dynamite to explode. He had been in the employ of the Mine -"$&$,p
Owners Associstion for year's, was reputedly capable of perpetrab - :
ing any crime in the calendar, and while he was publicly charged 'yt!
'
with pulling the explasion, he was never arrested. Nor w& any
one else arrested. The' reason for killing the scabs was made
known a few days later.
'.
For some time it was rumored that all the striking miners
were going to be rounded up and railroaded out of the District.. , '
The Independence explosion served as the immediate excuse. Swing- . ,
ing into action late one afternoon Bell deployed his troops at
strategic points and the m e s t of the miners began. No charge was,
placed against them. More than fifteen hundred miners were taken
into custody, many of 'whom were torn from the arms of their wives
and children, and thrown into a n improvised bull pen near the ' ,
railway 'tracks. Not all the miners were apprehended. Quite a .,
number slipped through the militia lines and fled through mom'
t a b passes. When making the arrests the militia covered earn
miner with a rifle ready for action, subjected each one to insult
and abuse, and tried deliberately to provoke a fight. Most of - ' .
the members of militia were bsrrom bums from Denver, hang.
on in the gambling houses, with a sprinkling of immature high
school and college youngsters. These were the defenders of tbe
flag, the Federal Constitution, the Declara'tion of Indepenclence. ':
and the Sermon on t h e Mount against the organized miners who - , !.
had struck to enforce the provisions of t h e legally enacted eight ,,
hour day. Unarmed, the miners were helpless. They were com- !,
pelled to submit to arrest and abuse without being able to hit. ,.-:,
back. Next morning a train of empty flat cars wassbacked-np .$$
near the bull pen.and the imprisoned miners were ordered to board . +,,
the cars. They had been fed neither supper nor breakfast. They w e d . :::,
without blankets or anything except the clothes they wore. Under : I
guard, 'the traixi moved down the track to Colorado Springs ywe . ":
it was switched to the main line that went east to Kansas and beyond. Out in Western Kansas, miles from any human habitation. .
at a place in what was a desert, the train stopped and the miners ,were ordered to get off and get out. Without food or water, theirx
physical suffering was frightful. Some of them b.ea
to Denver where they were cared for by ~ederationof
remainder, stranded, begged their way from town
to
ing east to they knew not where. Many died f r o k h u n
thirst, their remains lying where they died.
Such was the reward of working men who had stru
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Suppose the miners had armed themselves with the latest
, : "military equipment, as originally urged by President Boyce.
Sup,
,.'~~-$cse'atthe time of their arrest they had fought Bellb ti horn
I:'<brigade to a finish. What might have been the public reaction?
,Would American workers everywhere, organized and unorganized,
Intelligent, class conscious and courageous, have come to the'aid
."'&'of their fighting comrades, made common cause with them as their
class interests dictated, and fought corporation tyranny to a
-.t
b!;L;r bloody finish? Or would American workers, as a whole, remained
$2.- epwardly indifferent and inactive?
,
To hfs credit, W.D. Haywood urged the Federation to adopt
, 5:;
$he policy of President Boyce. He advocated arming of every mem,,
ber of the organization. But conservative counsel prevailed and
lLi the miners went unarmed. While they were railroaded out into
'. ?.\;A. . the desert to starve and die, the big moguls of the Mine Owners
:' : :,Association, and the principal business of Denver, in the safety
afrtheir luxurious clubs made the welkin with uproarious laughter.
.'_s
- Every night I filed a report of the day's proceedings to THE
~ H I C A O O'AMERICAN. In the quiet of my room,however, I wrote
'page on page for THE APPEAL TO REASON. I did not dare leave
.
'
€He District nor could I risk private mail through the postoffice.
,! $ ,
. a.t4?vrtunately,I was still a member of the firemen's brotherhood
4 2r ,and carried' a union card. The fireman on the train running between
Creek and Colorado Springs was a union man whose sym,;+,;Ctfpple
.
. b'thies were with the striking miners. I told him who I was, showed
;'!ym
my union card, and to him I gave the sealed story to be
:
'b'fhdled
a t Colorado Springs to THE APPEAL TO REASON.
., Several days later I received a wire from Warren advising
<&e to leave the District immediately, as my story,-as written, was
'
..., t8:71@
the mails and the paper that carried it would soon flood the
' ' ZI2 ~. ~ b*of
t eColorado. It was lucky I left. When General Bell read
>:ij:-$he
story he became so angry he wanted to shoot me on sight.
::'Wkmwhile,
I had gone to Denver and was safely ensconced in the
,t$h'; ,
' ?f@adqqarters of the Wwtern Federation of Miners.
,
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Chapter VIII
FI.GHTING DAYS
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When I left Chicago I expected to fulfill my mission in ~ ~ 1 + ; ;:,-$
orado within a month following which my purpose was to' r e t b -,.:$
to my job with THE CHICAGO AMERICAN. Iristead, I remihe#?
'.
APPEAL TO REASON almost cm* ::+:$&{
field correspondent for
, ':.i;
tinuously for eight years. At. first, Warren could guarantee
only a small salary and expenses, but as circulation boomed, 'mg :'."#
salgr~rwas increased. Most of it was sent to support my wife %I&#&
children. My expense aecount was so ridiculously inconsegueq$f&lh
it
: , $:
that Warren aSBed for an explanation. He forgot I had been traJb'& - " i f
for the CkgriStlas ministry and one of the things I had bWiqfl,
taught was the, art of mooching my way through life. YVI,WQ j, ,. ,;! :*!:I
&lt"
e n G r d a town or city in pursuance of my duty 'as AFPEXb m;,,
REASON investigator, instead of going to a hotel, I sought ';a$@
the home of some comrade whose name I had with the rekilt * : . I ;
invited -XI make the home my headquarters as long as I pela&$&.
- ':L..>J(
Fever at any time was 5 charged one penny fdr the accommodati.~~!.:i$
me comfort and entertainment was regarded by niy 60'&'.:
' as , part of' h k o r her contribution to
Most of the timk I spent in Denver was
Twining, mother of the famous Bocialist agitator
, Twining.
Experience had stressed the necessity of
my journeys. I bought and s p o ~ da small
into which I crowded the things- I 'needed.
preparing to leave Girard on an assignment I stopp
office to bid the staff, including Wayland, Warren .
good-by. Warren looked a t the . diminutive
that was the extent of my baggage. I replie
you have in there, George, said Warren. 1
dtsplayed my belongings. One suit of underware, one top
pairs of socks, several ties, one towel and a ram, @ith
economics, constituted a portion of my possessions Raaehin
beneath twe, W m e n drew forth a thirty-eight,
gad ai keen edged B w i e knife. For mercy's saate,,:'
what b. e- you doing w i q thw weapons Q e ~ ~ g e
.,I?+g
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had carried weapons similar to these since I was a boy, even when
I was playing the part of a hypocritial Christian preacher, and
that many times they came in handy in a crisis. Well, be careful, the three admonished when I left to take the train.

-

To illustrate one episode when it was necessary to draw my
,revolver I will .cite the following experience. Gun men employed
by James McParlan, chief of the western division of the Pinkerton
. National Detective Agency, with headquarters .in Denver, were
thickers than fiddlers in hell, both in Denver and in the strike
regions in Colorado. Their efforts to trail me were too clumsy to
be effective. One day I entered a saloon in Arapaho Street, in
Denver, to attend to the wants of nature. The saloon interwr
was long and narrow; with the bar on one side and the waster
d w e t in the rear. As I passed through I observed three men a t
the bar drinking. One of them, Charles Seringo, I recognized
as a Pinkerton gun man. It was too late to retreat, so I proceeded to
the rear, did what I had to do, and reentered the saloon. On my
way toward the front the three men obstructed the passage way.
I immediately divined their purpose. They wanted me to try to
push my way through where they were stantling so they could
atart a fight the result of w h i ~ hmight be my death. Seringo had
$he reputation of being a 'dead shot wtth many notches in the
h m d l e of his revolver. I had lriy revolver ready for action, and when
I approached the trio, I jerked i't dutcocked, leveled it a t Seringo,
and shouted: "~p.,*thyour hands gentlemen, belly the bar, and
keep your hands raised, or I will start shooting now!" They 4fwere
sd ,taken by surprise they did as ordered. Still covering them with
m y revolver, I walked past and out the front door into the crowded
sbee. None of them daxed to follow.
- One young fellow, a miner from the Telluride District, with
.whom I became intimately associated, was Jo Barnes. Jo was as
ly opposed to capitalism as I was. He was a mechanical
. He had invented a device which attached to a revolver
iile would direct a line of light straight to the target so tha%on
darkest night all one had to do was to put the light on the
rget and pull the trigger The big drawback, however, lay in the
e t .that because of the limited distance the light would penetrate,
Wating shooting was impossible beyond twelve feet. Vincent
- Johg, Federation man later General Secretary .of the Indusail *Workersof the World, was in Denver at the time. St John
d myself were blood brothers in our hatred of capitalism and
our desire to liquidate the damnable economy with force and
m e s was willing to destroy corporation property with
but hesitated to take human life. St John and I coninate Pinkerton Detective James McParlan.

.

.
.

,

Barnes did not disapprove of the project. In fact, he loaned us
the device he had invented to make sure of the job. St John ancl >;,
I calculated if we slew the detective chief, the act would put the fear
,:
of ood in the hearts of Colorado capitalists, and that unionism
would have clear sailing in the future. For days and nights we
camped on the trail of 'the detective chief, but his ever present
body guard of several huskies prevented us from getting neas
enough to accomplish our purpose. I f we were willing to sacriface
our lives, we could hav,e killed him easily, but we concluded McParlan's death was not worth the sacriface. But, worshipers a t
the shrine of gradulism-ladies and gentlemen of sane and safe
action-I must admit that as far as McParlan was concerned,
both St John and I had murder in our hearts.
McParlan achieved notoriety back in the days of the Molly
Maguires when he insinuated himself into the good graces of the
miners union in Pennsylvania following which he betrayed them into the hands of the prosecuting authorities. This was his first
experience as a Pinkerton detective. This was the man the (301orado Mine Owners Association employed to do to the Wester'n
Federation of Miners what, in 1873, he did to the Molly Maguires.
I n addition to the Cripple Creek District, several other mining
regions were placed under martial law in Colorado before hostilities subsided, among which were Telluride District, and the
region south of Pueblo, in Huerfano County. Telluride, like Gripple
Creek, was metalliferous in content while Huerfano was heavy with
coal. Italians worked the coal mines with Charlie DeMolle as their .
organization leader. I spent ten days with DeMolle visiting tb'
coal miners. I n daytime we slept, traveiing from cabin to cabin by
night. Everywhere we went among the miners we were hospitably ,
received, the miners being the best union men in the organization.
W.D.Haywood, as previously described, was a man of enormous .
physical strenght and absolutely fearless in the presence of a foe.
He was a class conscious worker from head to feet. Any insult .
or injury inflicted by a n agent or principal of the employing class
against a working man or woman anywhere provoked his instant '
reaction. He regarded working people as the mudstills of society;
exploiters he frowned on as a gang of thieves; and members of
.
the parasite class he condemned as social scum.
When he was arrested. in Telluride and brought to Denver
under heavy military guard, members of the Federation, Sociallst, .-.
symathizers and friends, formed a reception committee to gre&
him on his arrival. The depot platform- was jammed with a corn4 pany of General Bell's brigade of '"tin horn" troops when the train.
pulled to a stop. These troops with fixed bayonets pushed back anti j,:';
kept back the members of the reception committee. Haywood s e * ;
.'
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bbadg of the &mps he 8 8 'hlB
~ friends being pushed back
e they formed a fringe on-the outer edge of the platform-, f:,y.
saw reddened his vision and withat Bhhking he waded
g right and left among the troops knocking many of them.
'?@.'theplatform. Of cburse, powerful as was his physical might,
:'Be could not cope with the entire armed brigade. Clubbing him

L

i

',overthe +headd t h the butt of their rifles they quickly laid him
:ant cold. Thence he was taken to the hospital instead of to jail.

While Haywupd was hard and cruel toward capitalist ex,(.pfoihrs,and could cut in pieces the guts of poli'ticians who cham:*.
:pioneti capitalism, he was a sentimentalist supreme, was superp,/i' .
::, tatively affectionate in his home life, and toward dumb animals
as tender as a dove. In his lectae tour of the west, some time
,- .
; prior to his depature for t h e Soviet Union where he died, he stopped
.!I..
..- at my home in Los Angeles. We had two cats, one yellow haired
., and one hhite.
For some -reason cats can iwtinctively -detect a
EPiend from a foe. Without hesi'tation both cats jumped into
Hz~ywood'slap, made themselves a t home, and enjoyed the attention he accorded them. From yost other strangers they ran.
To catalogue - t h e crimes of murder, of exploded mines, of
'pa-Wted railway bridges of personal fights between individuals,
1
": i *btpitched battles between the state militia and bands of armed
outraged to degperation, would require a volume. It was
'\:-'h$bers
..
'
a - war 2x1 which virtually no quarter was given or asked. General
:
fought to protect the interests of the mine and smelter mill
r4~l,~app~~ations
and to guarantee to the employers- their privilege
k-itl"-'&exploit the miners. W.D.Haywood opposed Bell a t every stage
.of the struggle. A s usual, Bell frequently went out of .bounds as
fgye as the law was concerned, establishing himself as dictator
:J
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time in this country When upportiunity enabled
to lay the basis for future. fame and fortune, professionals
dividual efforts have been rewarded with success, ecorrom'know life chiefly through books, and hired propagandists
:~ecl& loudly for the American way of life, stress the fiction
'6&6k -do not exist in the United States, and there is no such
-.asc18a struggle. If Colorado and other western mining
.&ze not; .afflicated by class war during the period des: br9& the, strikes, many of them bloody with conflict, which
I~~:&cuT
in evay industrial center in the Union bertween .
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class and the wor&ng class, do not give
4;
the knistence of classes, then words have lost their meaning an*,:. 5.
men are no longer able to reason from cause .to effect. T ! -38
Colorado conflict simply brought the class struggle to the force a
with a bitterness and ferocity more pronounced than any labor
strike elsewhere had developed.
'.
In addition to the hiner's demands for union recognition, for
higher wages and better conditions of toil, there were other fsc-.
tors involved. In. the first place the Western Federation of Miners,
was c o m b e d of and largely dominated by the Irish. Second to
the Irish were the "Cousin Jacks" from Canada and workers from
Cornwall -and Wales. Many of the richest corporations which
owned and controlled the gold, silver, lead, copper and coal mines
represented the vested interest of foreigners, principally BritisYr..
British owners regarded the Irish miners as slaves to be contemptuously and mercilessly exploited, and they expected the
Colorado state government to protect them in their exploitation,
It was common conversation among the miners that Oovernar.
Peabody and General Bell were more British than American, and
that both of them were on the pay roll of the British owned c a porations. I n fighting for their economic rights, the Irish miqefs.
were giving vent to their age-old hatred of the British. The W ;
of Ouggenheim was another factor that contributed to the fero-,,,'
city of the strike. Most of the big smelting and milling interestit
in Denver and Pueblo were Quggenheim owned and controlled$'"
That a gang of extortionists by the name of Guggenhelm sQ~Xld
have the power to hire and fire them made the miners see red,.'
and they bristled for the fight.
Let it be recorded here with truth and significance $hat
the men, whether Pinkerton spies and stool pigeons, or members
of the Federation, who perpetuated crimes of violence during the
strike, including murder, were neither Irish, Cornis& Welah nor
Cousin Jacks. The record reveals .that every culprit apprehepded
who wgs found guilty of criminal acts was a native American with
an amplitude of old-fashioned American ancestry. These proven
criminals were either farm boys from the midwest and south or
they were adventurers from Chicago and New York. They ptasaeqsed
the same nature and spirit, the same indifference to human life,
that characterized the make-up 'and conduct of the bogbadiers .
who A-bombed Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and rained death and .
destruction on Germany in the second world war.
Subservient to the foreign owned mining carpucatl~s; a@$:
doing their bidding, was the Citizens Alliance. The.Al&mtre qa;lt.: ,,
cornwed of bankers, business men, members
and brofeasiond pouticians, with a sprinkling of
'
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whom were . 'native Americsns. The Alliance
times *to subvert the principles of democracy
t if the foreign owned corporations demanded 1.; ~ybvezsfun.As hangers-on, and eager bor a price to perpetrate any
, m e that could be charged against the Federation, were what
, ' bmd$m
economists call the slum proletariat. These consisted
- 'i.':i% barroom bums, gamblers, thieves, gun men and pain$ed pros[...:
.
titutes, for women were employed to discredit organized labor and
, .
T.,
. , - progressive thought -aswell as men. Added to these were despera!$j does, professional murderers, from Texas and New Mexico like Bob
. Meldrum, Charles Seringo and others of similar kidney who thought
,
:;, it sport to shoot down striking miners, or, . instigated to action
;; . by .the Citizens Alliance, dynamite bridges, blow up mines, and
.ooxprnit other acts of force and violence.
.
Ordinarily when peace prevailed, the so-called solid citizens,
,
of Which the Citizens Alliance Was composed, viewed with q i s f ' & @ n g and suspicion the slum proletariat as enemies of prosperity
,
and'success. It was when a labor war broke out that the bums,
.thieves and prostitutes were held in high regard by the big men
of industry and business, and their services enlisted to crush work.pra who dared to stand up for decency and human rights. Befate 'a strike the bums and thieves were pilloried for what they
werebums and thieves; but when these bums and thieves went
faith to scab Gn striking workers, how different! Then the damned
i?
sr . scabs. were heralded as heroes, and the preacherb, press and polifd$a& publicized them as saviours of the American way of life!
How like today. During the 'last war Americans denounced
!&
the
savage Japs, the treacherous Wops, the murderous Nazi Beasts.
,,
g . , h e m b e r the Beast of Berlin? Now that Wall Street is prepar&g:b
start
,
a war on Communism, the same Japs, Wops and Beasts
.-, age c a k e d fo by all the forces and factors of American imp@iaIi$rh. The Japanese today -are played up as demokats who
'? . licpv&'&eedom. The Italians are represented as highly civilized war..
-.Ab.. sMper5: at the shrine of social justice. And Nazi Germany is a
5 i , l . b t t ,of new people who love mercy and whose individual and
, a01lektive conscience is void of offense toward God and m.
i'+If $beFKorean war were to end today, and the 'Koreans and
C ~ ~ ~ are'
w now
h called
o
savage murderers by American mora+were
to turn against the Soviet Union and flop over to the
lcomed to the tnner
eet plutocracy as angels clad Inarobes of shinAmerican morons, as always, lacking in real in~ v independent
d
thought, would join in with Wan
.heL
e-ding:
- the. newcomers a hearty) weleoma
pr&mSbtheFMeration side of the struggle to the American
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peopte, ..and to place the rmpomibllity where it belonged, LZ3a&tG!
wood 'caused to be printed repllcas of the U;S. flag, *be st&z!$and stripes, which were to be circulated throughout the riatibib: :c?:?
. ,On. each stripe of the flag were the following, one i n ~ c r i p t i a i?.i:~
to a &ripe:
, t:
MARTIAL LAW DECLARED I N COLORADO.
HABEAS COBPUS SUSPENDED IN COLORADO.
FR,EE PRESS THROTTLlED IN COLORADO.

BULL PENS FOR UMONMEN IN COLORADO.
F a E E SPEECH DENIED I N COLORADO.
.
.
SOLDIERS DEFY THE COURTS IN COLORADO.
WHOLESALE ARRESTS WITHOUT WARRANT IN COLORADO.
UNION MEN EXILED FROM HOMES AND FAMLUES IN- L c
COLORADO.
,
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS DENIED IN CQL-"
ORADO.
, .
CORPORATIONS CORRUPT AND CONTROL ADMINISTRA- : .:
TION IN COLORADO.
RIGHT OF FAIR, IMPARTIAL AND SPEEDY TRIAL ABOLISH- :
-' i o ED IN COLORADO.
CITIZENS ALLIANCE RESORTS TO MOB LAW AND VIOLENCE' . ;i+
IN COLORADO.
,.
MILITIA HIRED Bp CORPORATIONS TO BREAK STRIHES~
- ;,
.
IN COLORADO.
HEX& AND DAMNATION RAMPANT AQAINST THE WORE-, ,jk
, - ,.;.
ERe IN COLORADO.
There is no dispasition here to give the miners a clean .b~:i--+
of health in the matter of absolving them from violence in tihe,
conduct of the strike. Of course they fought back, many employbe.;..; j:'
guns and dynamite against the enemy. Instead of the state goq-,:,!
ernment endeavoring honestly to maintain law and order be;..;\-:
tween the contending factions, t h e government, under ~ e a l y d i .~,:.:
.,
went all o u t in its determination to help the mine bosses CT~JS#&$' 1 ,
the strike. Not only was I permitted t o horn in on the d i & d e + ! ;
by the strike committees, but I also managed to worm my::*&if5
into the confidence of Association leaders who assured me u.th$6?
the war on organized labor would not cease in col
the working people were p u t in their proper places and
as dependents of those who owned and controlled the
of the state. At the Brown Palace Hotel, in Denver, a ,
into which n o class conscious worker could enter, the &*.
Colorado1 capitalism - foregathered to plan their oan$aigh
. ' organized l a b o ~snd to maintain the A m e r i c & ~
m,@m
enterprise. Needless .to say, by free enterprise' thky I: ,me
7
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' m e to operate their properties as they pleased regardless of
pnbltc welfare, and to reduce working people everywhere Yo
f9- condition of adject servitude.
All these activities were duly described and printed in THE
' WFEZAL TO REASON. Obviously, the miner's side was painted in
'me light of truth and fact, the other side being blamed for the
!outrages which occurred. The story, which ran for months, was
so realistic and exciting that the paper's circulation mounted by
.leaps and bounds. Because of this, when I concluded my Cul,mado assignment, I was sent to New York on another mission
Of investigation.
'

.,

Theodore Roosevelt, then Pesident of the
bpedy and repeatedly arrayed himself on the side of th
owners in their war on the Western Federation of Mi
bing %he Federation officials, and all those who symp
them, including Eugene V. Debs and the publish
APPEAL TO REASON, as "undesirable citizens."
informed me he was going to send me east to investi
I was appalled by the magnitude and implications
ment. Nothing could have pleased me better
Roosevelt for what he was-an antilabor, procapi'hlist,
buckling foreflusher-the exact antithesis of an
decessm, Abraham Lincoln. But who was I to
a job? I had never been to Washington City. So
was unacquainted' with Washingtan politicians
men, aDd at the time of receiving the assignment I hadn't tb re-,,
motest idea of how 'to proceed. Investigating Th
President of 'the United States. What an assignment!
For quite .some time TRE %Ew YORK
new-spaper, mannaged by Don Seitz, and a b
of Rcmwvi?lt, had endeavoredtto unearth so
that would give the paper an opportunity
seveltian record. Seitz told me personally
WORLD that his paper had spent $100,000.0
~n Roosevelt criminal culpability in conn
of
Panama Canal. $40,000,000.~0had
the expenditures incident to excavating
an$ Seitz and others suspected Rome
njinciallJr from $he transaction. A t the
igatioa, during which, as an employee both of
THE APPEAL TO REASON,working in cooperati
ifhancid editor, I was unable t o dig up anything $cou
cdnstrued as an involvement of Rmsevelt in flnaarcial.@&~ld
If f.& President of the United States p0cke6d2,a~
~
~
$4O;OW,000.00 he' certainly made successtql coWing of his:
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As a matter of fact, after studying Roosevelt and watching

him perform, I came to the conclusion that he was not interested
i
n the acquistion of money as he was desirous of personal power
,-.
and
glory. He was a pathological egotist. He wanted his name
..
at.
the
forefront of every movement that might bring him re$
. nown. A municipal election occurred in New York while I was
,'
there working on my assignment. Roosevelt came over from Washr
i n g h to make some speeches in behalf of the mayoralty candidate whose cause he espoused. One night he delivered seven
speeches some of which were in halls, the remainder from improvised platforms in 'the open air. With a crowd of newspaper
men I followed Roosevelt on his itinerary. Here is an episode
characteristic of the man.
The chairman was long-winded in his introductory remarks.
-First he eulogized the candidate, then the great city the chief office of which the 'candidate sought to gain, following which he
started to praise the next speaker, the President of the United
State. A t this Roosevelt's patience was worn threadbare. Stepping
.forward, he seized the chairman by the arm, whirled him about, and
. exclaimed: "Enough of t h a t . ~ h e s epeople want to hear me, not
you. Sit down! " Whereupon Roosevelt proceeded to introduce
himself and deliver his address. We newspaper men surrounding
him a t the time were much amused a t his outburst. I was not
more than ten feet from where he stood and spoke.
On another occasion when he was campaigning for the Presi.
dency, Roosevelt spoke to a crowd composed largely of Indians
in Oklahoma. As he glowingly described the patriotism of the
. Indian people, promising, if elected, he would see to it that those
. who lived on reservations in the west would be accorded every
privilege enjoyed by their white neighbors, that schools for the
education of Indian children would be established and subsidized
.
by the federal government, and that in other respects their in.',, terests would be prdtected and protracted, he frequently inkrrupted by his .auditors who shouted: "Bovina Guano! More
@ovina Guano! " Misinterpreting these interj ections, but smiling
graciously thereat, upon resuming his seat, Roosevelt turned to a
.
member of the reception committee and inquired what it was the
~Indiansshouted. "Bull Shit! More Bull Shit!" he was informed.
' *
.
My first sight of Roosevel't was in San Antonio, Texas, where
;' he came
to organize his regiment of rough riders. To us native
Texans, most of whom were born and raised in the saddle, Roo:!. r
seveit's
antics on horseback were amusing. Accompanied by sev.
.oral
uniformed
aides, he would mount his horse in front of the .
-'
hotel and gallop down Commerce Street, the principal business
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thoroughfare, and on out to the fair'grounds where he book c-e;.
of the recuits being assembled. He rode with an up and down: ::ct:
imtion, with a forward lurch, grasping the reins of his horse witb . -!j".,
$
,
the grimness of death. I have seen women ride the way he rode. . -.4i
. <'
His tenseness on horseback never relaxed. He was savagely brubl
as he dug his steel spurs into the flanks 'of the horse he rode. Ja .' ,:
Texas a t the time it was a saying that a white man would ride
a horse almost to exhaustion. A Mexican would take the same ham
and ride it almost 410 death. An Indian then would take over and. ride until the horse could go no father. But Roosevelt w~uld'foroe.
$he animal forward until it fell dead. Many times every day he
would parade himself on his horse through the principal streets
,
of the city to the amusement and disgust of spectators. His over-bearing attitude and defiance of city rules and regulations did
not endear him to the thinking portion of San Antonio's pop~l'tlora~'
A machine gw that would spew out bullets faster than they
could be counted had just been invented. Roosevelt received wht&
he personally tried out at his fair ground headquarters. With several young chumsJohn Lee, Charlie, Garrison and Jim KenneyI bent many times to the fair grounds t o watch Roosevelt perform.Using the opposite bank of the San Antonio River as a target, t h e .
bluff of which would stop the flight of the bullets, Roosevelt hand?,. :
led the guns with obvious delight. We boys crowded around the! ,
rough rider commander as he fired away. Once, as he quit firingB% fi
he turned to bs boys and. exclaimed: "I guess that g u ? ~wiIl f & . ,.
those Spaniards when it is turned loose on them." I did not tahe
I
tc? Roosevelt then, and he never later won my admiration. I fnstinctively despised conceit, the superiority complex, and a-gwce,
'
and Rmevelt was the embodiment of all three traits.
- '
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Volunteers were invited to join the rough riders regiment bking' ,.
organized. An uncle, David Hodges, succumbed to the invitzkkip, .
as did my friend Charlie Garrison. A year later both returned
from - the Cuban campaign phy
balmed beef gave them dysentery from which
died, Uncle David in a San Antonio hospital,
soldier's hospital in Sawtelle, California. I remained adamanb fn
my refusal to become a rough rider for two reasons: As a ~ 0 c f d & i 1 :
I was opposed to militarism and war. Further, my knowledge q t
economics, politics and. the American. way of life had gl-qn-me'::;';
an insight into the reasons why the United States was being.'gmdr ;:
jetted into a war with Spain. The newspapers, p&ticdansl d '"
preachers whooped it up for war
was at stake, and that the United States *w
rescue Cuba from the clutches of Spanish .di
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American politics and was cognizant of the power
bration might. In short, heasaid, the Washington adrnkon;'.bstigated to action by the sugar. and tobacco corpor'&dun&that waxfted to own and control Cuba, and prodded by. the
)&&st ijress, decided it was time to inaugurate a policy of Arnerfcaa
~&i$mia&m. The blowing up of the battleship Maine in Cuban,
+$#&61rs~an outrage every experienced newspaper man privately
@blrg@ to agents of the sugar and 'tobacco oorparations, 'cinched
: with

Hodges, CharUe 'Chmison, and*others I h e w ,
uced into becoming volunteers to fight for Cuban
and who,had come back physical wrecka, as pteviously
,contract&%%
dysentary by eating food provided by unprincipled
ate contractors who operated in collusion with Washingtan
ans who were more unprincipled than the contractors. The
med beef episode developed into a scandal of nation wide

a ' proseouted. Too many influential politicians were involved.
s. bf.American sucker/young men sickened and besame
invalidated because of the food they ate during the
h c t of the matter, from its inception to its finale, &he
s

l&bh&.'.'He

simply seized the war hysteria as .an oppor-

.

\

r
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ular who held an important State Department position was qu"ktb8
facetious in receiving me. He/invited me to stay st hts home wWle7
in Washington. I am going to telephone you are coming out, he..
said, and you can tell my wife I will be home later. But let me
warn you, he stressed. I don't care what you do to my wife, by%
you let the cook alone for she is my private preserves! Despdti
the facetiousness of the recebtion, however, he proved to be s
fund of information. From him and through him I learned much
about Washington political life and gained access to, other government departments the operation of which opened my eyes la
what was going a.Another man who gave me clandestine assistance was Otto Praeger, a native of San Antonio, an old friend of
my fathers, and who represented the Southern Press Association,
Praeger gave me leads to stories he could not use but; which made
rich and juicy reading for APPEAL TO REASON fans.
Many years previously I had. read of the corruption and rot-tenness of Washington political and social life as depicted in a
Book by W. J. Pollard, civil war editor of THE RICHMOND E X AMINER, and written during the war between the states. Despite
- %he personal asceticism of President Lincoln, most Washington
politicians and their wives, according to Pollard, gave themselves
unreservedly to drunkenness and debauchery the sensuality of
which surpassed -the degeneracy of ancient Rome. When U.S.
troops crcwsed the Potomac to battle the Confederates at Bull
Run, Washington politicians, their wives and concubines, all
liquored up, followed in buggies and on horseback to watch the
"fun." They thought the Confederates would be a push over, and
they wanted to witness the "rebel" debacle. Instead, the Confederates won the fight and drove the Yankee troops across the
Long Bridge back into Washington. Pollard's description of the
flight of the intoxicated politicians and their 'wives from the battle
field is one of the classics in Southern literature. Intimate p r soual association with Washingtonians in the summer and fall of
1905 revealed that moral conditions had -not improved since Lincoln's day. Social and political corruption went to amadng depths
during the Harding administration, but, according to the authors
of "Washington Confidential," political skulduggery, outright recreancy to every conception of justice and right, willingness. of politicians to sell out and betray the public good for a . price, and
moral lechery, have desended to unmentionable depths under the
administration of President Truman. Indulgence in liquor and sex
seems to be the popular obsession on the part of men and women
who live and work in the nation's capital.
..
The six months experience in New York and Washington. was
,I'

L'5,

:,aninvaluable

eaucation. I leqrned that so-called statem& wh~se

5:.aames were- .household word$ were the most ordinary of men
,,.*ihfeet
; of the commonest clay. In Washington politicians were
.>;rgga~ded
_
as worth about a dime a dozen. Obviously, the corpira.,+;@;oas,whose interests the politicians served, rated their influence
.. &d votes t
o be worth more than 10 cents, for some of the povticians went to Washington financially defunct, emerged a t the end
;_pftheir -terms comparatively wealthy. As a rule, politicians who go
.'.to
JWasNngton are like young men who aspire to become policemen
i&. ~ b e r i c a n
cities. They want the jobs because of the opportunity
$o graft. My newspaper experience with politicians, whether am:peasmen or policemen, reveals that almost without exception every
' h e of them was and is a thief a t heart, desinous of positginswhere
it would be safe to seal. Ordinary unofficial thieves take chances
when they steal; the politician is too mwardb to take a chance; he
gets himself elected to public office or appointed to a political job.
-, . Under the existing system of so-called free enterprise, operating
. m 8 basis of private ownership for private profit, how covld the
:-&tuation-sociaUy, politically and economically-function different.qy,from the way it does? Editors, poWcians w d preachers, repre-.
+,,<senting
the interests of industry end big business, that is, finance
' eapltal, asseverate and proclaim that free enterprise is the present
.$aekbone bf the American way of life. These hypocrits know better.
Tbey.Bnowtagt free enterprise began to decline following the war
:: s : ~ ~ e the
e n states when wrpmativns were formed and developed.
- >$heyknow that free entkrprise lost its meaning when the frontiers
!?&&eared and land was no longer free for the taking. By free
.epkrprise they mean. the social, political and economic a m m p ' m e ~ tbacked
,~
by governmental power, in which the strong and
-,-pw&ul .are 'privileged to exploit and *oppressthe poor and weak.
' , m y .know- thst today the American scene has so changed in the
- \&yii
seventy-five years that there is not one chance in a d l i b n for
+ ' ~ pr0vt3rbbUy.
~ .
poor boy to aspire -to,much less achieve, the ambit3bE his forefathers, which was to b y to become either a millionaire
:~j@!PrUdent
of ihe United States. The average working man and
cr,
~ & hfixed
%in Ws and her social and economic position, Ameri-'
qw%societyhas become as stratified as European society, monopoly
?''&$~Bw
has displaced the old competitive economy, and €he tragedy
.
QT
&he
situirtion
eonsisb of the fact that by virtue of its ownership
., C
' ~d ,,@atrd~;.of
the agents and agencies of commun3cation and inhaam
.
mbnopoly capital, which heads up in Wall Street, has
-:.
' irr
hdoctrinating Americans with the fiction that
%-jake and anybody who says differently is a red and a
j
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If I found mediocre and unimpressive personalities in WasWqgi
ton, I discovered even 1ess.intelligknceamong the so-c.Wed big wfgl
of canmeroe and industry in New Ybrk. Tim Wdsh, financial editor
of .THE NEW YORK WORLD, with whom I worked, knew the g a b
and aIso knew what it was all about. Emery day I accompanied him

on his rounds of the "S&reet." He introduced me to the activities
of the Stock Exchange. He took me with him in'to the office head- ..
quarters of every financial magnate he was permitted to enter. Ne ;;
had his personal contacts most everywhere from whom he derived - '
the information which went in to the columns of the financial page ...
he edited. &Iany times when business was slack we had some interesting discussions 'Rjith tycoons whose knowledge of his-,
geography
and economics was so microscopic that one wondered how they
managed to get where they were and how it was-possible for them
to hold their own. I was informed that several .men rated as miKionaires were so ignorant that like Hetty Green, forty times a millionaire, they could not write their names, but had to make a mark whe~
signing documents. I wondered how such ignoramuses-and. tbq&
exactly, constttuted their intellectual status-could get a a y t b g
out of life that is really worth while. Verily, I discovered that if one
wishes to learn if truth is actually stranger than fiction, all one has
to do is to invade Wall S-treet and engage -in aonversatiuns witk. l?e
-magnates who dominate the United States.
:
These tycoons, be it understood, were not weak men,n q men
disposed to give way to circumstance or adversity. In the middle .
ages they would have been robber barons heading a r&ue of wap
ior slaves. With 'the discovery of America they would have .tied.gem
dles about their bodies into which they stuck daggers and pistiis,
and thus panoplied they would have sailed the. Spanish Ma$n :g
buccaneers bent on piracy. And pirates are what they are ~ & a y . w p
they operate their Wall Street hidesub. There were a fey s S ~ L
gamblers who later because of bad speculation and other ream:
ended their lives by jumping from ten story buildings, but not thi!
tyc&ns who were and are in control. They may be ignorant d
books and unlearned in the culture of the cultured, but in p-ic-'
matter-of-fact affairs, the know-how which enabled them to buy
politicians and ruthlessly crush competition, to take over t h prop~
Li
erty of their vanquished competitors, and to play the game in cow. 'A'$!
f ~ r r n i with
t ~ the. rules and regulations they themselves p r e ~ c y , i : : i
for the operation of the capitalist system, unquestionably, $W$
are tops. Cold-bloodedly, they look upon the American masslest
'
suckers to be skinned. Their concepts of immorality and virtue ktc
about on a level with those held by the cannibals of Borneo. .
vJill hire a man, exploit him, and fire him w i t h as little cornpm
j
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Chapter X

A DYNAMIC TRIAL
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No trial in the Amreican court record up to :the time of its ";
occwence ever exceeded in public interest the trisl of Moyer, 3 3 q ~ a y - : .
wood and Pettibone, Federation officials, which began in BoQe, . .
Idaho, on May 9, 1907. It was the culminatien of years of effw . ,
by western mine chporabims, and their W B n g wW-'
fi
inspired and supported by Wall Sheet magnates, to de$tsuy thi,
i
militant and aggressive Western Federation of Miners whcse lead&@. ':
refused not only to subordinate principle to expediency, but
Socialists had as their big objective the displacement of capitallgi$[. ' - \
by socialism. The heads of the capitallst hierarchy knew that.
,
fundamental and challenging purpose of the Federation leaders. ,' ?
the organization and ina~gurstionof a social, politfeal and 9ai& . ,,,:
i
nomic order from which exploitation of man by man. wouid,
banned and in which only ththose who performed usefq. ahtL pw , .
ductive work would be permitted to eat and enjoy the good
:
of life. Under the new order, as envisaged by the ~ e r a ~ o xleadeg64
z.
.
social responsibility would replaCe irresponsible'speculation, and..* , ; ,;
worth of the worker would liquidate the gsmbler. Such a prmpwt, ' . $
ran chills of horror down the spines of every exploiter, every b w y r , :
and financial swindler, every bunoo steerer and ccmmm. tbief,
'f'
the country, and automatically they ganged up with Wall '8qee$:
t o prevent the Federation objective by judicially lynching the {e@;.i , f
eration leaders.
. . ..
This aspect of the Boise trial should be thoroughly t~demtood .
in all its irnplicaticms. The policy and purpse orf the Federaflon
struck at the very vitals and foundation of capitalism. The superstructure of capitalism was shot through\with corruption snd crime,
robbery and oppression of the workers, reeked with c l w interests
'
and strife, and the operation of its economy always 'resulted either
i n depression or foreign war. -Not a "fair day's wages for a fair day's work," nor ineffectual reform on any plane, constituted the policy
of the Federation, but revolution was the guiding principle, and
every act of its leaders was directed toward this end.
,
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. ' , t 'ooropared to the trial 01~ o y e r X&ywoad
,
and
Were
t a m o n sand his wwurkers were tried and hwig
, Petti,bhe. ' ~ l b e r ~
,
for a$ita$ing an eight hour day. Their agitation envisaged no
r e v o l u ~ m ~ change
ry
in the American way of Ufe. John and James
A I I C N ~p y
~ e~ and
. ~ simple
,
trade unionists, and democratics politically,.weqe tried sad cc,nvkbd tn Las Angela for sn offense that
carria nb.f ~ d a b e n t a olr far-reaching consequence& The nearest gnd m a threateaing apprdach to anything which contained the
imp~catbmkand significance of the Federation trial was the miscarriage of justice in Ban Francisco which resulted in the mnHetion of
Mboney and wmren Billings. Mooney was an open
and vowed-,socia-b&,while Billings, a social rebel, was dead set
against %he robbery e
f the working class !by the capitalist class, and
n&&klBbW-@tEfing fo end $he robbery, and the social, political
a*
wo~ttkniaorder €hat permitted and enooursged robbery. It
was 'tbek -Meology and attitude toward capita&m that angered
explo%erswd thiew f n Ban ~ c ~ to New
c aYork and brough*
dowa
Wir heads afl the malevolence of the entire capitalist class,
inclucHz@ ?gditiciane, preachers, priests and editors of the reptile
. prba .The actusl ecp1aign oa Bdarket Street, %n San Francisco,
& 3&$y22,1916, during the preparedness parade, which killed and
mm-' a; amber of m k h g people, evoked no tears from the
@TS tkf 8he-knke:rs andd bushem men of Sam Francisco. But they
e r e t@&-'%oBee -ia the eegisode their opportunity to fasten the
&We4b~-~~l!@i#ney
m d whgs, $wo~@tatxxsiba socia! justice whom
- h e y i a l t M Wt of %he m y . Hence, the m ~ f
frame-up,
,
%rialand
txmvid%&m+odfthe kwQ .men.
W b h &foyer,- - ~ ' j b w o dand Pettibone were clandistinely . arr@b&
'by 'nim h x - b e n ~ e rgiven
,
ao oportunity to consult their
&hami@&, %d-dpirW
mtttlp in a special train to Idaho, thoughtful
g~3oplq'
:m@red of the episode, were twtouncled. The reptile press
at
*to pl&yd m the affair as a mirrr,or incident. But
'whenTHE-APPEAL TO R
W
l S
w in aenscitiwai fashion began to
demrille ntth truth the events preceding the arrest, together with
'the enormity of the outrage inydvd, people began to sit up snd
:
&ke notice. Wheq Debs wrote and printed his famous editorial
.d%Wenge,& R Q I Y~E "~SLAVE& and THE'APPEAL TO REASON
g& out k temiuti'6nary edition of four million couies which 8ocialiats and rWWIs'-eirc&ted everywhere, the kidnapping of Moyer,
Na$waud and ~
6
~ charged
~
e with
, the murder of Frank
Bteunenberg, former:Idaho. governor, made first page
news. -.
There are several angles to this caSe which, for reasons, were
never publicbed. It was quite some tirrie' before the 'heacb of the
. &nerican Federation of Zdbor became .inter:&ed
amused.
I
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Political leaders of the socialist Party, many of whb& were ik$-?[
gers, likewise withheld their approval in the matter ot endor-.):
the defense nl the jailed Federation lmders. It was -not until
rank and file of the American Federation of Labor, made
Jedgeable by THE APPEAL TO =ASON, and pressure
exe-,
that Sam Gompers and his associatk-hea& were fmced .In b*.
silence and cane to the rescue at the Idaho pkiscmers with rnohl...: . :1
and financial support. Socialist politicians, whlle admating fun- :. ii
damental change, shrank from actual revoZutionary ~ v l t y .Theg
wanted to buy the property stolen from the working class b y
.
.capitalist class, operating through channels xithout upste.t,tiw
legal procedure, and in gradual fashion over a period of time ulqmatefy inaugurate the co~perativecommonwealth. They abh~~rt?;d
what they called thejough neck methods of direct actionists, such as
they attributed to the Western Federation of Miners, and they were,
slow in throwing the weight of their influence an the side of Moyet,
..
.,
Haywood and Pettibone.
Gompers attitude was undersstandable. As an avowed anarchi@,
he opposed the propagsnda of Haywaod, the ScdaUsL U n d e ~w,
leadership and instructinstead of seeging ta change t@?
fundamentals of capitalism, the American Federation oi la&
& ,,
operated with management to make cauitalism work. He repe* '
edly announced that capitalists had a right to pile up profib adljle
. ,
itum. His following, he said, were organized to get maze and m m , .
wages, short and shorter hours, and mnditions 04. toil awqmtiblg'
with the interests of both capita! and labor. Unlike ,m&l
is&, Gompers sanctioned direct action such as the sMBe b . e r @ ~ % ~ !
his demands; but he was opposed to changing the.spskaw~ch;en-:
abled the rich to rob the poor, andd which made w w
strike. He feared working people lacked the inblww tq
;'
a Socialist economy. That was why Gosnpers hesiWieci @ d m .
for Haywood and his imprisoned eamrade~ But nywg qw-r:
class pressure aroused by TEIE APPEAL TO REASON
by
claa&consciow agikbrs from c o a t to c a s t aonipelba lGkPmprs
the political Socialist leaders to stand up and be conn-.
:.,
I
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Subsidized publicists for capitalism.are wont str* the -''$$dl
nity of the individual," and to dilate on the virtues of ''iibez%j!'hd&'
democracy." A t the same time these hired hypocritest in
social activities, disassociate themselves from actual contact ~@t&the sons and daughters of toil, and, desuite their demma$ic brat$$'::
tations, regard with contempt the man or wbmsn w h 1iviog;h..
earned by manual labor. nley ignore, the 'f&t if it kt& $&$ I$$;
the productive and constructive labor of theuw6king ~tiif?,:%&t@r':

me#-

: ,

w 5I

have the jobs they now enjpy; that, really, they wna t ,might correctly be descrikd as exereta, the sctm
surface of society. Yet to hear them talk or read what
weed conclude they are the only worth while people

'i
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Because of t'hh attitude politicians, preachers, editorial writers
dcasters invariably line up with Wall Street whenever
a strike. "Dignity of the individual," "liberty and
d "freedom from government interferenoe," are fore t t e n when strikes are called and waged. The strikers are deerstves and reds and the publicists join in'with Wall
anding government action. In such crises the
striker's job, instead of being pilliried for what he
to the working class---is panegyrized as a patriot
destal as an example of one hundred per cent
mulated by the nation's youth.
In the spring of 1899 the miners in tht Coeur dg&lenes,in
northern Idaho, because wages had been lowened b the starvation
level by'the mining corporations went on strike. The miners had
'tried to get the corporations to negotiate their differences, but the
cbrporation heads stood on their American right to do as they
p i e e d . The mines, metalliferous in oontent, were located deep in
the mountains, with Wallace, Wardner and Burke the only centers
e. It was a long distanoe to civilization,
nd, in winter, almost impassable. The .
had the miners penned in where they
mit. But the miners struck, and made
ective. As usual, scabs were imported
fights between the strikers, scabs and
ran high. Finally, o n April 29, 1899,
and pounds of dynamite blcrwing up
d Sullivan mill, The financial low was great. As
e management and superintendents, who had
ent for the despairing miners;, now became
ds for state assistance. They could wmck
a whole population, but now they raised a faudlin cry because a had been d&troyed. Governor mank Steunenberg, who had
elected by the working people of Idaho because of his alleged
ealed to President McKinley for federal
tched immediately 'to the Couer d'Alenes
*
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In fhe .arrival of the soldiers martial law was declared. Every
iM mfaer in the district was arrested and t h r m into
I

1863
\

. that ,had neither'roof
b

nor acc0111l1LOdBtio198 of -any kind. It
the dead of winter and many miners literdly froae to d
Because their food wss h@rd tack ahd emlmbned beef, like
deaths of soldiers in the spadish-Americac war, many mtners died a$
dysentary. Scores of others emerged from their imprbmnment pew
manent phys'ical wrecks. '(lCTha.t added insnIt to-injury was the impM",
tation of a regiment of Negro soldiers tram grownwilb, Texas, tq
provoke, if possible, the imprisoned miners to start something. It w~s..
obvious the corporations,headswanted 'trouble. They thought if the
unarmed miners wou!d fabe the initiative, if m a d give tihe Negro
soldiers excuse to shoot them down like dogs. They imagined tb&'.
would unresistingly submit to serfdm.

concerned about the men under him. His actkn wss inten'ded"ti+
add insult to the other injuries already bfIic%edupon the h e w

a-

'

The man held chiefIg r&pcmsible for the outmgeou6
of the miners was Frank Steunenberg. For yeam he ha
the workingman's friend. We promised, ii elected g

miners. I don't know what w d O Ub1 d
v e been

lined. up and. shot to death, and every corporation head
.:i;b=~~nent
i'fn. the United eta-. arrested and given the works. How the mem,

;>:

Qers of the Feederatdon .could take the treatment they received in
&he bull. pen without striking, and striking in a manner that
wwdd sha&e capita.lisrn to its #foundations,always has been a probI& I could heither fathom nor @ve. It is living proof that the
:'American boss can hit the American wage slave in the face with
: b& fist, kick him in the backsides with his foot, give or withhold
' a job, even-regard his wife and daughter as prostitutes, and the
wage slave will get down Gn his belly and with uplifted hands ex, claim, yes master, please master, praise'God master-hell,
why say
make! Anyway, Steunenberg got what was coming t o him!
When the news of Steunenberg's assassination was flashed
t&oxtghout America, knowledgeable men and women secretly rej&i'oed. Capitalist big wigs instantly charged the -crime against
- Federation officials; alblfpugh multltudps @ people suspedted
Steunenberg was slain by agents of mine corporations in furtherarice of .a plaa to arrest Moyer, Haywood and Pettibone as the men
$they wanted sent to the gallows.
Haywood was the first 60 be tried, the trial beginning on May
9, ,190'1. He was acquitted on June 28 the same year. -After a brief
haring, Moyer and Pettibone were also acquitted and fired. During
bhe trial thR court room was crowded with press representtives,
hctudlng all $he big press asmiations. Several labor and liberal
wekly papers were also represented. I acted for THE APPEAL TO
'REASON. Clarence S. Darnow was star attorney for the defense,
, with E h u n d Richardson of
Denver and several other lawyers
'rendering legal assistance. W. E. *ah,
later U. 9. Senator from
fdaho, James Rawley, and other attorneys - participated in the
,.,pztsecution. .
. . Haywood wanted E. V. Debs present as editorial cmmenkfbr
; I
!&THE APPEAL TO REASON, but Darrow objected tm the prw' eneepofDebs, Many reasons were assigned tbr Dsrrow's objection.
,:3!&ii$wood suspected Darrow did not want Debs present for fear
:'i~@$%t
.the Sbdaist. orator's personality and prestige Wpu!d eclipse
owq. Slnoe I personally took part in these dkus&ons, and
.iRsnted ~ e present
k
to give me aid and advice, my interpretation
'DamoWs opposition was he did not want Socialism injected as
. '$3 .
.,.,v
me
into the trial. While Darrow was keenly cognizant 'of
;)
,
ir1~%8sl.'d~m
straggle, and made the class struggle an important factor
:.,,!+ "the .trisl, he did ao, not as s SmiabQ, but as a libertarian
,.&%&&&,d
in upholdng the American concept of justice as guranteed
' . b e ~)ee!a&tim of Independence. He was &Ad Borah would
I

.

'.I~,Y~I.

-

I

(,,

)$w.

point to Debs, if present, as a challenge to A m e r i m , and wsaL
seek to influence the jury adversely against the men an .trial.
I knew Darrow in Chicago. ~ e was
' one of my admirations. I used
tc attend the Friday meetings of the single tax club where Darrow,
Western Starr, Louis F. Post, George Schilling, Hbnore Jaxon and
other local celebrities spoke* Many times I visited him a t his '
office. in the Ashland Building and with him discussed the state
of the Union, the labor movement, the differences between anarchism and Socialism. He was a profound believer in and advocate
of liberty and democracy, and always he stressed the necessity
of preserving the rights of the individual. Because of his pbsition *'
and attitude, he feared with Spencer, Socialism as the coming
blavery. Where Darrow fell down was his failure to understand
'thecomposition and nature of capitalism as Capitalism had emerged .
from its original competitive economy into 'the socialization of mono- .
poly capitalism. He had been a student, drea.mer and theorist in connectioln with his study and practice of the law, and he failed $0
grasp the fact that modern srociety had beaome mechanistic as
well as mcmbplistic, and the old ideals characteristic of capitalism in its inception no longer applied. But I believed in him becam'
of his sincerity and his sympathy fbr t m e who do the m l d ' s "WY)*.
A t one time when I was editor of THE UNION LEADER,a Clhieagm '
labor paper, I advocated Darrow's candidacy for the office of Mayor
of Chicago. The Chicago Federation of Labor backed me in the pmja t , and we thought we had Darrow almost persuaded to make the
. race. However, he phoned me one day to come to his office. When I :
arrived he announced his declination to run. "I might be ekcfed,"
he said, "and then I would be in a hell of a fix. Labor would expect
me t o do impossible things. I would fail for the reason *he-card&
wbuld be slacked against me and my hands mu!d be tied. NoDT-Ihave definitely decided not to be a candidate."
That Darrow was aware of the class struggle and believed -the,
time would come when outraged American workers, driven to dek.
peration, would revdt was evident from the following. incide-'
street railway strike was on in Chicago. Sympathetic.team&rs
were blocking traffic. Cars were being derailed and tumed Dveq,
on their sides. Police and armed guards were evewhere. D m w k
and I were walking along the street towards his office in the mi&t
of the excitement when he tumed to me and asked: "George, c&
you think this may be the beginning of the revolution many oi usl;
are expecting and so many want?"
I

Chapter XI
HAYWOOD IS ACQUITTED
There have been lies ahd liars throughout recorded history.
: e o n Munchausen in 1785 was among the first to attain conGxr?,mracry and permanent fame as a writer of fiction. Bill Nye;
A m e r i a hiunorist, in his book, "Forty Lies snd Other Liars," spun
that appealed only to the mmt unsophisticated. Probably
%hecleverreat and mwt artistic liars any society ever spawned are
:mean republican and democratic plitikians who play upon the
gullible for votes. No matter how often and regularly the politicians
gie to thir respective canstituencie~,always they can repeat their
fp&ms successfully election after election. Until the "Big Lie."
; ~ ~ m i o u s popularized
ly
by Hitler and.his gang,' the whoppingestl
hp eyer issued .from the lips of mortaf man was that told frbm the
*$rtamschair by Harry Orchard, star perfbrmer of the prosecution
the 'trial of W. D. Haywood.
**
Wfh lother newspaper men I sat in court day after day as
Orchard, in sober and matter-of-fact fashion, and unembarrassed
when challenged by counsel fir defense, related experiences of
rn@&-'and 'suddendeath m impowsible of achievement that instead
of geftiag a mrtousl reaction irom the auditors, including the juror&,
t&y provoked cmly amiles of contempt. "Did you ever hear sueh
&*'tho ,that fellow is telling" whispered Johq R. M c W m who
c$e 'brepa%the trial dor THE COUNTRY GEWIUWEN. Davow
o b h k y was'.elated i t Orclmrd's recital. 330ra.h endeavored to
maintaiw a poker face, but occwioWy he was forced to relax his
muntengmce in6the semblance of a dry grin. The only individual
in the'mwt
who seemingly
himself seriously was HarrJr
~ r & a s $ ~. P h e waa acting a part, end undoubtedly that was what
he wdb'$olng,it must be admitted he was a oom-ate
actor. Dm-

%

#

chair, shaven snd w e ~ ~ ' ~hee had
d , the air of one prot&&
in what he had to say. He kept his-eyes on James McParIan,
>;b
J-Tt
ton detective chief, most of the time as if to ascertain from-the cIec .;
tective's fsdial grimaces whether or hot his testimdny was measuring " "
up to expectations. McPsrlan Ln visited him frequently in prisaa
I

had long conferences with him, and it was unquestionably true, qk
charged by the defense, that Orchard's testimony was a concoction
of lies that had been implanted in his mind by the careful coachbtg
of the detective chief. McParIan sat in court surmpded by an
armed bodyguard. At no time did Orchard dare to face Hayww&
although~ayaroodoccupied a chair 1- than ten feet from where
Orchard sat.
He began his testimony by asserting his true name to be Albert
Horsdey, that he was born and reared in Canads, rrnd thathe' lei6
a wife and child in Ontario after burning down a cheese 'faetbry
there. He claimed it was he who exploded three t c h ~ u s a n d ~ ~ d c ! @
of dynamite that destroyed the Bunker W1 and Sullivan mlll 'fh
the Coeur d9Alenes. Developing himself into a gambler anb'JQ#id
wayman, he went to the Cripple Creek District, in ~dort+d;- wh'ere
he joined the miner's union, became active, subsequently 'tumhQ$
traitor after he was converted to Gbd by Detective McParlan. h
he was in the. good graces of the Federation afficils HaywOIOd hiree
him to dynamite mines, blow up power houses, 'destroy b.rit&*f
asassinate mine bosses, and attempt to take the lives 6f Goverki!
Peabody, .Judges Gabbert and Goddard, and McNeill, H&mi"e,
Bradley and others prominent in their lopwition to orgad@##
aabor. He made efforts, he said, to slay the enemies of labor, h.6
for reasons they failed. However, the attempts gave the authopit%$@
and .the press opportunity to charge the ~ & e r a ~officials
n
wit$
the responsibility, and incentive to demand the liquidation ai th&
.
Federation.
Like "CbriEa Joysin the Johnson family, orchard declared he
had a fixed price for every crime. For.dynamiting a mine he received $15:00; for destroying a bridge a like am,ount; a'wasshstizzg
a mine boss brought him $25:00; kiI1ing a labor hating f u n c t b n a r ~
would 'have netted him $50:00; blowing up the Independence Depot
put $lfl0:00 In his pocket; and had he sucoeedsd in wrecking the
passenger train between Cripple Creek and Colonxb Springs he .
muld have received $250:00. His price for murdering the President
o f the United States, he unashamedly affkmed, was $500:-66.
W h l Darmwl
~
inquired if he did not bRcome donscience-stricken
be&at$seof the cdld blooded murders he confessed ;he ha@bmmitted,
,bereplied that before he got -religion he b a c t s n o l : ~ a ~ i e nHis
~e. '
1
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'testimony was so blood curdling and gruwme, both in detail and
in its over-all aspects, that every court room spectator possesed of
half sense denounced it as the thinnest of transparent lies. It later
developed the jurors reacted in similsr fashion, several openly declaring it was Harry Orchard himself who did most th bring about
the acquittal of Haywood. On cross-examination by Darrow, it
was established that Orchard lied about exploding the Coeur
d9A!enes mills, that he was not in the region where the explosion
occurred, and that it was impossible for him to be in two places a t
the same time.. Darrow also proved he could not have perpetrated
the Independence Depot explosion fur the reason he was playing
cards with gamblers in a d o o n in Cripple Creek when the expIasion took place.
He concluded by asserting he and he alone set off the charge
of dynamite that killed Steunenberg. I arrrrived in Caldwell, the
home of Steunenberg, not long after the assassination. mom officers who Investigated the murder I learned much. William
davanaugh, a swne mason and APPEAL TO REASON reader, gave
me valuable information I incorporated in m y articles mailed to
Ward. It was in the dead of winter and snow covered the earth
everywhere. Tracks leading from the Steunenberg front gate
-@ailed towsrd the center of the business district where they were
M. Orchard had a room in a cheap lodging house in the center
of me district. Fbllowing his arrest, when his rcbm was searched,
percussion caps, several sticks of dynamite, and other damaging
evidence were uncovered. W h y he left this evidence in his room he
never explained. From all the circumstances it appeared that
Orchard committed the crime with the deliberate intention of
being caught and held responsible. For a while he remained silent.
It was nat until he was visited by Detective McPaslan, the murdering
stool pigeon who sent to the gal1,ows more than a dozen miners in
Pennsylvania back in 1873, that he made his celebrated confession.
"Y&w came you to .confess?" asked D m w on cross-ex- -- 'lation.
"1confmsed when I got religion," answered Orchard.
"And how came you to get religion?" queried Darrow.
"It was like this," replied Orchard. "During his talk with me
Defective McParlan said he had enough evidence on me to send me
fo-the gallows. He said I was now looking death in the face. He
aalre;d me if I believed in Wd. I said I did. Then why not relieve
yam commierice, make peace with God, get fsrgiveness for what
you have done, and save you? soul by admitting the killing of
f3fkmenberg and who paid you to commit the crime? Think it wer.
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e
men we aijl m g e
*fewion. .U a few days, he.did.return, 'and by that timeilreadlrig. my bible and g&tJgg,'.domon m y &nee$ in prsgw,.
.

,><.\.*;.

;vb

"And ~ r o uwew a%xly to betray +pwconfederaties in crime .R#k
a pr@, the p&
lking the s@yatioa of yam s d V iis~e-:.
,.:
lit
33arm.w.
. ,-- , . . .* ': . ,
.
:
"I aozxtmsed 'beciawe I wgnt to go tb Mven when .I die, td,
. w e &y Fve got
W," responded Qrchsrd.
.
, .
.
"Do you think you will be iit to,inlEwociate
with angrds,aa.gm#&.'
after your arriva3 in heavpn?" - ~ r @ @ eDmmw.
d
! , . , ,
B
"Yes, I think so," beamed Orchard. "Detective Mc+dm.Wd
9
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q~eifIcwnfes4.andname'thosewho~eclmeb~f~~t
mimes I have committed, nbt anly would he and aE,msp!msU&e.
peogle in the United pbtes give me praise, but t b t .on the,-@
,
&mk af Life my nsme would be written high in the'list o&Ziq&;
who have ~xrwledthe& ccpmtry and their God.as I gun now dp&&;r"
E
.
$'Thed m e d m m ~ a b i t c hm! ~s~the
~ genera reactim ole ewe:
.. .
one.who h w d .&beconfewion,!
Would it be a depmtw%hwn '"obfec~ve"
(I despise
Mi', 1:
writing if in this aonneotion I give vent
few obsemtions
:
ing t h e part played by .-@chard#in the Haymad trial to.des@cw.' - .
.
I
;&@mcters in asher s ~ u ~ o r r swhkh
~ ' h c l w interestis &$.
amzftwe have been and are iav&lved?Orchard, the t d k - m d
m%leW
murderer, aontrsry tn t& prieate a-eawaoadof .thezn d ! ' ,
paper men who m~tethe 8ories, was represented in
p - a hem who should be lidzed far-having per
pa& ln tryin$ to bring to justice the leaders of the
eratton of Miners. Speaking for Wall 8treet and tht
gation-ofAmerican exploiters, President Theodore RmseveIt . p a l $ ;
d p d a the Federation leaders as "undesirable ~ i t ~ n &b&
' #:k:.
&kdd be eliminated.from the Ame~icanway of Zife.
- ;i~&velt, their arms about each other's necks, reflec
ests of the exploiting clam; Haywmd and his asmi
oar principle apd withat hopetofarewazd, reflected the
-pewoFking claas,
1p&inetively,'th~log& andorulersof e
trheir influence and support tp any man or
-try.
?fanesM&ParIan,%be,unprincipled
W e r s of, %he
Magutre6 to ammff capita
Wmy& them to--thee
gaJ1awqs,W m - ~ n i z e dby
.
~ubisequ$~~Mg
.plqxxt.%tthe bead. of .
. ob, %. ~ e?inBerton DemHfte Agency. Lo& 3
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!lidrllowlng which he has worked *with the minions of capitalism
;%' jailing his fonner comrades, todsy is b k g showered with favors
$bi!' his recreakicy by the running cbgs of the capihlist class. Thege
%%!tecthes,
devoid of character and the essential., of common decency,
!*able to entertain any concepts of social justice, and virtually
:loisionless as far as the f'uture i s cancterned, merely to serve selflsh
hsive for a price placed themselves a t the disposal of the class
whase objectve is the destruction of-realliberty and dernoc~pacyand
%he inauguration of a tyrannical Miice state, which is tbe cul'tmfnatim of capitalism preceding its collapse.
:;-!'. .On the international field similar acavitie~are taking place.
T b e government of the United States has formed aJliances with
&very foreign despotism it can buy. Grecian manarchy, Turgish
t m y , Japanese absolutism, t$m infamous Chamg KaMhek,
.X?Whn fascists, German nazism, Spanish dictatorship, ~ o r t u g e s
.&ukmaey, are now cheek-by-jowl with the political agentg of Wall
"&ree:t in the latter's determination to effect the conquest of the
:gbk for the exploiting, wrogant and dominant rich. Every
,tr~sUgeand purpose of the founding fathers who projected the Re. ~ b Ud
c the United States,and who fought Britian to establish on
i t i l x b . western continent a nation of men and women dedicated .to
-the-'propositionof equality of opportunity and social justice, have
.Btmn ruthlessly swept aside, and what was once a noble concept
Sllt6 - degaerakd into a mess of immorality and injustice over
a i c h presides a gang of scalawags fully as reprehensible as Harry
&l@&ard, James McParlan, Louis Buanez and others of similar
& b e y who are held up a9 shining lights by the masters of American
a p i f alism.
::I:; Darraw was at his best in the Haywood trial. In cross-ex&iWn.&
witnesses and especially in his plea to the jury he rose to
endent heights. It is not my province here to describe the
cidents of trial procedure, of the wntradictions in
involved prosecution witnesses, of the exchange of
etween counsel fbr prosecution and defense, and of &he
Which D m w held the court spellbound when he rwe.
-
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to their h e s t y .knd dnoeritjr. What ever H a m did in BEjj:
khe interests of the members of the Federating, he stressed, anal.&
no matter what, he emphasized, he did not *far selfish p e w '..it
gain, but to advance the cause of the workers bf the world Hers :2
Darrow grew vindictive in describing and denouncing the sordinem '"
and lack of vision of the 'petty ,characters who, ig pramding a :$g,
corrupt and corrupting m i a l and economic system, haxt united .g!i",'
their forces in sui attempt to legally execute a man wh~&activfties '.$
:d
were inspired by the-%noblest
bf purposes and whose entire lge had
,,-;j
been a consecrated sacrifice for the comm,on good.
.I
Selection of the jury was - of prime. importance. w e r e ,
,?
b&ness men, big land owners, exploikrs of every chmw and
!$
kind, actuc or potential, were automaticstlly eliminated by D8rraqrqj
'.,
Union men, Socialists, individuals with humanitarian, liberal gacl
democratic inclinations were just m autpmstically excused by
Worah. Remained a jury of small farmers. Even these were sub . .
jected to analysis and elimination if they appesred t
o be sa in&lectually dumb they didn't know what it was all about. --If a farmer
' '
admitted he didn't have a book in his house, took no papers
..
magazines, cared nothing for reading matter, he was inkantlg, 5
excused by Darrow. On the who!& the jury was about as good gu$ -, ;
could be chosen under the c i r c w m .
J,
The transparency of Orchard's test;imony csn Re eexplba
:
when the conspiracy of the Mine Owners Association tb ra.ilrQad
Moyer, Haywaod and Pettibone to the gallows is u n d e r M . . B
..#
explains why Orchard failed to clean his mom of incrm&aj&g
evidence before and following Steunenberg's assassination. Despi:ip . $'
his phony religious aonversion by v a r l a n , the murderer, Qrckair& - .;'!
as, the tool doing the bidding of his real employers, the Mine Chm6m , (!,
kssociation, felt himself protected irrespective of t b , outpbme. .,.>::
Orchard's employers intended to charge Steunenberg's death 20 . 1L7
the Meration officials, minus
kidnbpped and taken to Idaho, where before a
$auld be tried and aonvioted, and before the
'made aware of the enamity of the outrage,
bodies disintegrated by quicklime. The reptil
played the. Association game. Very little
affair, and what was printed was burfied in
attract no attentivn. Had it not been
cc0kPiracy by TBE APPEAL TO
.'
at the conspirabors might have suweeded.
To have a great trial with
was the last- thing the mine
fl
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kd. When the big newmpers, press associat'wns, represenes of the Uxxal and labor prew tihe jury c-n
by the working
ass; with phakgraphms apl
flmded the esurtroan, tbe
pnosecutbn was plainly .flabbe
ed. This was something they
' were not expecting and did not want. In addition, W e , the s c m
,of the trial, was jammed with a.rmed miners who had cume to see
there would be no misamiage of justice. In .this presence the
beibccsity pi Borah and his M a b e attorneys displayed a t the
pteliminary hearing in Caldwell, the home af 'the slain governor,
disappea.red. IWcepthg two loosl scribes, I was the only newemper
plan present. The stuff I wrote, snd
APPEAL printed, a~ r d l n gto Darrow's 'own admission, was what inspired
to

2

.

take a hand in the defense later in W e .
Bvery witness ror and against the defeme in the Boise trial
was questioned by D m w witk the view of educating the jurors
to understand the nature and implica,tCiolls d the class struggle.
'Each witness was asked what he and she did *r a living,whether
. ~ e received
y
the full proceeds of their toil or compelled to divide
wbat they produced with some master or landlord who owned the
job and had the power to hire and me. If a farmer, he was asked
if hk thought it just to have to work from.sunriseto sunset and put
his nninur children M the field so that their m r k would help bring
Bi emugh to provide the family with euf'flcient food. Painted
questions, even if they were discrwive and evoked abjections by
. Borrrh, rel&d to the internecine strife every where being waged
,between the haves and the have mts, and the mpusitim and
operaurn of the society which bred and emmmged strife was
adroitly anallyzed and exposed to the dhmmfiture 08 the exaaperated Bwah. All these questions constituted the build up for his

,

The closing' argument by Daww required, eleven hours for
'delivery. -Only the brief& excerpt 6 quoted here, as follows:
. , "To Bill him gentlemen! I W a n t to speak to you plainly. Mr.
3iCagwood is not my greatest concern. Other men have died before
'him. Other men have been martyrs to a holy cause since the world,

be-.

,Wherever men have looked upward and onward, forgotten
selfishness, struggled for h m J t y , worked for the poor and
, they 'have sacrificed. They have been sacrificed in prison,
scaffold in the flame. They have met their .death, and he
et his if you twelve men say he must. But, gentlemen, you.
ted men of proskution, you men of the Mine Ownera A, you people who would cure hatred with hate, you whs
'you can crush out the feelings and the hopes and thewpiC96 I

..

"If you kilI your act will be applauded by many; if you should ' # ,',
decree .fIsywood's death, in 'the railrosd offices of aur great cities
men will sing your praise. If you decree his death, alpongst the ' , ;*;$
spiders snd vultures ot W ~ street
I
'go up pa;ens of.praise for '",-;?
those twelve good men and true who killed Bill Haywood.
., ~
."In almost every bank in the world, whpre men wish to get dd : ,
of agitators and disturbers, where men put in prison one who fighb- .
for thk poor and against the atccursed system upon which t h q Uva., ;
anh
fat, from all these you will. receive blessings and praise
:?$
,that gvru have killed him.
lL,?t.f<
"But if you free him M e are those who wiU reverently k . - . .
,!-?
$.;:,'theirheads and thank these twelve men lbr the &haracter
have saved. Out on our broad prairies, where
hands; out on the wide oceans, where men
through our mills and f&ri&;
down deep under the
thousands of men, of m e n , of children; men who labor,
suffer, women and weary children; these men and these
and these children will kneel tonight and ask their Gsd
your judgment'. The men and these women and
ren, the *r
and the weak and the suffering of the
&retch out their hands to the men of this jury.
save Bill Haywood's life."
No classes in America? No class struggle in this
freedom' and democracy? Tell it to your~lves,you
parasites, you robbers and oppressors of the p
to palm off such hypocritical rot on the millions who toS1
~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ A p r uthe
l dwealth
u c e your mid, polltical slnd e
half'&= wrung from them and given, to ypu, you wwci
scmndrels of capiWism.
With the conclusion of the Federa.t.'lon trial
m a t s which sent me first to Kentucky and
Sguth.
~~~ , ; : . , J
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Chapter XI1
NIGHT RIDERS AND PEONAGE
For quite some time Kentucky, once known as the "dark and
bloody ground," had been tcirn by strife, the contending factors

I

5

.

'

refused to participate in these episodes were similarly maltreated.
&s usual, tQe reptile press, championing the interests of the
American Tobacco Company, ascribed the outrages to a band of
criminals pcssessed of the spirit of the devil. The cause of the
strife was never publized and newspaper readers were a t a loss
to understand what it was all about.
0
Editor Warren had been interestkd in the Kentucky situation
even during the Haywood trial. He reasoned that inasmuch as one
of the fighting factions was a wealthy corporation, with virtually
one hundred per cent newspaper backing, the opposing faction
must have some merit to its side of the controversy. So to Kentucky he sent.me to investigate.
My first contact was the so-called Chief of the Night Riders,
Dr. 8.5. ~m&,who lived in the little village of Cadiz, several
qiles out from Hopkinsville. He reviewed for me the history of
the trouble -as it had developed from the beginning. Dr. Amos
q-as neither a political radical nor a Socialist. He was just an oldmhioned American who belived in the Declaration of Indepene n c e , the Constitution of the United States, and was a member
cind deacon of the Rrst Baptia Church. I remained in his. home
f a some time as his guest. Evay meal was preceded by prayer,
and at night before retiring all members of the household assembltid
in the-living room for religious devotion. Since I had been educated f o r the Christian ministry, I b o k to this procedure as a
du&k ta water. When I asked him his political and economic
philosophy, he replied: "I believe in the Union, the Constitution,
the enfqrcement of the law. I f 'the tenets of this philosophy
rigotously observed, this nation will continue t o enjoy real
and genuine democracy. I f they are not observed, then, a&
'

Lincoln saxa, corporations will rise up among us to take from those
who *toilthe fruits of their labor with the result that in the no*
distant future all Americans will lose both liberty and democracy,
and the Republic will be destroyed." Such was the character gnd
attitude of the Night Rider leader whom the reptile press was
denouncing as a desperado heading a gang of midnight marauders
and murderers.
Further conversations revealed the policies and procedures
he and his following had adopted to circumvent the robberies perpetrated by the tobacco monopoly. The tobacco growers were individualists of the old school. Most of them were religious to the
core, members of some Protestant church, and patriotic for the
government of the founding fathers. There wasn't a foreigner or
radical among them. All of them demanded the right of the individual to own property and to operate that property as they
wished provided no injustice was done another individual. They
took the position that if a man had the ability to Produce a million dollars of wealth, he should have the wealth a s his own perscmal possession. But they also asserted that no man .had a right
to acquire wealth by exploiting his fellow man. Stock jobbers,
promoters of enterprises which enabled the promoters to grow
rich without working organizers and benefidiaries .bf privafe
corporations, gamblers and thieves,'they frowned on as enemies of
the common weal who should be given short notices to abanon
their. un-American activities or suffer the consequences.
If ever there was a n American movement composed exclusively of red-blooded, one hundred'per cent Americans, it was this
organization of tobacco growers whom the ~urchasedpress deflounced a s Night Riders.
Before the arrival of the American Tobacco Company, farmer$
who grew tobacco were able to sell their product a t a price that
enabled them to live in a fair degree of comfort. There was actud
competition among the buyers for the tobacco. But when the
American Tobacco Company monopolized the purchasing field, the
price went down and continued to drop until most farmers sustained a loss when they grew tobacco. Concurrently with the dipin prices paid the growers, up went the prices charged the ultimate
consumers .The corporation was playing both ends with the middle extracting the profits. The injustice of :he arrangsment *#as
so glaring and intolerable that the tobacco growers decided to act;
Mrst, throush their elected politicians, they sougl==tto have'
the antitrust laws, enacted by the national legislature, enforcc Because of this antitrust legislation, it was clear the American To- *
bacco Company was anillegal institution operating to rob both the
..
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producer and the consumer. When the first rgro& of poli~icians, .

I

Is it any wunder'that THE APPEAL 'PO REZBON which fd
weeks reported the truth in its ehampionshlp of the Night Riderp$
side of. the struggle, contradicting point-blank the lies told by thd
reptile press, was adopted as the official organ of the 'Wbaeeo growers organization? To#.countractthe lies of the hogtile p m TRE:
APPEaL TO REASON w w bought and circulzrted by b ~ousands
i
n Kentucky and adjoinhg states. Finally, instigated b$ the c*,
poration, Night Rider leaders were arrested and tried in 3 % ~
Binsvflle. It was - the funniest and most unprecedented trial
ever reported. The American Tobacco Company didn's have a
\

tim to aid the hdal prosecuting attorney. In f
lawyer did all the work for the prosecution.

cutor and witness is typical.

of the American Tolja'cco Company?"
'(In partfcuhr' I don't know anmirig abut %he
- - what I heard later. 'fhat night when several ot us were
toward
attention was called to a ught in the
Somebody said it looked like it might be s the, but w e
for sure until we got back to town next day."

ness w& a Negro named Sam Huff.
"Sam," exclaimed the prosecutor, "You.look like an honest man.
~ 6 m enow and tell me the truth. Where were you on the night of
the
fire?"
.
.
' "I was aver on the banks of the Cumberland River fishing;"
iesponded gam in a tone of voice and a facial grimace that threw
&he court spectators into gales of laughter. Even the prosecutor
had to grin. when he asked: "What did you see that night as you
l[dok.ed toward the east?"
"I didn't see nuthin' but a great light which somebody said
might be a fire."
"That will do Sam," announced the prosecutor. "However, before I get through with this case somebody around here is going p+
to see more than a light in the east. It will be a light that wUbg$#
illumine the prevarications that have been peddled from thal$$@$.,,A
Witness chair ."
But the prosecutor knew he was whipped, The charge to the
jury amounted to little more than an instruction to ismiss the
case. Fifteen minutes only were required by the jury t return a
yerdict of not guilty. While the prosecution, representing the
American Toljacca Company, had the politicians and the press on
- its kide, the organized tobacca growers had justice on their side
h c k e d by an armed might which would not brook defeat. Not long
&fter the growers received more for their tobacco, and the' war in
Kentucky gradually subsided.
With the conclusion of .the Hopkinsville trial Editor Warren
instructed me to go south and begin investigating southern peonage.
Born and reared in the south, with relatives scattered f r o g the
Rip Grant@ t o the Ptomac Rivers, I knew in advance just what to
-except. .A t that time the older generation who had not forgotten
qr forgiven their defeat by northerners in the citvil war still re&rded :Yankees with aversion, and for the emancipated Negro
tbey #'had only contempt. In some lsections, especially in Texas,*ankees were told they were not wanted in the comunity. In West
Texas,,signs. were posted which read: NIGGER, DON'T LET THE
SUN GO D(rWN ON YOU =RE!
. . . - To illurjtatk -the feeling Southerners had for Yankees I will
$9- an experience I had in Richmond, Va. In New York my wife
$: %kdI bought a.chertp car which carried the New York license plate
51.; .-&d nuihbkr.. I n Richmond we stopped in front of the museum
,fMeh' bobs& civil was relics including the stuffed horse on which
%fi $Seneral Robert E. Lee rode in battle. A middle aged woman and
~ ! i ! &youxig
k
daughter' were in elpatge. Both mother and daughtei
,
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happened to see my-wife and I get out of the car which bore the' .
~ e York
w
license.
I noticed they eyed us closely as we wandered about the build-'
i ~ g The
.
woman did not offer to explain the meaning of any of t h e
relics we viewed. While standing in -front of General Lee's horse
the daughter came up and I remarked the horse resembled one4
used to ride in Texas. "Are you from Texas?" inquired the girl,
"Yes," I replied, "1 was born and raised in Texas, as were all my
people." "Why then are you driving a New York car?" asked the
girl. "We went to New Pork by train, bought the car, and are now
on our way back home," I said. Whereupon 'the girl raced over
to her mother, whispered a few words, following which the mother
came over, introduced herself and exclaimed, "I thought you were
a couple of Yankees, and I don't like Yankees!''
We then had a pleasant and profitable visit. I told her I
was a newspaper man, expected to visit the battle fields in and
around Richmond, following which I was gohg south to retrace
Sherman's march to the sea. She asked if I had arranged for, a
guide. When I replied I had not, she stepped to the telephone and
arranged to have one in front of the museum at eight o'clock next
morning. Next morning we were on hand with the car. The guide
was an elderly man dressed in a faded Confederate uniform. When
I informed him my father, as a youth, was a Confederate soldier,
that all my grand uncles were Confederate soldiers, and that my
maternal grandfather was captured and imprisoned during the
war, he put his arms about me and congratulated me for having
such noble relatives, After spending the entire day inspectfng such
fields as Cold Harbor, Malvern Hill, the breastworks at Petersburg,
and other battle scenes, during which he assured me he had
participated in most of the fights, my wife and I prepared t o bid
him good-by. I took out my wallet to pay him for his services.
Instantly he protest&. "No," he emphasized, "I'll take no pag
from &theson of a Confederate soldier. Consider yourself my gues&
and the guest of every Confederate in Virginia. I'm most happy
to have met you and your wife, and remember if you ever come this .
way again, the latchkey of our hospitality hangs on the outside
,
of the door. Good-by and God bless you."
Far different was my reception in Georgia and Florida when
I began to investigate peopnage. Alexander &vine, associate pasta+of a New York church, had come south to do for APPLETOWEI
)
MAGAZINE what I proposed to do for THE APPEAL TO REASON. We joined forces in the enterprise. Despite his religious education. .'. :,
and training, Irvine could not dissemble in the .presence of ; ..
Southerners. He was frank in his denunciation of peonage, while
;T
,',
I, who understood southern prejudice and bias, smilingly kept my
i
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'mouth closed. I n Florida we attired ourselves in working clothes:
and applied for a job in the phosphate mines. We were hired and
went to work. Never did I work so hard or under such abominable
conditions, The work day was twelve hours and the pay was fifty
i=ents a day with board. There had been eight white men in th,e
gang all of whom were from the north who had been sentenced
as vagrants and sent to the mines to work out their sentences. The
others were Negroes sentenced for similar reasons. Irvine and I
were the only laborers on the job as volunteers. That of itself
aroused the suspicion of the overseers. They could not understand
why two men of evident refinement with hands unused to hard
y kept us under constant sursuc
work would take
. veillance.
Here, 'briefly, is what we learned. Several young white men
and many more Negroes had been working in the mines for a year,
although they were sentenced for three months. Their sentence8
were lengthened because of their alleged' attempts to escape. I f
they did not try to escape, they were charged with refractory
conduct, a charged which meanat lengthened sentences. I was informed during the last several years many Negroes had been shot
while trying to get away. It developed that the owners and managers
cif the mines operated in collusion with the law enforcement,
authorities in the matter of securing prisoners to work in the mines.
This arrangement also applied to the turpentine camps and on
lantations where convict labor was employed. When we learned
om actual- experience what we set out to learn, Irvine and I
began to make preparations to leave. To get the jobs tnre had to
sign a labor contract certifying our willingness to remain on the
job one month, but ten days constituted the limits of our endurance
hnd strength: Meanwhile, I who still used the southern dialect in
my conversation, vanaged to gain the confidence of one of the
werseers. Re realized I was a Southerner, not a damned Yankee
like Irvine, an;d he was disposed to accord me favors. I told him
&Vine and I wanted to go to a-near-by town for a bath and shave,
and that as soon as we got what we wanted we wpuld return to the
job. Neither of-us had received any wages, and the overseer thought
we would come back- t o get what we had earned. Instead of returning to 'the mines, Irvine and I, forgetting our wages, hastened
b the town where we had left our belongings, exchanged clothing,
and beat it out of the community. In Tallahassee We engaged
rmms where E started to write. I hate to think what would have
. .
to us had we been caught and returned to the mines.
happened
The result of the exposure, made by APPLETON'S MAGAZINE,
inti the seies of articles printed in THE APPEAL TO REASON,
.Was a n investigation of peonage by federal agents. Arrests were
.--

L
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made, convictions secured, and light sentences impcmed?~id that
end southern peonage? It did not. It merely changed the charac-

6br and form. For every sharecroper on every.plantation, especially, in the Deep South today is a peon, native white though he be, as
huch as if he worked on a Georgia chain gang or slaved in :a,
(;.': m ~ r i d aphosphate mine or turpentine camp. These wretches w b ~
pose as farmers, landless and poverty-stricken, taking their wives
;;.and children into the fields to grub for a measly livelihood, hpve
:..)n p more chance of-getting ahead in this boasted land of "freedom
.',
ahd opportunity" than they have of flying to the moon. They have
in a society worse stratified than anything of l$k9
that ever cursed the countries of Europe. To =cape
:! from this poverty most of the boys on arriving a t maturity join
some department of the "national defense," becoming either 3
foot soldier, an airplane pilot, or a sailor in the navy.. These boys
make marvelous warriors for the reason they are ignorant
$''
,, easily miseducated . and influenced by their superior officers; Ex$: -!:-, amination of present day personnel in the armed forces of lib+
nation reveals that more than half of the enlisted men are from
,>,.?$'i
the south.
b't'"
That peonage still flourishes in Dixieland is evident frm
, .,
hews story recently printed in the capitalist presqj'
the civil war has been over for more than eigbtfeonage of the worst kind exists in many places d0.y;
shocking examples have been brought to light by fi%&.
ommittee bn Labor-Management Relations, both thrdug'&
t inve~tig~tions
and hearings in Washingto
a situation in Dublin Ga., airpd by the Commil$ee."
news zkticle then describes how workers
ell Lumber C~mpany,instead of being free m
in bondage to the Company. Whtinuing, the
any of them had been arrested on minor ,charges by
iff or police. Then the Company would pay tkir bowl
n they would be released and farmed out to the lumber
There, they had to .work under conditions ,the b
"or
theis bonds would be revoked and back to jail they would
often to get; whippings with 'cold steel.' "
The Senate Investigating Commi'tbe found that the jal&
many southern counties were inerely job recuiting otffces
1 privatq employers. They were kept filled nearly all
the sheriffs and police shiefs getting a fee for
rounded up. In oqe of the towns a meeting of liber
held to discus8 the situation. ,The meeting had barely started wb:*~;:.
there was' a knock on the door. There*stood the ~ottn&Jr's
'
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me.,

the other. A deputy sheriff covered the rear exit. Those attending

the meeting, including the chief speaker, were warned by the sheriff
that "you'll be locked up if I ever catch you trying to meet again!"
These episodes, remember;did not occur forty years ago, but
in august, 1951.
Now .it can be seen why southern politicians are such sticklers
for "state rights!' and for noninterference by the government in
southern institutions. Where peonage prevails with sharecropers
.qnd industrial workers slaving under conditions no civilized socieFy
should tolerate, is it any wonder that labor organizers are banned,
snd Socialist and Communist agitators exprass themselves on pexil
of their lives?
Lest the reader infer that my structures, relating to free press
and speech, are directed at certain sections in the south, permit me
ta quote from AWAKE, official organ of an American religious
group:

,

"At seven o'clock on the evening of June 27, 1951, ~ehovah's
Himesses and interest6d strangers assembled to hear a bible
lecture in Rochester, N. IT., common. When the lecture was about
ten minutes under way, the peaceful setting was suddenly transcurtain' country. A rabble
e American Legion, led by
e shot off and a bedlam of
el drum and beating tin cans.
arrests were made. Moreover, the
arrest the Witness speaker if he

If to the world as a l h d of liberty
ef f erson and Lincoln!
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Chapter XI11
THE MEXICAN REVOLUTION

Unrest in Mexico, generated by poverty and wealth,' presaged
an upheaval in that "Land of God and Liberty." For forty years
Porfirio Maz, posing as President of the Republic, with the help
of the Catholic Church and aided and abetted by Wall Street, had
ruled the Mexican people with a rod of b n . B u t rumblings of
unrest yearly growing louder inidcated the arrival of an expldbnsocial,'political and economic. Editor Wmren wrote me about the- .
matter and instructed me to be ready to report any outbmak
when it came Meanwhile I had arrived in New Orleans frmn Floricla.
While visiting in that city I secured a temporary job as p@&eand
political reporter for THE NEW ORLEANS TIMES-DEMOCRAT,one
of the oldest and most reactionmy newspapers in the south I$
was owned and edited by Major Page Baker, an old Uonfederate
officer. George Linck, city edtor, whom I knew in other days, on
giving me the job said: "George, remember, you are not workinif
for THE APPEAL TO REASON. You will have to repress your radi- ,
calism. F'urthermore, Negro stories axe taboo. If you do 'have to
write one, the word is spelled. 'nigger."'
I remained with THE
TIMES-DEMOCRATuntil Editor Warren came down to New Orlean$
to confer with .me about the Mexican assignment.
Since I was southern born and reared I quickly adjusted myself to my new job. I had a desk and typewriter in the City Hatll
news room where with reporters from five other New Orleans
papers I worked and wrote. Next door was the First Precinct Police
Station. As it happened, apt. Boyle, in charge, knew my father
who was &Eef of the San Antonio detective department. Thit
made me solid with Capt. BoGle, and many an exclusive story he
gave me, 1 &so $cultivatedthe regard of George Long, captain h '
chrtrge of the Third Precinct, Station over in the Latin quark. Ib
;.
was well I did, far it was through Capt. Long I was able to
all the other papers about a Wling that creaked a sensation. !
I
was like this.
..
I was in the habit of remaining at my desk, reading, long aJ'&r <..
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Mexico and iverthrowing the Maz dictatorship. During their i
prisonment no newspaper man had been permitted to
them, and neither were they permitted *toengage an att
and get an interview with the prisoners. He further requested me
to remain on the job until the situation cleared up or until Diaz was
overthrown.
A t that time Job Harriman who was the running mate of Eugeple
V. Debs in the latter's candidacy for President .of the United s t a b s
was practichg.law in Los Angeles. I knew Harriman, and when I
arrived in Los Angeles I prooeeded to his office in the Douglas
Building at Third and Spring Streets. He took time off and told
me what he knew of the episode. Being an uncompromising revolutionist, it was natural for him to be sympathetic with the cause of
I.
the imprisoned Mexican leaders. Associated with him was A. R.
Hobton, an old Socialist Labor Par'ty devotee, and the two of them
provided me office space wherein to do my writing. ~ 0 t hknew
'
the Mexican .prisoners. For quite some time ~ a g o had
n printed and
circulated a weekly paper, REVOLUTION, a t 654 San Fernando
Street, in Los Angeles, in which the cause of Mexican revdu?Wm
was championed.
When I informed Harriman I wanted to interview the jailed
Mexicans, he replied that that appeared to be impossible. As an.attorney, he had been denied 'that privilege. Not even capitalist rewrters were allowed to interview them. But I was determined on
seeing them. Preliminary to my visit to the County jail, through
Narriman and Holston, I met and talked at length with a nuhbi?. . ;,
of Mexicans who had pledged themselves to the revolutionary
c::!
among whom was L. Gutierrez de Lara, a Mexican lawyer who had" " ?
come to Los Angeles recently from Mexico. De Lara was
collaborating with John Kenneth Turner, newspaper man, in wr
a series of articles, later printed in an American magazine,
Fitkd "Barbarous Mexico." Turner had spent some time in
investigating the situation, and in extended conversatiok
me much information which I incorporated in my articles printe
in THE APPEAL TO REASON. So it was when I to the Cbmty.Jail
I had a t my command all the facts relative to the Mexican revolutionary movement in addition to the .details leading to the arrest
of 'the men I wanted to interview.
The following quotations are reprinted from an article I had
in the July, 1951, number of MONTHLY REVIEW, an indepenaent
1.
Socialist magazine published in New York City.
"However, I presented my. credentials to the sheriff with 'th
request for an interview with the Mexican prisoners. - The shpm
'
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the United States District Mbrney,
who had giyen strict orders that the men shhuld not be interviewed.
"To Lawler's office I went. After some telephone communication with the Sheriff he consented to see me. 'So you are George
Shoaf, writer for the red sheet, TIEE APPEAL TO REASON,' he
yelled as he fingered the card I had sent in. 'And you think you are
going to see those Mexican revolutionists. Well, I Want to tell you
that neither you nor any of you Debs' Socialists will ever see them.'
Wheteupon he began a tirade against THE APPEAL TO REASON
and the Socialist movement that lasted fully twenty minutes berore
he stopped talking. He had riqen from his chair and walked back
and forth as he shouted his denuncidtions. Meanwhile I remained
seated with a grin on my face. Patiently I waited for him to quiet
down, whereupon I remarked:
-"Mr.
Lawler, it really doesn't make much difference if I see
.
them or not. I now have a better story to write than I could probably
gain from -an interview. You know the circulation of THE
APPEAL TO REASON. Here in California the paper has almost one
h b d r e d thousand readers. When I tell the American people that
the U. S. District Attorney, in Los Angeles, is holding in the County
jail these Mexican revolutionists, refusing to let them be interviewed
by newspaper men, you can imagine the consternation that will
follow. I didn?t come here unprepared. I have all the facts involved.
5 merely wanted .toget from them confirmation of the facts I have
yt =Y posse=ion.
.
"TNQ statement had an immediate quieting effect on Lawler.
saw the point. He knew my story of the affair through THE
;APPEAL TO REASON would be read everywhere because the paper
:had the circulation that reached everywhere. Going 'tohis desk he
.'wrote his permission for me to see the prisoners. When I took\ the
,permit to the sheriff, he was astounded. But he had to honor the
permit and let me see the jailed men. Magon, highly educated, and
the other two equally informed, gave me the interview that was
~ r i n t e dfor publication. Of course, I also related the trouble I had
.sPi%h
Lawler in getting the permit. That portion of the story slo en%aged bawler that he wrote Debs, whom he thought to be .the respon&ble @itor, a stinging personal letter accusing me of distorting the
yliN4,erview. Some correspondence ensued between Debs and Lawler,
$pith Debs taking 'my part. Thereafter came a series of articles dewhditions as they existed in Mexic~,the efforts the revoluwere making to free themselves and their country, and
revolution that overthrew the Diaz regime."
Rere I want t o inject a personal note. The woman who became
'second wife, a practicing physician and surgeon by the name
1nez C. Decker, during these years was financial secretary
I

I .

>

.A$&
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of the Lee Angeles Socialist movement. I met her first in 1908,
again in 1910, and married her in 1911 following the divorce of my
&st wife. Her offices a t Seventh and Spring Streets were unofficial
headquarters for Los Angeles Socialism. To her came all visi'thg
Socialist celebrities, speakers and agitators, for pay for services
performed for the cause. Among those who spent much time in her a
offices when they visited Los Angels were Jack London, J. Stitt
Wilson, Lena Morrow Lewis, and the immortal Debs. Obviously, she
was interested in the Mexican revolution. A t one time a t her own
expense she kept hid for several months two well known Mexican
revolutionists who were wanted by the federal authorities on charges
1 similar to those preferred against Magon, Villarreal and Rivera.
When they left for Mexica to begin the revolution, she equipped
them with clothing designed to deceive the border guards, and gave
them $100.00 each wherewith to make the journey. Today, her
name, Dr. Inez C. Decker, along with other American sympathizers,
is inscribed on a tablet which stands near the center of the great
b u i l & ~ occupied
~
by the officials of the Mexican government in
the City of Mexico.
No attempt will be made here to describe the impoverishment
and enslavement of the toiling masses of Mexico under the cruel
Diaz dictatorship. I have visited Mexico many times and with my
own eyes saw how the people lived and the slavery they endured.
They were the victims both of the state and church. For years Diaz
had given mineral, agricultural, manufacturing and dl concessions
to American corporations the managers of which expl~itedcheap
peon labor to the limit. Like the peasants under the Rusian Czax,
who were driven to church and kept ignorant, Mexican peons were
forced to attend Catholic services, and to remain equally ignorant.
When revolutionists organized to hurl from power Diaz and hibs
cohorts, it was the U. S. government, sponsored and inspired by Wall
Street, that attempted to thwart the revolutionists and keep IXaz
on
the throne. Those interested in the Mexican revolution will find
h
all the horrid details depicted by Turner in "Barbarous Mexico."
Most libraries carry the book.
In San Antonia, Texas, where I lived my early life, Mexican
children were my playmates. Half the population of the city were
Mexicans or persons of Mexican lineage. They were human beings
no different in many respects from their Nordic neighbors. Give
the opportunity, Mexican children were quick to learn and rapid
! in their assimilation of knowledge. By nature they are not individualists as are the Anglo-Saxons. If there is a poor Mexican in the
. community, other Mexicans go to his relief pronto. They are disposed to share and share alike. Mexican family life either in this
country or in Mexico closely resembles the family life of the Chinese. .
'

8

,

We the white trash, they seem unable to take advan'tage of opportunlty in swindling othei-s in a trade or business deal. Another thing
they have in common with white trash is courage. As soldiers in
battle they are superb. The Korean war illustrateq this. The list of
killed and wounded on Korean battle fields reveals predominating
Mexican names and the names of young men from the south.
Anglo-Saxona, particularly those who know nothing of anthropology and less of the races they ridicule, 'are wont to regard men
and women of different nationalities as m e n t inferiors incapable
of culture and refinement. For a sense and appreciation of artistry,
be it a picture, a piece of statuary, a flower, a woodland scene or
mountain view, or s sunset, the Mexican man and women, no matter if they live in a-hovel with a dirt floor, will be just as appreciafive as any educated Anglo-8axoni Mexicans have a sense of
honor unknown to Anglo-Saxons. Their 3hb$pitality,even 'to Americans whom they have every. reason to hate, is proverbial. As a boy
I left Sm Antonio on a bicycle, crussed the Eio arande at Lsredo,
!:$
. and rode into the interior as far as 8an Luis Fotosf, retracing the
route on my return trip. Every night I was entertained by a ~ e x i c b.
family. Not once was I charged for'the entertainment. Mexim was.'
then'beingrepresented by the U. 8. press gs a nation of bandits. If
@
there were Mexican bandits about, to me they did not disclose.
their presence. Fact of the matter, there were bandits, butt they
&
e white agents of ~merickncorporations operating property
cessions given by Porfirio Dim.
-The three men I interviewed in the Zas Angeles County jail
were Mexicans of the highest type of intelligence. Magon was a
RY
pure blood Indian, an economist, a mmter of languages, and a demo,; +
erat. Villarreal had Spanish mixed &th Indian blood. He was an r. 39L,.u!
@xeeutive, and following the overtlkow of Diaz he was elected
governor of one of the states in Northern Mexico., Librado, a So'f@a&&and idealits, worked with Magon and Villarreal because he
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TO REASON, translated into Spanish, became

their

favorite reading. Praxides Guerrero, writer and orafar, killed in one
of these forays, was a particular friend. The story of his experivf
ences shocked the hard-bitten APPEAL TO REASON readers. And
there were others like him.
f s it any wonder. Dictator Diaz surreptitiously left the country
as soon as the revolutiontsts scored their first military victory,
going first to New York where he was lavishly entertained by hts
confederates, the bagnates of WalI Street, and thence 'to Spain
where several years later he died?

THE McNAIYLARA CASE ;
"Capt. George. C. Shosf, detective, of this city, received a telegram from Attorney Clarence D a m w that his son, George H. Shoat,
correspondent for THE APPEAL TO REASON, who mysteriously disappeared while in Los Angeleg covering the trial of John and James
McNamarh.is dead, killed in a fall from a mountain in Mexico. Defails of the death were not available."
The foregoing is an excerpt from THE SAN ANTONIO LIGHT, a
Hearst daily published in Elan Antonio, Texas. It appeared in the
issue of Oct. 14, 1051, and was printed in,the column entitled, "Forty
Years Ago." ~ a k o wsent the telegram on Oct. 14, 1911. Cbncurently, THE UNION LEADER, organ of the organized street railway
employees'of Chicago, which publication I projected in 1902, getting
the news from Damow, gave my alleged demise a front page spread
w&h a heavy black border edging the page. I was duly mourned by
many friends, including T H E APPEAL TO REASON staff. Among
others who mourned were Upton' Sinclair and W. E. Bohn. Not
every one, however, permitted himself tb be plunged into grief.
Harrison Grey Otis, owner of THE LOS ANGELES TIMES, editorialized that my death w- welcome news. James McParlan, Pinkerton
detective chief, was reported'to have danced a jig with joy. W. J.
Burns, the detective who boasted he had enough evidence to send
the McNamaras to. m. e gallows, declared my death was a public
benefit.
- Forty years after the event, it is difficult for most Americans
'to become excited,and to evaluate the importance of the McNamara
cwe, or to picture the situation as it existed when John and James
McNamara &re jailed on the charge of dynamiting the building
oecupied b y TIIE LOS ANGEL;ES TIMES. When Moyer, Haywood
and ~ e t t i b n e cfficials
,
of the Western Federation of Miners, were
arrested ip Denver and subsequently tried in Boise, it was some time
befbre the American labor movement, as a whole, could be interested
in the case. By Sam Gompers and the principal officials heading
the American Federation of Labor the Wetern Federation of Miners .
was looked upon as an outlaw labor organization whose officials and
xank and file members were Socia1,istsand subversive enemies o? the
'

,

?&

American way of life. But when the McNamara brothers were,
arrested and jailed, both of whom were Cztholics and members of
the Democratic Party, one of whom, John, being executive secretary
of the Internati~nalBridge and Structural Iron Workers of America,
the entire American labor movement .resented the act as an outrage.
From one end of the country to the other went Gompers and his associate union leaders on a speaking campaign designed to arouse
the people to their danger. For once the members of the American
Federation of Labor were given opportunity to voice their knowledge
that a class struggle was raging in this 'country. All liberals and
Socialists joined up with Gompers in denouncing the arrest of John
and James McNamara.
During the years when I was a salaried writer for THE APPEAL
TO REASON I was a class conscious militant eager for the overthrow
of the Washington government and ready to participate in the revolutionary transformation of the American way of life. If the transformation could be effected through political action, I would have
been made happy. If, however, the transformation had to come ..
through force and violence, which is the historic way, and I were
privileged to take part with dagger and bomb, my joy would have
been equally as complete. For I viewed every labor exploiter as a
personal enemy a$ well as an exploiter of the common good. And
when the day of reckoning came, as some day i t will come, 1
wanted the vengeance ~f a hundred centuries of labor oppression
visited upon the heads of the uncrowned kings of business, industry
and finance, who with their politicians, preachers and priests, have .
mrogated to themselves the ownership and ruleship of the United
States of America.
!q
!$@%
rior w his axrest: On 'Wy trips a&ws
I knew John McNa
the country for THE APPEAL TO REASON I stopped frequently a t
Indianapolis, visited-him a t his headquarters, and had many con'versations with him. A t that time I was a firebrand, and he Bnew it.
I told him W. D. Haywood was the god of my idolatry because of
Haywood's advocacy of direct action in settling labor disputes. He
agreed with me that Haywoad was the most courageous leader in the
American labor movement and 'for Haywood he expressed the Ughest admiration. A t that time I had reason' to suspect that he knew
more than he cared to tell about 'the many explosions.taking place
throughout the country in which scab concerns were losing bridges
and all Binds of buildings constructed of iron and steel .were being
destroyed. Even if he had grown confidential and admitted responsibility for the damage wrought, I would have thought none 'the
less of him. Indeed, he would have risen in my favor. As an advocate of direct. action I always took the position.that between moral.
suasion and direct action in matters of contention between the
'

'

,.To understand conditions which Confronted American workers
ripe ~tha
period under consideration, and to appreciate the tac.t&w-amLstdategy resorted to by labor leaders, it must be, d t t e n
dkspte ~ote~taz;ions
of liberty and democracy and the right
:@a$. iqdividual to freedom and independence, the owning class
.i:eg@rdedwith'conteilrylt the working cla* as: serfs to be rubbed and
a'pgrewed. If the serfs resisted, they were denounced as traitors to
7.~-g:ricanisns
and steps were taken by the owning class to supprcss
.#sbtancq. Thugs and gun men were employed to break strtgcs,
when the workers fought back, g w e e e n t intervention with
. &oops mas requisitioned. By resorting to the injuncti~nand the

and that the chief
nd of the employing

h
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ana enforce the policy of nonpoliticl adion inaugurated by Gompere;
Such men as a rule are confidence men and rrieketeers. They are in
.
the labor movement for personal profit and prestige. I will not
name them here, but those interested in wanting the names can
get them from officials of .the Industrial Workers of the World
or from the men and women heading the Socialist Labor Party. La- .
leaders drawing salaries of $25,000 a year, and expenses, are satisfied
with the status quo. They live in a world more closely in touch with
the magnates of W'all Street Wlan in a world wherein dwell the
men and women of toil. Posing as patriots for the American way
of life, these subsidized labor leaders want no upset of existing socialj
political and economic arrangements and procedure. In politics their
motto is: punish your enemies and reward your friends. Thus far,
this motto has fooled successfully the rank and file of the mganized workers in this country.
However, to hold membership in line so .that collected monthly .
dues will guarantee the high salaries of the leadership, some kin&..- :,;.
of showing must be made t h a t will-seemingly advance the interest& ;
of the workers in the matter of hours and wages. Strigas must bep.:! ipl
occasionally ordered and won. If direct action such. as beating or killing scabs, or employing dynamite to destroy corporation prop-: 5
erty becomes necessary, direct action is the method used. Had it nak ?
been for the direct action by "Skinnyv Madden and his gang the.. 'h
organized labor movement in Chicago could not have been built tc~,:'.?
'-.;s;,$,;i
sizeable proportions. Against the thugs and gunmen in
tion employ striking union men and women were compelled t o use',>!il;fi,
force in holding their own. Unquestionably, the officials of the,:<^,.'^'^
.
International Bridge and Structural Iron Workers, in compliance
;i:
w i C n the unwritten policy and rules of the parent $body,t h s ~ m e r l c ajms; -;,'iyp!
Federation of Labor, resorted to force and violence in winniagTr.( $
:,<!
strikes. And no one knew better than Sam Uompers that f~rce'+,;-~Q
and violence were employed.
, -.+;g
- In other words, from the inception of the American labor m ~ v e - f : ~ F
rnent war between the movem
viciuw and bloody battles
associates willed it that wa
was waged. Hypocritically e
working class and the capitalist class, Fedexstion officials-joined ih wi'th old party politicians in denging the class structure of Amerioa~$'+~
society, asserting that classes had noplace in this country, did not
-exist, and only Socialists and Communists contended otherwise. '
I am not going to charge the officials of -the 1nGnationd
Bridge and Structural Iron Workers with specific guilt in
ing bridges and buildugs where strikes were ordered. If
guilty of acts of violence, it
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to "win battles in a. war which the corporatiom prosecuted with

even greater violencb. 'Where *one scab was beaten, several union
-strikerswere shot dead by corporation gun men. .When victory was
'about to be won by the strikers, it was thwarted by the corporations
whose heads' asked for and secured government fr-tterference on the
side of the corporations. In the presence of a governmental injunction the ~ P j k e r sfelt themselves powerless to further act.
In this war between capital and labor my sympathies and my
stand were with labor. As a Socialist, I agitated for working class
ownership of the means of life, working class management of the
means of life, and working class rule in all matters affecting the interests of the people of the United States. Since, however, it was
the policy and practice of organized labor to steer clear of independent political action, and to fight battles in the dust and blood
of the class struggle, I went with them into the fight and cheered
them on to victory.
When the news flashed across the country that THE LOS
ANGELlES TIMES had been destroyed by dynamite and fire, E
frankly admit my reaction was one of ecstatic joy. The owner of
'THE TIMES, Harrison Grey Otis, was a labor hating, red baiitng
republican reactionary of the blackest type. He was not only opposed to the organized labor movements, but lie was militantly and
'acicusly opposed to it. He refused absolutely to permit'his employees
to be unionized. By those who knew him best I have been told he
was a physical coward despite his participation as an officer in the
~panish-~merican
war. He had a custom built automobile which
carried on the hood a small brass cannon and a t the rear a caison
box was attached, In this car he rode through the streets of Los
Angeles in defiance of public opinion. One thing that mud be said
'to the credit of Otis is this. At no time in his career a d he ever
c0mpromise what to him was prinicple, never did he relax his opTi
position to organized labor, and always his editorial policy reflected
consistently and. continuously the interests of the exploiting capi- Q@t.
talist class: Unlike W. R. Hearst, who wavered between progress@
and reaction, the attitude of Otis was dependable and adamant.&
Always he was on the side of reaction.
A t the time Eugene Debs and I journeyed together to Los Angeles .
to discuss judicial corruption with Henry Clay Caldwell, retired fed&a1 judge, Deb,speaking of Otis, told me the following story:
"I had arrived in Los Angeles from a cross-country tour, during
which I ha@ been addressing railway workers in behalf of the
American Railway Union, and was scheduled to address a mass
meeting in Hazzsrd's Pavilion in down town Los Angel-. After
delivering the address to a crowded house, I left for San Diego
where I msde anothe~speech. Next morning THE LOS ANGEWS
'
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TIMES carried as it's lead editorial a column at the head of mhlclr:
was the one word "DEBS." I returned immediately to Los Angelesi
and, a t my o m ' expense, I reengaged Hamard's Pavilion for another.
speech to be delivered by myself that night. I determined to reply
to the Otis' editorial word for word. 'NW of the meeting quickly
spread through the city, and that night Hazzard's Pavilion was
jammed.
..- ',,
- "I began by reciting the antiunion record of THE TIMES. The&
- I analyzed 'the editorid, evidently written by Otis, and demon.; strated its falscity and bias. For a moment I stopped, looked over the
' audience, and exclaimed, 'I wish that Otis Wae present so that he
might personally hear what I am about to say.' A t that, some one
in the center of the auditorium yeilod out, 'Otis is here, There he
sits surrounded by his body guard.' And sure enough Otis was
. present. A tremendous commotion followed during which Otis tried
: to make his getaway, but the crowdwould~notpermit his departwe,
He had to remain. When order was'restored, I proceeded to invite
Otis to come to the platfarm and defend 'himself in debate, but he
,
would not budge from his seat. Thereupon I lectured him pers
;, ally, charged him with the crime of belittling labor, of
: every measure and movement designed t o advance the
good, and ended by pillorying him as an enemy of decency, of justice,
and of all people who believed in decency and justice. I never fe&
better in my life and never was I sci aroused as I was when
castigated the man who sat cowering in h@ seat. A t the ena, of
every period in my speech the' auditors howled with delight. I was
expressing what for yeam they had been k m g . When the meet-'
ing adjourned I was lifted up by admirers and carried on their
shoulders to my hotel. Next morning THE TIMES earried not a
word, either in its news . C J ~ edi
olumns, about the meetiQg
, . . a the speech."
, ;t
the morning of October
A few minutes after one o'cloc
1910, the explosion which,resul'ted in wrecking the building occup
by TBE TIMES occurred. In spite of the fact that twenty
: employes lost their lives, a broad gin bedecked the faces of
sands of people who thronged the streets to view the wreckage.
: general concensus of opinian was that THE TIMES had it .c
and now that it got what it deserved, a feeling of relief was
ienced. Only one regret m s expressed, and that was.tbat Otis shoul
have been in the building and perished with the explosion.
: At the time I hadn't the remotest' ides of who might
.' sponsible for the explosion. And, truth to tell?I didn't care.
." times through the years I had become so exasperated and enrag
TRE that
because of the lies against labor publicizy by
'k felt like doing the job myself. When it occurred. 1 a~ulaudedfh
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iiquld, i f o i twas aoqe by some otttrsged and angry working man,
.-Irejoiced to.th@kthaC at last oneof the millions of ~ m e r i c a nworms
had turqed and in effective 'fashion had struck back. A t no time
did I regbrd :the act as a crime. The destrucrtion of THE-TIMES

balding was merely a n episode in the irrepressible conflict that
was being waged between the organized workers and the organized
employers. When ~ o h nand James McNamara were arrested and
.transported to L6s Angeles, through the columns of THE.APPEAL
TO REASON, I declared them 'to be innocent of moral 'wrong doing.
Job Hapriman, U s Angeles attorney, was the first lawyer eng?ged to defend the McNamara brothers. In a previous national
election Harriman was running mate with Debs in the latter's
c.a,ingsigp for the presidency of the United States on the Socialist
ticket. Later he became the Socialist candidate tor mayor of Los
Angeles. Most of the preliminary defense .work was done by Harriman prior to the arrival of Clarehce Darrow, Chicago attorney, who
'book supreme charge. When I arrived in Los Angeles, I immediately
wnferred with Harriman wi'th whom I had previously worked as
APPEAL TO REASON reporter of the revolutionary uprising by the
'Mexican.people against Dictator Porfirio Dim.
Harriman explained t o .me that for some time before the ex- .plo$i~nand $ire .TIMES employees complained a€ the presence of
escaping gas in the building. Many employees, made sick by the gas,
several times failed 6 report for work. So antiquated were the gas
mains beneath the streeJ, he said, that on more than one occasion
pysterious gas explosions occurred in which man hole covers were
blown off. Smce the TIlMES tragedy most of ,these gas mains have
- been replaced. Another factor in the situation, he said, consisted of
' . the fact. that the TIMES building, itself, had become too small to
accommddate the purpose for which it was intended and, beceuse of
cracked walls, resulting from repeated earthquake shocks, would
have been condemned by the inspection authorities as unfit for
occupancy, were it not for the influential opposition of the owner.
-;When $he explosion occurred, most Los Angeles citizens jumped to
the. conclusion that it was a gas explosion. Quite a number voiced
'
.&heopinion that Otis, himself, was responsible for it; so he could
',
-%we&
i&ur&nce wherewith to erect a new building. Stanley Wilson,
if9
1 edikor
bf
a local labor paper, Joe Phyllis, prominent local laborite,
[';,. '!, .
.
pnd many others declared that the man to arrest for the crime was
;3v7 , '
,.-.. : none. other than-the owner of the building, Harrison Grey Otis.
i:"'
On the strength of this information, in addition to other data
rh.i.. . .
?:.[',- - $ &ad secured, my first stories to THE APPEAL TO REASON were
' > : . :&aeclsl;atfons to the effect t h a t ~ o h nand James McNamara 'were
{""'. ,:+ - e o c 9 n t 4 ~theerime
fw
charged against them, and that a fair and
lzt$&@a~@zS~
_ &a1 would prove their innocence. When Darrow arrived
k;
;. '.,'I . . '
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and read what I had written, he smilingly agreed with virtually
every word, and said that was the proper line to pursue. At that
time I calculated that the gas explosion theory, supported by evidence, would constitute the chief bulwark of defense, and in my
written reports I expatiated on it with considerable embelEshment.
Meanwhile, other developments were taking place. Harriman
was nominated as the Socialist candidate for the office of mayor
following which he gradually withdrew from the case and centered
his interest in the political campaign. As Darrow talked with the
two brothers in jail, and conferred confidentially with laborites from'
San Frfancisco, he began to minimize the gas theory. Through District Attorney John D. Fredericks, Detective W. J. Burns began to
successfully implant in Darrow's mind that dynamite was employed
to blow up the TIMES building and that John and James McNarnara
were guilty as charged. Darrow grew more and more cautious, less
and less militant, and for days refused to let me see him. Finally,
Lincoln Steffens came t o Los Angeles replete with anarchist philosophy and brotherly love. A t that time he was a pronounced individualist, and in Darrow he found his counterpart. Both were opposed
t o Job Harriman's Socialism. Both, as pacifists, were opposed to capital punishment, and both were extremely desirous of saving the
lives of John and James McNamara,
Steffens a t once began to contact every influential person interested in the case, ~ i e n dand foe alike. He asked why have a long,
bitter and expensive trial the outcome of which would intensify the
class war and give the Socialists an opportunity to step up their
propaganda. Would it not be better for all concerned to get together, persuade the imprisoned men to plead guilty and receive
penitentiary sentences instead of taking chances with the gallows?
Finally, the consent of Harrison Grey Otis was obtained to this atrangement and disposition of the case. Then came the problem 01
inducing the McNamara brothers to cooperate. A t first they refused point-blank. Weeks were required for Darrow and Steffens to
soften their opposition and gain their consent to a confession Of
guilt. A t last they relented, pleaded guilty in open court, and took
sentences, for John, fifteen years, for James, a life sentence in San
Quentin.
The consternation that followed the confession of guilt can bLtter be imagined than described. Before the confession, even Harriman's political 'foes admitted he almost had the mayoralty in the
bag. The confessi6n was timed to occur just before election day. As
it was, despite the disappointment -and consequent rage, Harriman
polled forty thousand votes, an unprecedented vote for a Social%
candidate. By many people Darrow was charged with having so'

%
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-out the McNamara case to the prosecution for a consideration chief
of which was the defeat of Job Harriman.

For myself the confession was catastrophic. Where I b1am.e Darrow,was for not taking me into his confidence and keeping me informed as to what he and Steffens were doing. I knew all along they
were doing something, but I thought they were working up evidence
k demonstrate the verity of the gas explosion theory. Darrow permitted me to play up that &gle to the very last and it was only the
day before the confession that he called me into his office and notified me the boys were going to confess next day, as per arrangement
with the prosecution, and take prison 'sentences. Here, I am going
to quote from an article I wrote which was printed in the November
1946 issue of THE EMANCIPATOR, a semi-religious journal edited
and 'published by Dr. John C. Granbery, 3305 West Ashby Street,
San Antonio, Texas. I n part I said:
"One day, shortly before the 'confession,' Darrow called me into
his private office and said: 'George, I have a surprise for you. It is
going to hurt you, but here it is. We are not going to fight this case
through to a fkish. The boys are going to confess. I'm somy, but
the stuff you have been writing in THE APPEAL TO REASON you
will have to reverse. You had better get busy now and write your reversion story, and wire it, so it will reach Girard, Kansas, by the
time the boys confess in open cow.' ,
"My reaction to this statement was something tremendous. The
world, my world, seemed to have fallen sway and I felt as if I were
suspended in mid air. However, I regained some composure, and
started to argue the matter. 'What can I write?' I inquired. 'The
oqmer and editor of my paper, influenced by my reports, believe in
the innocence of the McNamaras. 'So do hundreds 6f thousands of
,APPEAL TO REASON readers. 80 do the rank and file of organized
labor membership in this "country. Job Harriman, your associate in
thia case, has almdcit a ainch in winning the election. Does he know
what this confession w i l i mean t o his candidacy? Is he willing for
the boys to confess?'
"Answered Darrow: 'Hamiman knows nothing yet. He will know,
of course, but what of it? The turn of events will likely cause his
defeat, but saving the lives of my clients is more important than
Job parriman becoming mayor of U s Angeles.'
"I expostulated with Darrow, but unavailingly. When I left his
office I was so flabbergasted, so completely a t sea, that I failed to
recognize scqUaintances as I made my way to my room. I sat down
to my typewrieter, but what could I write? The several sheets on
wuch I had written a retraction of everything I had previously written about the case, including my resignation from the job, I finaily
tore up and destroyed I resolved to write nothing, which resolu~on

I carried out. Instead, I packed my grip, sent 'the type.mib back

to the rental agency, and went out into the country where under an
assumed name I decided to remain until the storm blew over andeverything had quieted down.
"I knew I was through with TTRE APPEAL TO REASON. I n fact,
I suspected that this fiasco would be the finish of the paper. MY
suspicions were correct. Circulation immediately slumped. Not lofig
afterward J. A. Wayland, owner, died. For a time Warren continued
publication, but following a disheartening experience he quit, and
the .paper suspended. What an inglorious end t o a publication that
once had more influence with the common people of this country
than any three metropolitan newspapers that might be named!
"Obviously, Harriman 10st the election. Socialist supporters by
the thousand, when they learned that the McNamaras had confessed, tore off their Harriman buttons and tosed Harriman literature
into the streets. Cries of being 'sold out by Darrow' were heard on
every hand. Organized labor in Los Angeles and through(,ut the
nation sustained a blow from which it did not recover until F'ranklin
D. Roosevelt gained the presidency of the United States. ,
"Wittingly or not, the machinations of 'Golden Rule Steffens'
and the equally Golden Rule Darrow in bringing about %heMcNamara confessions accomplished what the malefactors of wealth in
Los Angeles and in the nation wanted more than the conviction and
punishment of J. J. and J. B. McNamara. These were: discrediting
of the labor movement; defeat of Harriman and the rescue of Los
Angeles from the threat of a Socialist regime; and the undermining
of Darrow in the estimation of the liberal and labor forces of the
country. The denouement attained these objectives. ~ a r i o w ' sarrest
and acquittal on a bribery charge were made in furtherance of these
objectives, for it was quite a time before he regained the confidence
and affection he formerly enjoyed among Americans who had always
regarded him as a champion of human rights."
I did not go to Mexico, as Darrow telegrapfYed my father, but
remained in hiding a t the home of a friend in the San Gabriel Valley, near Los Angeles, until interest in the McNamara case ceased $0
attract attention. Not long before his death in Butte, Montana,
J. J. McNamara, who had served his sentence and been released
from San Quentin, visited with me for ten days in my Los Angela
home. The next chapter will relate the circumstances associated
with that visit, and the lengthy conversations we had concernbg
the conduct and outcome of the trial.

Chapter X V

'

This chapter is a rewrite of an article I had in the December,
-1946,' issue of THE EMANCIPATOR, mention of which was made
'in the immediately preceding chapter. It deals with the visit John
McNamara made in my Los Angeles home following the death and
burial of his brother, James, in San Quentin penitentiary. In this
rewrite I give yore of the conversational details between John and
myself than I gave in the ofiginal axticle.
I n the center of a Hollywood, Calif., cemetery rises a granite
&aft which releak the burial ground of the 20 victims of THE
LOS ANGELFg TIMES fire holoc.xust of Ocl;. 1, 1910. In tho same
spot repose the. ashes of Harrison Grey Otis, founder and owner of
the paper, and his wife, both of whom died later of natural causes.
The names of the 20 victims are carved into the four sides of the

'.
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'

shaft,

Many years ago I drove out to the cemetery and parked my car
alongside the curb less than'one hundred feet from THE TIMES
burying ground. An elderly man with snow-white hair got out of the
. . car, walked over to the plot, read slowly each and every name en' jgaved on the shaft, following which he stood bareheaded -in motionless meditatiali for upwards of an hour. The man was John J.
McNmara, former executive secretary of the International ridge
Aad Structural Irdn Workers, who, with his brother, James B. McNa- mara, spent years in Elan Quentin in expiation for the part they
, allegedly played in sending the buried victims to their deaths.
As I &t in the car I watched "J. J.? closely and wondered. He
never raised his eyes to where- I sat. I n fact, he appeared to be
- ; .b 6 a l l y oblivious of his environment save for that small poftion
wbit?h;rivited his attention. More than thirty years had elapsed
'<.*since
these-men died, men whose slaughter he confessed, and this
i/ , iR&9 hE8 first-and only visit to the cemetery where they lay buried.
.?;. ;:
'-What; thoughts thronged his mind? What em&ns, if ang,
f * ,clloked his heart? If actually guilty of killing the men whose graves
.:--.'he-'
vkwed, what were big innermost reactions? After a time he
:;i'.limo& again ,slowly around the: @aft, and, without looking up, re,
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turned to the car. Regaining his seat beside me he half ejaculated,
"George, it's hell, isn't it?" I nodded agreement and we drove away.
Renewing my acquaintance with "J. J." in San Francisco a short
time previously, when both of us met a t the graveside of his brather,
James, who had just died in San Quentin Prison, I invited him to
visit with me in my home in Los Angeles. This invitation he accepted, and for ten days he and I were together day and night. m e ,
as he said, he spent months in tkie Las Angeles County jail, he
had never really seen the city or the section in which it was located.
He enjoyed being driven a b u t 'the city anq through the countr$side.
For the first time in his life, he'admitted, he gof his fill of oranges
and grapefruit.
During his visit I succeeded in persuading him to write the story
of his connection with the tragedy which sent him and his brothw
to prison. We went over t o Pasadena 'and conferred with Upton Sinclair about the project. Sinclair was enthusiastic, promised to read
and correct the script, and guaranteed publication of the book.
When "J. J." left my house, it was his calculated decision to go back
to his Iqdiana home, dispose of his few belongings, and return to
Los Angeles where he and I would immediately begin to 4vrit;e the
book.

-
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As Wth Tom Mooney, who came t o my home following his re-

lease from San Quentin, and who, after completing a led- tom,
promised t o return when. together we would write a Wtory 'o-f'bhe
American labor movement, and -who,died before he could-ietarn,
so with John McNamara. Two weeks after he left my home "8;:J?
dropped dead from a heart attack in Butte, Montana, where.he.hM
.
gone .to visit some old t h e labor friends.
Many and varied were the conversations we had in the Uvirig
room of my home, some of which lasted far into the night. "J. 3."
was educated originally for the law, passed the bar examination, but
began an-active career in the labor movement instead of practicing'
bb.$zofession. He was well read in history and economic and,whik
age had mellowed his enthusiasm, .his interest i n current even&
especially those involving labor and the class struggle, was keen, and '
his knowledge of what was taking pl&e throughout the world w w
encyclopedic.
Obviously, we discussed the "dynamiting" 02
LOS ANC3EI;ES
TIMES,if, indeed, dynamite was employed in firing the gas pirhfc@;
all authorities agreed, constituted the exploision, In all oru. discussions, instead of talking as one of the principals, "3. J." inr-bly
held -forth impersonally as a third party. While never at any timg
did I ask him point-blank 'if the cunkession Darrow arid &efte& .
seduced him to make-was a true confession, on several occasid$s. Z
insinuated an interrogatory desibngd
to dtaw him b i t . H~we$ei;~
'
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"J. J." never directly committed himself relative to his innocence or
guilt. Once, in a moment of confidence he said:
"George, if you gr some of my labor associates had been permitted to see me so that Jim and I might have been informed concerning public sentiment and the attitude the people 'were taking, it is
certain Jim nor I would have confessed. After it was all over, and
I learned the truth of the situation, I discovered it was entirely.
different from what we had been led to believe. Darrow and Steff ens
declared the prosecution had evidence to convict some of the mosd
prominent labor leaders in the country, and that only a confesison
by Jim and me would save them from the gallows. I t was not to
save our lives, but t h e h ~ that
,
finally impelled us to agree to the
confession which had been prepared for us to sign. Jim and I
wanted to go to trial and fight the case to the bitter end, even if it ?>,p a .
meant our conviction, but our attorneys thought otherwise, and we i~$c
were helpless in their hands."
%rb
--!lie
"Wasn't there another factor in your desire to go to trial which 91:
#$)4
caused you to hesitate in signing the confession?" I inquired.
$k;: ,
"Yes, there was," he replied. "Darrow, Steffens and the chief
prosecutor, John D. Fredericks, who visited us, and they were our
only visitors, bored it into us that public sentiment was so inflamed
against us because of the lives lost in the explosion thzt it would
have been hazardous for us to make a court room appearance. They
were afraid some fanatic would kill us. The three of them were so
insistent on confession rather than a public trial that my suspicions
.were aroused, and, as I leai'ned later, correctly aroused. What I
wanted was a public trial in an open court where all the facts leading tq the TIMES explosion could have been produced, clarified and
explained. I wanted to demonstrate the nature of the class struggle
teen raging in the United States. I wanted to compare the inordi.nate profits of the corporations with the starvation wages of the
,-workers. 1 was especially interested in wanting to reveal how all
the forces of the capitalists with their newspapers and magazines,
their state and national governments, their judiciary and their
police, were arrayed in opposition to the interests of 'the men and
women of foil, how strikers were ruthlessly shot down by oorp~ration
thugs, how men and women who agitated for social and economic
justice were discriminated against in the matter of employment,
and, in general, how unfair and one-sided what once was a free
and competitive economy had become. Had we gone to trial, as Jim
and I wanted, I am sure we could have stated our case so plainly,
and presented- facts sufficient to- justify any militant action we
may .have taken, that a fair-minded public, instead of condemning
us, would have pnderstwd and been sympathetic+.%! :;$i1g,;'j4$3,$98&'(
"But Steffens, especially, and Darrow were opposed to a public
n
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trial. I n this they found agreement with Prosecutor Fredericks. Theg
wanted a quick and quiet disposition of the case. They wanted to
squelch Job Harriman's Socialist campaign. Stef f ens proclaimed
there was no class struggle in %hiscountry, and Darrow, who knew
better, for some reason remained silent. A t that time I was confused. I was unaware of the situation as it existed throughout the
country. Had I known that people, were withholding judgment
and were waiting fur a trial to disclose the truth and the facts, I
would have discharged my attorneys and acted as my o m - attorney.
The confession, of course brought disillusionment and anger, played
directly into the hands of the corporations, set back the cause of organized labor, and, incidentally, George, ended your career as a Socialist writer ."
We discussed the class war which has torn American society in
twain since modern industry regimented labor and reduced the
workers to wage slavery. His comments ran about as follows:
"Were it not for the organized labor movement American workers today would be slaves as helpless and as abject as were the serfs
nnder the Russian czar. A s individuals, the workers are helpless in
dealing with corporation bosses. United, they occupy a semblance
of equality and are in position to bargain for shorter hours and
higher wages. Thirty years ago I thought pure and simple trade
unionism alone w ~ u l dfree the workers and produce plenty and peace
within the framework of the existing social and economic order. But
developing events have changed my mind. I: now realize we must
change the system itself before we can hope to win freedom and
achieve -the objective of the labor movement."
"In your opinion," I asked, "what do you think is the great&
good organized labor has accomplished for the American workbg
class?" He replied:
"Not what most people imagine. Hours have been shortened,
wages have been increased, and in many instances better working
conditions have been established. I n a material way, however, the
lot of the average worker is little better than it was forty years ago.
For- this reason: Production and distribution today are owned and
controlled largely by corporate power. When wages are increased,
prices go up proportionately wtth the result that increased wages
mean nothing in the end. Under the wages system, based on prip vate property ownership, common and semi-skilled labor gets Just
ii enough to keep it in working ord.er, and to reproduce new laborers
for corporate exploitation. .
"Before ~ r a n k l i nD. Rowevel't, in the old days of so-caUM un, restricted private enterprise, it was almost impassible to organize
. the workers. They were so intimidated by their employers that they
, were afraid to be seen talking Wth a labor organizer, much 1,at!

,

*

tend meetings. Most corporations hired spies to report organizational activity, and professional thugs to beat up those who dared
f6rm a union. The enslavement of the workers in those days was
almost complete. Such conditions forced the workers t o adopt illegal
measures to circumvent corporate opposition. On both sides it was
war with the knife and gun, with 'the corporations resorbing to
government interference when they faced defeat. Outrages were
common, but they were justified by labor organizers as means to an
end.
anize. Labor
"Under Roosevelt workers were encour
organizations were legalized. As a result more than 15,000,000 me
and women have become union members. If these workers were ecaidf.
nomically and politically literate, understood their status as class
conscious Workers, and, instead of being led by the nose regularly
to old party defeat, voted as a political unit, 'they and their friends
could capture governmental power and with *at power they could
reorganize the fabric of society to accord with the fundamentals of
social and economic justice. The opportunity to do this by organized
labor, in my opinion, i s the supreme good it has accomplished for
the wotking class. Instead of demanding hours and wages, organized labor should establish schools wherein its members can be
educated to think, and think independently. Every union should
constitute a class to study to understand the social forces which
govern and guide the social process. With understanding will come
intelligent action. If intelligence does not possess and direct the
labor movement, i t will disintegarte and its members will revert t o
their old condition of pre-Roosevelt serfdom."
"Suppose labor fails to advantgge itself of its oportunity?" I
challenged.
g;
"In that case," he said, "r.eaction wilfkbi in, monopoly capital
will seize complete power, either through the republican or democratic party, and what we will have in this country will be fascism.
Then the worst fears of left wing labor will be realized. Corporation
dicbborship Mll rule, labor enslavement will become general, and
the. government bf Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and Roosevelt
miU. disappeax."
Here my guest, responding to questions I put to him, proceeded
to reveal himself as not only having read widely and thought deeply, but had activated himself as an observer and analyst of the
operation of modern cpitalism. His legal mind enabled him to evaluate conditions and developments with clarity and precision. Half
closing his eyes he continued:
"The introduction of labor saving machinery and the adoption
of technological processes by the corporations, now organized into
trusts and combines, have made the United States the foremost
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country in the world in the matter of producing goods and services
for the people. Because of the operation of an outdatkd and contradictory economy, however, the people do ndt get those goods
and services. Every so often we have an o,verpr@udion. Unsold
goods jam the nation's stores.and warehouses. ~actoriesand plants
close down, unemployment- sets in, and we are thrown into the
vortex of depression. This does not come a b u t because of the
dereliction of the political party that may have charge of the Washington government. No political administration wan@ unemployment and depresison. Unemployment and depression are the direct
results of the operation of an economy based on private ownership
for private profit. So long as this economy prevails, we will continue
to experience depression and unemployment. When the situation
grows really bad, and the workers begin to grumble with threats of
revolution, what has happened in similar, sitkations in the past wilt
happen again-foreign war. And therein lies the tragedy. So far;
this country has won every war principally for the reason it has
fought nations with weaker economies and inqdequa* military
equipment. Not yet has this country gone pp.single handed an$
alone against a power as strong as ours. The day-may. come when
US. 'capitalism will be pitted against a power as strong, if not
stronger, than U. S. capitalism. Then the story will be'different."
"Do you suspect that war between U. $. capitalism and mviet
communism will eventually occk?" I interjected.
'?f Amerrcan economy continues to be c&trolled and directed
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demand for expansion and exploitation. When 30,000,000 jobless

"The' only factor that might head off and prevent war would
drastic action by an awakened and aroused working class, the
fathers and mothers of the boys that will be sent tb the slaugtkr.
If the workers were intelligent and alert, knew what it was a l l
about, they might act. But the forces against such action are too
powerful and are too well organized. Wall Street controls all the mel
diums of publicity, including
Of late it has been successf

,
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aha N.niversmes ,tb thfnt~as Wall Streets wants them to think. Vfr- l:',
tuaUy every high i;laoed povtician in the country i s s Wall Street
, min.
And orgaaieedm religion reeks with the eoriuption and bias
w,th which. it has been instilled by the factors subsidized by Wall
&re&. SadtZer to admit, most of the heads of the American labor
movement, C.1.0. and A.F.L., consciously or pconsciously , are swayed in their thinking and directed in th$r acting by the influence
of Wall 8treet power.: Oonfrorited by thls formidable apposition, 1
..
ask you, do you think the.plain men and women of toil would have
the ghost of a chance in organizing a movement to prevent a waz
Wall Street hag decreed?, 11am upder no il1USj.ons rn to the intelligence and initiative of the American working clasa"
Since these conversations occurred I hive often wished that a
sbenograpber could have been pre8ent so that what be said might have been preserved as,he asid it. For his observatioabl'mdstate- : .:
ments were the results bt years of study, reflection snd experience.
Despite his lef'tr-wing a.ttitudeI1 would not call hlm a Communist.
He rejoiced in the -ncipaCiun
of the Russfan working people, but
be hesitated to endorse aY the: tactics and s b t e g y employed by the
leaders to srfn that freedom, H e expressed a desire to go to the
8oviet Untw and see for hiaself what the: Soviet people have ac
, .
cornplished.
John McNamara and 1were in perfed a&e&ent on one couat.
W e were both realists.' We bath believe$ In facing the facts of the,
situation, any situatfon, and dealing
t$e situation as the facts
and circumstances arkmted. Neither :df
countenanced indirec'tion. If a politician betrayed the publtq.bW, we believed that. poUtieian should be liquids&?&not r@&tedl nor merely defeated.,
Bither some angered indivSdua1 could axxb8hould.end the politician's
life-orhe should be strung.up until dea8'by an ~ngeredconstituency.
, he same treatment aEtould ' b e accarded the Wef, be he a petty tarceny W f , or a Wan Btreet~magnatebrngiowmed .torob the popu- '
lation of the cantineat at a stroke. We ,~e;spised~~libera~mI
ae such.
If capibUsm is sodaaly unjust and mofk~yrotten, as it is, it should
be destroyed ~uthlesslyand completely.' Halfway meatme8 should
dbt be tolerated. fn all-.thesep~McularsJohn and I were one in
airit, underst(mding and n~rpase:. He was a true revolutiontst.
"
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m p t e r XVI
ACCORD: -?G TO CAPITALISM

I

,

What many radicals have yet to le&n, and t h a t includes non-.

rsdicah, is that the so-called American way of life, originally and
theoretically commitf ed to liberty and democracy, in' its . practical
operation is actually a class stratified society designed to -benefit the
rich a t the expense of the poor.' This ts true'in what passes for the
administration of justice. Although many disi1Iusioned individuals
will admit getting justice in American courts' is dif ticult if not'i&
possible, others, among whom are Communist Party members, hol&
to the fiction that conformity with legal procedure win give them.
jllstice through the Bill of Rights. They really believe-if they hire
lawyers, back their cause with facts, and apply far bail, putling
their faith in the Bill of Rights, capitalist courts will give them a - pqua~edeal. If versed in economics, and aware of the nature andoperation of capitalism, Communists should know better. . . The founders of the American way of Iife were bankers, business- .
&en,. big land owners and politicians. Not one' working man*or
woman took part in the proceedings which gave birth t o the federal
constiution. Property interests were stresed 'in every speech madk
and every measure adopted., The so-called Bill of Rights, so eagerly
touted by radicals, was: adopted as an afterthought
was nevq
intended to be taken seriously. I n every crisis since, when class
interests clashed, or where justice was sought,
. ,invariably the Bill of
Rigthts has been' ignored.
, .
..
.
.
Comwn sense would suggest that .radicals; especially Mar.
radicals, should take the ~merican'regime for what .it is-an oligarchy operating to suppress the poor, strengthen .tQe rich, and
maintain the status quo. A s these words are d t t e n , American Cbmmunists are expecting the courts to free their imprisoned leapers.
NuZ;withstanding that not one of these leaders has fractured the law
or committed a crime, they are in jail in default of $75,000 bail .
bonds each. They are charged with thinking thougkits which, if
realized, would change the nature of American society, make the .
Bill of Rights paramount, destroy the power of Wall Street to ex-':
ploit the people, and bring to Americans genuine liberty and democ- .
racy. Thieves, rape fiends and murderers are remarly releis& 06.'
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for a mare
bail easy to raise, but- not Communist
abundant Uf e.
Not only will Communist leaders not get a fair trial in murt,
But as a matter*of 'brutal fact, they were tried and convicted before
they were jailed. They ,will receive about as much consideration as
%heSoviet representatives got in San fim&m during the Japanese
peace negotiations or the t~eatmentof Malik and Vishinsky by
Americans in the United Nations. The more inbligent and influential will be held unkil 'the issue of war and peace has been set-@@':
tl.ed. And the American masses, ignorant and uninformed, will #'
&;
endorse the prwedure.
: When A?bert P ~ S O T ZChicago
S,
Haymarket martyr, and his
somrades were in jail awaiting,trial, they were visited by their.
associate and friend, George Schilling. Years later I became intimately acqqair?ied with Schilling. One day, fearing for my own
safety becaw of my radical writings, &hilling warned me as fol- .
lows: ''While talking with Pasm one of my visits I remarked
Ldid not tMn& he mv?dget a fair trial that he and his companions
would be oonvicted and
and that nothing could be done to
avert such a fate." Replied Pazsons: "George, I don% believe it.
1;do m.t belteve the &urt would perpetrate such a miscarriage of
justice. If I and my comrades are convicted of' a crime we, did not
commit, and efforts to hang us wwe made, the working men of
Illinois would much on Chicago a hundred thousand strong to
prevent the outrage.". To this Schilling responded: "Albert, dm't
W deceived. The press, politicians and preachers have worked up
such a sentiment ~~t
you throughout the nation that instead'
of marching to your rescue, a hundred<;thousand men in Illinois
would rush to Chicago foc help hang you."
: From the.begibning the American government has acted as
an.executive committee to protect the interests and do the bidding.
of the American capitalist c l w . Today, American capitalism now'
a fascist oligarchy, heads up in Wall Street. It functions throuqh
MPe Washington administration, and in matters vital to its inhrests it either formulabs or controls the legislation enacted by
the governing bodies in every s t a h
When I was a youth, my ' f k t h ~eotperienced
,
in criminal actfvW~$s,thinking I might possibly develop into becoming a "chip
off $be old. block," wzurned me: "If ever you figure on c o m ~ t i i g
a serious: crime, breaking into a bank or killing a personal enemy, do,
i t 'alone. Don't ta& . any ane into your confidence. ' If you are
caught there WU be none to testify against you. B y keepino vom'
mouth shut, even under provocation, the chances are you will be
x ~ ~ Iaoften
~ .*k " of my father's advice when I contemplate
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the mars pressure tactics of modern Conununi$ts who vain
that verbal arguments, presentation of facts, citation. of
Rights, and appeals to the "spirit of fair plaqr," allcgedly,an k e r i -,
can characteristic, will get them justice in American courts. Perhaps. -.:
someday, some social rebel, tiring of verbal proht and realizing that;
i:
moral suasion is ineffective, like h l d von Winkelried, Swiss pa'
triot, and Sampson, of old, each acting for himself alone, will hi-t the. enemies of genuine liBerty and democracy where it really hurts, and how!
Since this book, in addition to any propaganda value it may
possess, is a truthful recital of personal experiences, I will describe
court conditions and processes as I found them during my residence
in U s Angeles. Respecting *thissituation Los Angeles is no better
and no worse than the average American city. As Lincoln Steffens
discovered on investigation, Philadelphia was not only corrupt, but
Philadelphians were contented with corruption. What follows is not ,
nice reading and it will probably shock t h e unsophisticated, but it
is the trqth. I n the interest of preserving a semblance of bomgeoi$
personal respectability I should withhold what I am about to relate.
Foll~wingthe fiasco of the McNamara trial and k y severance
from THE APPEAL TO REASON I took and completed a course in
optometry and ophthalmology a t the Los ~ n g e l e sCollege of Op-.
tometry and Ophthalmology, graduating therefrom after eighteen
month's study. Sucessfully passing the State Board examinatioq ,
I was licensed to practice my profession. *Fortwenty years thereafter, in association with Dr. L. H. Joseph, I did business a t 256
South Broadway, L a Angeles. Meanwhile I-did not limit myself
optometrical practice. I was still a Socialist. I was still fighting for :.*.,
freedom. During these years radical articles of mine w e e print@
in THE AMERICAN GUARDIAN, THE AMERICAN FREZ&UN, ONE
BIG UNION BULLETIN, THE OPEN FORUM, THE N l 3 w LE2LDEl3, .
THE WESTERN WORmR, ACTION FOR HUMAN .WELSARE, W@ ' '
THE PEOPLE PROTEST, SIMPLXF'IED ECONOMICS, 'IWE EEMIW- ... '
CIPATOR, besides contributed articles t o other publications. For
none of this writing did I ever receive a penny with the exception :
of TBE CHRISTIAN CENTURY whose editor sent me a check f o r
$35 in payment for a requested article. ThiskcheckI turned over to
,,-:+lj
the International Labor Defense to be used in defending political
prisdners. I f the letters I wrote under pen names, printed in reptile
'-,j
publications from coast to coast, all cfit
tsm, were put in a book, they would make a volume.
While 'I made a living from my profession,
earned I got from doctors with whom I cooperated in
ethical activities. Since my discovery
corruption my erstwhile respect for
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courts had vanished. My agsociation with doctors also had caused me
$o lose resped for the medical profession. Upon analysis and investigation I had learned that 98 percent of the m.edical profession
was fraudulent, that t h e so-called quacks whom ehtical practitioners denounced-were better qualified to care for bodily ills than the
ethical doctors, and when I w w asked to cooperate with medical
oiltldw&,I did so without remorse of consc'~ence.
As it happened, members of the District Attorney's office and
of the Police ~epartment,having more confidence in the quacks
than , in the 1,egitimate medical profession, patronized the quacks,
and protected them in their alleged quackery. Many superior court
judges also threw their support to the quacks. Besides this protecbon, the doctors with whom I worked retained the services of a
noted Los Angeles born criminal lawyer who had tremendous influence in handling %heMexican and labor vote. He did not depend on
legal procedure as much as in his ability to get cases "fixed."
Elected officials were not only afraid of his power, but they catered
t o him. with them his word was more powerful than the law of the
land. Every crook who could raise the money tp hire him invariably
escaped punishment.
Here is a perbonal experience which illustrates the situation.
At the end of'-the first world war I decided to get rid of a lot of
radical literature I pmsessed. I put one hundred copies of "Ten
Days That Shook The World" in my car and drove down to Pershing
8quare in the heart of the business district. Benches were stationed
at regular intervals-on ei.th.er side of the walks through the Square
a d on t h q benches people sat to rest. To give them something
to read I began-to distribute the John Reed books. I had gotten rid
,of the b o & ~when a plain clothes man placed me under arrest. Despite my bun ,protestations of being a free born America~,and that
f was pr&cted, by the Declaration of Independence, the Cbnstitutfon of the' united States, and the Bill of Rights, the officer phoned
for the police wagon and I was hurried to the city jail and charged
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hews pver the nation, the New York papers giving it prominent display. Roger Baldwin had just organized the American Civil Liberties Union; and he"immediately wired me to retain an attorney

diate release, and a n end of the affaif,
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e of the quack doctors with whom I was &sociated. reading m
account of my arrest in THE TIMES,got in touch with the attorney
fixer, explained to him who I was, and demanded: that he get me
out of jail. Within anlhour of t'he conversation between the docto?
and the attorney, I was called to the office of the Police Captain,
was handed my belongings, and released with the explanation a
mistake- had been made! The oddity of the episode was that na.
further publicity of my arrest appeared in any Los Angeles paper.
Friends who saw me on the street inquired how I managed to gq:b
ut of jail. I replied I secured the services of a fixer, not a lawyer,
nd so obtained my freedom
It is unlikely jailed Communists could repeat my experience.
a t is true is unknown lawyers with no influence, regardless of
ability, and despite the justice of the cause they represent,
et nowhere in the average American court. Judicial procedure
es the administration of justice. Most judges are unpriniticians who managed to wirework themselves into judicial
and the character of their crookedness has not forsaken
ey are still damned rascals ready to betray the goddess of
a price. -:;;$ i7btbJ4;-.Ttt
A;G~;~;!
'.
While I made some h"i,ne'ji"working with quack doctors, I lost
real estate investm,ents. The 1920 crash deflated my in-.
d further dealings with honest, sanctified and patriotic .
e cleaner than a hound's tooth. Today, financially, 1.
ft~i
am where I began-poor as the typical American tramp.
Early in the century Fred D. Warren, managing editor of T-APPEAL TO REASON, fed up with court corruption, decided to have
it investigated and exposed. To me was given the jab of uncovering
the corruption. My f
n t was the investigation of the
federal judiciary.
t-executive, legislative
Of the three dep
and judicial-beyond controversy, the judicial is the most reactionary and corrupt. The President is empowered to enforce the laws
enacted by Congress, but concerning their constitutionali~the
Supr-erne Court is the final arbiter. ;Since it upheld the Wen and
Sedition Acts in 1798-1800, to and through it9 decision in the Dred
Scott case sanctioning the extension of chattel slavery, down t o its
recent ruling in the Smith ~ c which
t
makes thinking and expressing thoughts inimical to Wall Street interests a "clear and pre$en-k
danger," the United States Supreme Court has a record of decisions
as infamous as any Judge Jeffries handed down in the court of
King James.
Whenever public interests clashed with plutocratic &&rests,
always the courts decided for plutocracy. As guardian of t&e rising business -interests in President Jackson's day the Supreme Cow$.
Lvkp%5,~
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Yuled repeatedi~i'fo*"'thhebanks ,and private corporations. Following
the civil w k - &&.thr6ugh the years when 'the corporations were
I
lZiiiting intd krksts' a%d'combines; every Sdp~emeCourt decision was
a . .ealc~lateddecisidn . f ivdring corporate interests. Ironically, 'it
r u l dut
~ labor linions as '"illegal combinations and conspiracies in
kestraint. of trade." ~ 6 r ironical,
e
child labor and minimum wage
,Paws
were
defiantly
declared
unconstitutional.
.
Twb federal judges i n particular -Warren wanted me to investigate-John' C. Polleicli, of Kansas City, and Peter S. .Grosscup, of
Chicago, fallowing which!I was to proceed t o Washington City to
start in on members of the.Supreme Court: -The audacity of the
assignment was astbunding. That a weekly Socialist paper, itself
f nder ban by athe big wigs of 'capitalism, should .send out a stripling
reporter with no more ability a n d influence than I possessed to-accomplish such-an undertakiLg savored of the sublime and the ridicI sallied forthto try to make good on
ulous. But I was game,- and
.;
,
the-job.
,
,
F,karniriing court records in Kansas City I found a number
vf decisions by Pollock in which'bias and discrimination were pronounced. These decisions were analyzed, described and publicized.
But it was t h e private' and personal conduct of ~ u d g ePollock that*
made the juciest readhg. I found him to be free with women and
fery fond of strong dring. As a rule, by many people, association
with loose women and getting drunk are regarded as manly virtues,.
but in the case of s federal1"judge such +activitiesare not so hot.
I.secured pictures of Pollock in a state 08 inebriation. I interviewed
@lolosefriends who regaled'rnk ~ t yarns
h
redolent of a c v t i e s on
the part of the judge-that wolild have sh,amed King David of biblical
bre, and David was no slouch when it ' k h y t o having his way with
women. But nowhere was I ableto mchver t h y deckion from which
Judge h l w k financiely profited. ' 1t'was later in chi&
while
@veetigthg,,Epdersl Judge P. 8. drumcub that I s$ruek pay dirt.
.. . When ..I arrived. tn Chicago tq investigate,Grwqcup, it looked
as if I were up against a n $ j m U b l l epropwitban. h y months,
many people. m d many unexpected incidents and angles were involved in the ~invedgafion.At one time Eugene Debs and I went
from Qirard, Kansas, to Los Angel-, California, takether to interview Henry Clay CaldweU, the last surviv3ng.federa.ljudge appointed
by Abraham Lineoh. Judge Caldwell knew Gmscup intimately
h d @the interview he gave us much valuable data which I wed in
~y inmtigation. Relhtlve b this inv@igatio& I herewith submit
-& portion of an a.rticle I: had in the July, 1951, issue & MONTHLY
BtEWIE3V, a aiberal journal publishled h ~ e York
w City,
"Many APPEAL TO REASON supporters were small bankem,
'
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business men and others who gave much money and time to the
publication. T h e paper had a multitude of admirers in high government circles, state and national. Many of these who wauld not have
dared to commit themselves to ordinary newspaper men frequently
supplied me, sub rosa, with information and data.
"Illustrative of this procedure, note the nefaJrious activities of
Ftederal Judge P. S. Grosscup, of Chicago, whose life, from his
childhood in Ashland Ohio, to and through his finish as federal
judge, was investigated and exposed. A n outstanding activity was
his looting of millions of dollars from the Union Traction Street
Railway of Chicago, when, as federal judge, he appointed his sonin-law Marshall SswnpeU receiver. I appeared to be up against a
blank wall when I began my investigation, M. Kwnigsberg, city
editor of THE CHIGAGI AMERICAN, for whom I had worked as
assignment reporter, gave me m e leads. These led to more. But
it, - - ~ sfrom APPEAL TO REASON friends and supporters in high
court circles in Chicago, Springfield, Illinois, and Washington
LVd
that
, I was able to get the documentary evidence that convicted Grosscup. Armed with evidence I went to Washington City
and spent several days with the elder U. S. Senatolr Robert M.
lette who, assured of the verity of my findings, with other
Senators, immediately began impeachment proceedings. Judge
Grasscup did not await impeachment. He resigned."
Space permits merely a paragraph sumr#atio# of the series of
articles which exposed Grosscup, the first appearing in THE APPEAL TO REASON Gn Jan. 8, 1910, carrying through each weekly
issue until the final article was printed in the issue of May 7, 1910.
While reading myself for the Supreme Court investigation, a scandal developed in the federal prison at Lea~enworth,Kaias. Several
months were spent in unearthing land exposing this scandal, with
the result that the Washington government was forced to send' a
Congressional committee of investigation to the scene. W h a t the
committee uncovered corrobrated everything I had written about
the matter. The warden and several underlings were fired. Near
'the end of this investigation another story broke with nation wide
implications. This was the explosion that destroyed THE Tn\dES
building in &as Angeles. Warren immediately instructed me to go
to Los Angeles and investigate the circumstances of the explosion.
This I did, remaining on the job until tfie wnfessions of J~imand
McNamara ended the case and terminated my connection with
APPEAL TO REASON.
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Chapter XVII
SOME REACTIONS
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~minqthis country.in VMOII I h a 4 spait my enbe iiie; &mi
withf-nn mer rid an ancestry r u n a g back for generatiow, I think I
aa$ truly cbim "1 a m an &n~~:ican."
There is rh t a n d of bhe
- &?rage about me; On the coun~arJiC.'on
the side of m$ maternal
grshdiather I have in my veins mpre than s trace-of' B e ~ o l 11%e
btlin' blood. If any one hi& a right 'tdtjrltikize or prme Amerlcaa
emdtti~nsand ig~stitutfoas,'
I am ufpttiebgMion 1 have thst right.
Further, beesuse 'ot my .edudatibn and expertence, I.entertain %he>
n'utian, no matter ~ Q W
delW*e is may b,-thdI am b&ter qualifieb
tpebpra3slepr condemn thaP the as:*@
dtizsn. 1 know poliklans'
because es a newspsper man in ifislhg 'dmerican aitias 1 ~ v -asso6
qisw,wl$h them on intimate tmrwbg o t to know them well, aria
' h&nm&t'
Htbaut ex~eptlonI iougd them t~ be condddencemen, nn, principled scahawaga,. t z n p v k s p i expediencyI and evpr ready
'- toibetrfry m e pyb1ic good for socW; famps'-mbasd cash. M y ewly
k b t a i b n with preaewrs os a ixWptitz&~'
student. opened ma eyes.
to
hgpou%qot the p r t o t ~ 0 ; p
Edi'tumpd
~
news writers for ;the
:repeke press, if they expect to h d d ' ~must
~ suppr,w
j ~ ~thetr
pe$%bt+l
convietfonig and ,views end i g m faa~they
f
are told. Radical

$btdt~8't&01p
'$XI& 'Who

W~~'&ZI-

to p ? I b g ~ h ~

p ~ l i t-t e. ~ w
wtdm
,
and p r e a b T ~ i
cwi yp$ieafr+~eci&em.
>.-i
'-'
-$pMPIV0i:this state of fiffsih
- S S ~ O Uany
I ~ in/omed mso
- or' -iWmn be su~prisedat ,political.comu'g~abadvettan*
te.
Whg stand aghast at the fnl~~~eahe
ai lfxglaticsand miminsfa?
~'~4ecM
agaimt
m meti1 snd e w ; i d i c injbstice and the gong!&&
&,4wqmrt$tamoriop~&which. n0 or&
esctiplel Why &mire heas'
-:,.a~Ymblitier~cansoht'eryover- tbe fgxmmnce of the people and:
::'#ki@&' gp8Phy in -the preseme of a xdCu.atiion degenerating raplid~f ..
. $~t&.fintiiagm we. denorneed by

I
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$&w?
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:.~~-WwWt#
~ d W a @ narid hell? Whp Pi&.

M a alarm .the'p-ab
deprwislan and declaim against the prepara€iorn'for
. t i b 4~W M ~ e t lto
' a w t the'coxniag :bys$?
:". :.: *zG~b&eB
rj~tvi~ege! irheti satenlte hmgeis-on aser.t,
~ alone b&E'-op#Me ~ for whatever
~
plight
~ W f W b.
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nation k a moral problem, and that if each individual citizen kcomes a good man and woman, the problem will automatically solve
itself. Ragic to admit,. Americans, having this fiction hammered
into them from birth, have come to accept it as gospel truth. If the
individual fails in the struggle for existence, he and she is told, it
is because of laziness, improvidence, too much liquor and tobacco,
lack of ambition, intellectual ineptitude, or just plain personal
cussedness. When depression strikes and workers lose their jobs,
with beggary or starvation their alternatives, Americans are told it
is the will of God abput which nothing can be done except to
pray and starve. Nowhere in any medium controlled by Wall Street,
and most mediums are so controlled, does there appear one word ~f
criticism of the social, polttical and economic disorder the mi&
management of which has created the extremes of poverty and
wealth and produced the depression which exists. Always the emphasis Is put on the individual and individual dereliction.
This propaganda by the rich does nut feed the jobless workers or return them to their jobs. The rich own the land, fadorias
and plants, the transportation systems, the banks and money of the
country, all of which are largely monopoly controlled, and 'the poor
to live are obliged to work a t jobs provided by the rich. When the
rich, 'for reasons, suspend industry, the poor immediately become
jobless and helpless. There is neither equity nor justice in such a
one-sided arrangement. Despite their alleged political and religious
freedom, so long as workers are forced 'to work a t jobs owned, not by
themselves, but by others, their political and religious freedom is
hollow mockery. The irony of the situation is thts. Working people,
pious and patriotic, blindily believing what the rich tell them, in
times of crisis, when the interests of the rich are menaced, like
suckers and slaves and ignoring their own fate, will spring to the
I defense of the rich and on the battle fields of war will die to
protect and preserve the interests of the rich. Were the slaves of
ancient Greece and Rome more gullible and degraded than that?
Champions of the middle class proclaim that the individual is
under no obligation to work at a job owned by another man or
] group of men, but that within the framework of the American wag
i of life he is free to engage in farming, establish a carpenter shop,
; open up a gasoline station, or go-into business for himself. Such
j a proclamation is nonsense. One hundred years ago, before the
' in'troduction of mod.ern industry and the organization of the trust?
* and combine, when land was free for the taking, and the nation's
economy was really competitive, the little fellow had a chance, ToI day he just can't succekfully function in any enterprise, because
i enterprise has become the monopoly of the rich. The record af petty
. business failures during 'the last half century demonstrates the

Ip'

verity of this statement. Chain banks and stores, huge cattle
ranches and bonanza farms, giant manufacturing plants, and modern methods of transportation exclude the little fellow from participating there except as a hired employee. Professional men and
women, doctors, dentists, lawyers, actors, actresses, etc., are i n a
class by themselves and are exempt from the situation here set
forth.
Envision the propertyle'ss worker, with nothing but, his labor to
mu, "bargaining" with an employer fur a job. It makes little difference if the employer hires only one man .in a small shop or store,
or has charge of a plant wherein toil one hundred thousand men.
As "bargainers," (get the picture) two "free and independent"
Americans face each other-the jobless worker and the job owning
employer. Says the worker: "1'11 work a thirty hour week a t $2.00 an
hour." Says the employer: "Like hell you will. I'll pay you $1.50 an
kour for a forty hour week. Take it br leave it." On the side of the
worker are beggary and starvation if he doesn't get a job. He is
Iikewtse subject to arrest and imprisonment if he becomes an
object of charity. He may have freedom to vote and go to church,
but despite his patriotism and religion he is actually a man without
a country and is permitted to live only on condition that he accepts
wage slavery as his lot. 031 the side of the employer and backing
him up are first, property ownership; a political regime that secures
the rights, -privileges and .power and property ownership; second,
and most important, the inherited and indoctrinated prejudices and
delusions of the worker that impel him to regard the situation as
morally right and legally just. If the worker has a few dollars in his
pocket and is not hungry, he may hold aut for a shorter hour and
higher wage; but when hunger begin6 t b .torment the stomachs of
himself and family, he will go back to tne employer and humbly take
anything the employer offers. Officials of the A.F.L.and the C.I.O. will challenge this picture
as not correctly depicting the situation. Organized labor, they will
claim, and with some degree of truth, has in recent years effected
changes in labor-management relations. Today the union worker
gets his job through hiring halls over which labor officials have a
certain amount of jurisdiction. Through negotiations, hours and
wages are fixed and working condition$ established. Because of the
freedom which organization has brought, union men and women can
meet and without fear or favor discuss matters which affect their
work and their lives. This was.impossible in the old days. Skilled
trades as a result of organization today bring wages many times
higher than those paid in years gone by. Hours of labor have been
reduced from twelve to eight. Many other advantages accrue to the
workers by virtue of their organized status.
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While all this is true, the fact remains that the owning clam ia
the ruling class, and ,the working class is dependent on the owtling
class for jobs and a livelihood. WNle the working class, numerically
superior, has the votes and could control legislation, the owning
class, clever and unscrupulous, manages to outwit the working class
in every political election, with the result that prac6ically all legislation enacted is designed to protect and preserve the interests of
the owning class, and that at the expense of the working class.
Organized labor could be crushed and liquidated under the existing
capitalist regime were it not that .the owning class finds it more
beneficial and more economical to da business with a few purchasable lab& leaders than to deal with the individual workers one
by one. I n a strike crisis the organized workers quickly discover
who is boss-themselves or the owners. I f the owners refuse to
negotiate and decide to have their way, they simply request an injunction to restain strike activities, and the government they control grants it.
C o m n justice demands that no man should be obliged to ask
other man for a job. No man should have it within hk power to
give or withhold a job. The right to live is elementary, %is
not sub''ject to arbitration, and the social, political and economic system
Y'
t h a t puts in jeopardy one's livelihood, or forces one individual to
6.; become the employee of another, or starve, be it the American way of
life or- any other way of life, in thepresent world of mechanized
indus.try and technolqgical development, should be eliminated from
: the international scene.
The trouble with organized labor is its allegiance.to capitalism.
It endorses private ownership, the master and slave relationship,,
and the privilege of thieves to exploit suckers. Members of the
labor movement who object to robbery and slavery, and who make
verbal protest, are denounced as Reds by the officials: In theory,
' organized l ~ b o ris supposed to be dcmocra'tic. In practice, it is as
dictatorial in its policies and attitudes as Wall Street. Long ago
the rank and file discovered this fact and like voters on election
day they refusc to attend meetings with the result that vnion
meetings are dominated largely by the officials. The displacement
national officers in national conventions of either the A.F.L. or
.O.
by newly elected officials is almost impossible.
of
An outstanding fact about which labor officials loudly boast is
that the American labor movement is the most powerful bulwark
of Wall Street capitalism in the latter's war on Cohlmunism in t h e
United States. Chiefs of the labor movement drawing salaries of from
fifteen to twenty thousand dollars a year, with unlimited expense'
accounts, are well satisfied with the American way of life,. and
viciously oppose fundamental change. As individuals, they are more
'
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a%home hobnobbing with corrupt politicians and Wall Street magnates than they are in mingling with the people from whom they
emerged. If members of organized labor stage no revolt against their
mideaders, and apathetically refrain from taking any action designed to give them understanding in the matter 'of achievPng
Weir complete emancipation, the American labor movement may
as well be forgotten in the fight for freedom.
Even their boasted gains in the matter of increased wages are
largely an idle boast. Every American with half sense knows that
as wages increase, prices for products proportionately increase, and
that at the end of the cycle the workers are little better off than
before they got the increased wages. Instead of $15.000 a month,
they now pay $75.00 a month for a house in which to live. ,Whe?e
before they could buy the morning paper for two cents, they now
pay ten cents. Rue, they manage to get televesion sets and automobiles on time payments, but how will they be able to maintain
ownership when the inevitable bust comes. and they are thrown
jobless onto the streets?
There is another factor in the situation that does not make
for pleeantness and peace. People with small fixed incomes, and
the unorganized millions whose wages have not been increased,
r ~ s e n tthe supposed favoritism shown organized labor by the corporations. They know that this favoritism is ephemeral -and will
disappear in an industrial crisis, but that is no satisfaction t o the
small farmer, small business man, small shop owners, and to members of the so-called white collar class,.all of whom are struggling
for survival. These little individualists not only condemn 'the hbor
movement as a special privilege movement, but in their ignorance.
of economics they are disposed to blame organized labor for much
of the inequity and injustice that prevails.
Instead ,of diligently-.studying to understand the composition
and operation of capitalist economy, and ferreting out 'the cause of
social and economic injustice with the view of either correction or
replacement, and getting down to the reasons for insanity and crime,
and why war preparations are necessary to avoid depression, labor
leaders, like shortsighted politicians, lend themselves to anti-Gumlnunist propaganda in their efforts to sidetrack Bath study and
responsibility. Their chief interest is securing themselves in their
high salaried jobs. They are getting theirs now, and with the aristocrats of oId.'they exclaim, after us the deluge!
I can think bf no better way of finishing this chapter than by
submitting a few observations on dictatorship. Ignoring the situa- .
tion as it exists in the world of capitalism, where dictatorship func:*,.
4ions in every phase of activity, the forces and factors of Wa11
.
Skeet in seaSon and out declaim against dictatorship and with
,

ship against which they level their attack, of

ganda.
Organization under capitalism requires some form of dictatorship. The managing editor is boss of the wrtting staff; industrial
magnates dictate polciy and procedure; President Truman is cammander-in-chief of the armed forces of the nation; and, contrary
ions, organized religion is a disguised dictatorship. The
very concept of religion involves dictatorship. Christ our king; Great

projected dictatarshi
lion Red Army, th
crushed and liquidated by the
italism. The continuance of
against constantly
capitalism the world over has
the Soviet people would be i
dictatorship. Organization impels dictatorship. Capitalist dictatormestic saboteurs an
people rule because the pe
of society are the rulers of that society.
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chapter lPVIII

A MONUMENTAL HYPOCRISY

To gurantee . frwonn.. rtnd h u m rights the American wag of
life was formu!at&' &@
I
projected by the founding fathers. What
fs werlmked by peoplg ~,znfWliarwith his;tory is the fact that
this gunin- was the.piw,of hypocrny put aver. bdentured
white servitude flourished; a& dtd black eh8&t&l
slavery. At first
only those uwnhxg . a g e r $ a b r ~ ~ o uon
ft money or praperty were
:
enticed to vote. ~,Wbmai
wemi 'dbnied the ballot, U,$3. Senators got
their jobs by appointm$& ~rg'anizationof labor was prohibited,
and othsr discriminatiob .wem prircticed. ~n
flew of thia situation,
hon oan any one con~fstehttl~
that thd -6rica.n
way oi life,
as originally c o ~ e i v e $ind A$xojected,was.bbemoratiic anci free?
Employin&tools a
h b&&anith could hake, the average d,oan oould W e up a pi& of land, develo~j.it,
and so be.hidwendent
ai a born. If he wanted 6amplef;e free&f~hhe &u!d divs %'to the
wilderness, cultiv5tt;e hia S'gkden, hunt,
and.live the ideal M e
,

.s

''

I:

O.

of Ubrty axid d
hgpocriticjkt*agenib
olP - Wall atraet;.
1
But ccmdit
%@err!is M) mare
free land and the v&dern6gsThan 'd&sag$4ar&. Virt,Wp all natural
,
kesources have been taken 6va! by #v.at6
~~rporations.These
;
oorporatiuns have amalgamhkd into-$fwsts and.combinw. These* in turn, head up h Wall %re& and. WalI 8tnee&today, because oi
its.ownersbip and control of the rw-&sbsnd major me- of p m
duction, has the d power to formzrlEate palicitis and direct the destinies
of the so-cgdled American m y of life, - P.rmf?.In the Truman administration & m a t every prominent exwuyve is either a Wa3
Btreet magnate, and agent representihg Wap Btreet interests, or a
,
military commander with Wall Stfeet oonn.eet2Uo.ns. Oould any
fiction be more fraudulent than'the s-gling
propaganda handed
Americans that they enjoy democratic freedom? .
Prom the b e m g , irrespective o l %be polifACSil party in powers
every WQninTstration has functioned through officials who w w
men t i ! wealth or men who represented the interests of plu&ocra&y.
\
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e m e in office is nat a &an
administratian m o n ~ p o * ~ .
,$a:$:, and
Connivance and wrruptbn began with the Brst a d m b i s t r ~ t l ~ .
every ratin inn since has baen similary a3TUcted. Grant's
sdminlstration wa.s nobrious for its corruption. In his ' ' m
of~
Great American Fortuna" Gushvus Myers in documentary fa&ion
reveals that every American of great wealth began and continued
to be a robber of .the American peoplei With wealth so gained, they
bought politicians to do their bidding and b m a k e laws that "grind
the poor.'' IkanwhiIe, the working stiffs whose labor produces the
wealth the rich appropriate, like brain@s mules,
applaud the system which sanctions 'robbery, and a h thelr preachers and p r i d thank God they axe not: "slaves of Stalin."
&
'
BasieaJIy, conditions could,not be otherwise than.they are so
long as capiW.is;m remains. Neither is it possible
effect major
improvement. The very oper%ti~nof qapitaJW,econGY eornpeb.
the .people to face uncertanty, to expefiod5~baoqls ~d b ~ band
,
to fight and die in foreign wars, Wall @tree$has.$he q,~);lntry$o
ffRlily in its grmp that any man or rwvqenJ that d-.
b chdlenge injustice grid expldQ&iw is ins$ant$r&potted'as MOSCOW
ired, is a r r M , thrown into ja.il and kept confined. .
There is a scho01 of thought that teaches life to be and should
a struggle b
r existence. CsmfcwhbIy cond&Iti~ned.
Ameri.%>

v i d W in a desperate stmgg1e for food, clothing .an&a house
n wbich to H.va, thre woukl be no inoentiPe .%gaction. Contests
betmeen minds f
a the acquis;l&m oi kw~kdgpfor the delvdcpmerit of chuaete]r, or fur farm&-$:
pl& for bufl@in&.p d e t y
of jujtiee and bmkherhaod, Uve no part .in
$chool of thoq&t.
lule p.poponenb of &ee enterprise hsve'.in
mind .@ a meke
exi6:feince far the 'working masses, and a .social and k s l n i c
that x4l.I keep the masses ignorant serfs buthbg delights
eleti s 6 .of
~c c m x t o ~ ~placed
s
w
~
c
iP
p
i
l m.$e titma .tn
en wretches thraging facticky g e , w h +diwxt& to seuw b ~ pasrw
i
~ 6 rany grixw the
bass of the id, is willing tn pay. Such -activity is
>eaN@yY
competition" .in which "iam&vlet' p l a p . its canmendable iple. ' , While many naihor b g p o c r ~wald be dW fmm the r e q d
to d . e ~ m ttihe
e verity of $he the& cd ,Wis chapter, t?w late&
excusable invm- ' s f Korea by Americm wnseripts-wi9 be the
only one ernphasW- Tbe war a $Mexico,a war spcmsprad by +Ae
southern slavocracy, was bad enough, the war on Spain in 1W6,
instigated by American sugar and tob8cca+wirpomti&ns,was without reason or excuse. Neither was there just cause for i n t e r f e d
.
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.in Eurape in the first ax~dsecond 'world wars. Even the sneak
attack on Pearl s arbor by the Japanese was not the snea,k attack
it was represented to be by th.e politicians and 'the press. It was
delibirately planned and provoked by the Roosevelt administration
as an excuse for a declaxation of war, a war tremendously needed
to end the depression that had been raging in this country for years.
As an old ~ashingtdnCity correspprrdent, I have a n-ber
of
newspaper Mends in the nation's capittal. According to an infor-,
man%.a number of WaE m e e t magnates met with several sow
mists, administration officials, snd o e d i n g writers on industry
and finance, ammg khan A& 8. Rukeyser of the Hiearst press.
- These Worthies met i
n the Spring of 1950 bo discuss ways and means
of circumventing the deprdan then impending. At that time
virtually five million workers were jobless, many factories and plants
were preparing 40 shuf dawn, and business wm at a s-dretill.
The w a z e h o ~and stones of the nation were fflled to overflowing
with m i d oo-aa
uf every chzmqter and kind. In government storage mrs
08 dams wmth of foodstuffs for which
'therewas no &k. IY a dbust was to be avoided, it wss
imperative that .something dlra,stic had to be done, and that immediately. Every one present oonceded that only a foreign war
would SdYe the pmb1m. Whether the e o n c l of
~ that meeting
had mything to db with what @Uow& is spulatsv
w m happened.
~yngman~ h e Wall
e
~be&'spuppet governor
had just been repudiated in a
elkctiion. Fbr quite m e
&izne, with. ~ m e millfary
h
equipment end officer personnel,
Rhee had been orp:azthbg k d trsfning an army af South K#>mam
-&Bor defense;'< f ust as the Umifed Stateq is daLng today. Repudiafion
ahee at the polls was a bluw st W a l Street i m p e r i m . It upset
a n arrangement between Rhee amt certain Wall Street corporations
+&wherebythe &qoratiomP,
fw a ddemtion, we& going to obtain
e . ~ ~ p o lof
ly
Kaman gdd and tungetesl mSnes and other natural
zmsotsa3 af w W h wise to be Mrked by cheap lQorean labor,
the prufits therefrarn going to b e corpomtio115. With Rhee out
oi .the political picture, & M y , defeat stared the carporations
3a &he face: Howrevier, the reqtmnMUI Rhee was nat to be outdone.
IIe had an army which he aapured hl$l Wall Street friends he could
hurl against the Northern Kimeam with the view of a,ccomplishing
.two objectives: First, it would unim South a r e a and ratore him to
power; second, it would bring American arms and troops, and with
$he= the (4bnquest of hwth Kurea for epploitation by Wall StreetQOU!~ qtlidcly be brought about*
'
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Shortly threslter, WaJl Street,.throagh the T h u m administration, sent 3. Foster Dull-, " *
" diplomatic representative
of American capitalism, Gen. =dley,
Set. Jolqson, &d a
staff of retainers, to Jspan to confer w i t h l'Dug~~t
Dugs BbcArthm
concerning th@Korean turn ai evmts. Dulles, Bradley, Jo-n
and
MacArthur went to Korea where they amsulted Rhee. A t the 38th
parallel photographers toog pictof Dulles and his associates
viewing, through tekswpets, the terkitory occupieded
by the North
Kbreans. This is a sfatanent of faat printed in ~ m e r i c a nnewspapers at the time.
Fbllowing the departure of the American o~SCWS,
and instigated by Rhee, a sortie was made into North Karea by a detacbmen6 of South Korean soldiers. This sortie'&.repulsed .by Nbrth
Korean troops 'who followed up by invading &uth -Korea. This
exactly wqs what Rhee, Dulles, IkheArthG, et, d, &anted y d
planed. without waiting for United NaU~nss m c t i ~ n , ruma an^
ignoring Congress, order* MacArthur to send tr-;
guns, pl&&
-and all necessary military equipment to help w e e fnvade a&
conquer North Korea for Wall Street. Thus the -;began,
". .
Subject to orders by WaU Street, whme omemhip of the means
af life makes Wall Street master of Am.ericd31 capita3isq 3Smmn
politicians, ithe press, radio, and every other agent' had gency -of
pub%city, initiated a campaign of deception designed d.
~o~
Americans concerning the invasion of Korea. Americans were told
that North Korea invaded do~&hKorea,,
having no a6ces-s to
the truth, obviously, they believe this fictich: I n speeches befor@-the
United Nations, Vishinsky, Gromyko, M&Uk and others repea,Mjr
stated the reasans far the war, revealing that &neri& capit&.&n,
facing depression, had to have: war to avert it, and with facts t.&support their contention, charged Wall Street with the crime. Leng"thy
articles in the official ~ulletipof the M e t udoli, Ss7ued 'by th'e
Soviet Embassy 'at w@
zn&
ion,t
likewise kt forth lucidly and
convincingly all the circumstrcnces a d events leading 6 'the invasion of Korea by United S t a p htroops and equipment. Cdmmunist,'
papers and magszioes have correlated q d print& all the' f&c€@relating to the war. Significantly,qot m e Wall street agent or agency
has dared to lcategorically answer, or attempt t o answer, the dmJarations of truth and fact 'submitted by Wshinsky
his askiates, and by the Soviet Bulletin and Cbmmunist; p~ess;Whst Wall
Street publicity hounds did wasr to inaugurate a smear k p a i g n
of kies and villificatkm directed at c!kwnrnuriim '&d' the ,Soviet
Union. While American young ~ ~ . qprincipa3ly
n,
Negmes, .'MexicLnS
snd the sons of southern white trash, have been fighthgahd dgitig
)
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bases; bellicose denunciation of Sovl& offid& by American poll&-, ;,y:$@
.. 4~
ticisns, and daxing Stalin to resent Wall -Stre&war p ~ e p a r a M ~,",i ~. ?
ooIlStit& "~nqi.sures for defense." Wal! Street pretends it few -. ,
"Soviet sggressbn." Thjis, deq~itethe f a c t tha&in no c0qnta-y6utsitJe
. ',
'its legitimate jurisdiction beads s mlitaxy Red Army man. The
. ,the situation is enough to impel one to go out bebirk%
hypocrisy
the garage and vomit!
Ss artificial and phuny is the m e r i m way & life, so unsubstantial its eqnumic foundations, ;sx, new ib approaching dlapse,
~JXI
so imperative are war and prepamhiom for war to. prevent mllapse, that sincere and honest pskiats, if any such ex&#, are e~
i
o omrwEielmed
~
y
a& rne prmpect. Publicists for rewon
persistently i9trw America w a "free" country heading t;he "free?'
democracies of the We& in a contest to th"aggressi~tl'~
by tP3e
"slave" countries doaninated by SWin. A bigger lie was never told!
For ceqturies the peoples in Eastern Europe, Russia, Asia and
Africa have been exploited and enslaved, not only by their o m
rulers, but by the so-called "democracies))' chief of which were
Britian, France, Spain, Holland and the United States. Exploited
American workers, provided a t h liquor, fiobarxopT. V. seb, cheap .
jalopies, comic pictures, baaebaJl and readbionazy propaganda, aSt
of which they get through lousy j o b which can be takenfram them
any time, may patriotically and religiously applaud the &atus qrto,.
but workers elsewhere throughout the world have rigen fmm th6~
knees, are standing erect, and are waging a revolution for, fundamental change. m y when the man with the hoe, me sickle, We
hammer and the saw-workers in all countries-are plrecipif&t0i
world-shaking whirlwinds of rebellion, what do tQe rnwtqp QT international capitalism propoee to do? Send trmm to Korea supprrevolt? Troops to Indo-China for the same purpose? Troops to
Iran tn crush denocracy? Troops to Egypt to sustain ~ritishrule?
Trmps to Greece, Turkey and Spain to strengthen fas&
and.
maintain Wall Street dominatdm?
Gentlemen of the plutocracy, you are w a s t i i money and time.
Your day of robbery and oppress~ionis
9 a. close. Ths .
hypocrisy of youf plans, purposes and procedure is finding you out,
Like the amateur mechanic who wcnild plug 'every hok in.tibe boiler
:to prevent explosion, you i m w e that demomtmtiom a€ m i l i t - 8 ~ ~,
strength, and the use of the atomic banb, wilI cow the workers .
of the world into submission. The greater you arm, tfke mare m q
y'ou spend for war, the more defiant your derisive
the we&^
*
grows your position and the more certain your defeat. For a beworld of brotherhood is be@g brn bef'ore.yow eyes and ,wI$$L
. .
your hmocrisy, lies and militarism gou will nat prevent i ~ t m :. d .< f
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Chapter XIX
SOCIALISM OR CHAOS
In the Texas city where I was reared 'md went to ssch~olI had
a playmate, one of the brightest minds in the class, of whom I w k
very fond. Today he is a distinguished physician in that city. As
boys we Qebated every subject that interested us-religion, poUtics,
economics. I was then a Christian preparing to enter a seminary
to study for the ministry. He was an atheist and cynic. I w m a
Socialist., He was a party democrat.. I upheld the importance and
He held to the theory that -reat supremacy of the working class
men are respongible for civilization's advance. During the years
since, and a t intervalsI 'we have continued our discussiom\through
correspondence. . Obviously, ile has perfected his superhuman theory by embracing the philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche. Personally,
we are warm..friends.degpite the animdversion of our views. Recently he wrote me:
. T h e editors of MONTHLY R
~ areWclever but they do
hot seem b real& that in this so-called civilized age if the strong
men are Billed, the weak will starve." ,He asks me direct: "If our
~nglo-4-a
f drefath'ers had been SociaUsts, would all Negroes,
Endkid,,poor white trash and tramps now -have a regular Utopia
in Ahe*a, snti even in the Chrribean and South 8ea Islands?"
Since this physician friend typifies the thinbing and attitude
crrf large nurnberss of Americans, rich .and poor, in their adherence
'tocapitatism and their opposition to a planned collectivist economy,
in this chapter I propose to demolish their opposition, not by argument or 'mwr€ion, but by demribing mncrekly mnditiom in a
country. where Socialism actuallv and successfully works. .That
- m t r y , n-em
to say, is the miet Unbn.
t

'

. . .
- .
In I+dvan~e
there are several fwtrors to consider, chief of which
zs the hoary claim you can't change human nature. A; a matter of
fa& no. one.wantsto change human nature. But humsn behavior
&&
, I be c$hanged apq'has been changed. As the creature of heredity
and enwopnient, qan's behavior changes when his environment is
changed. R e is the 'chestnut that 8ociism has been tried in

-

many councnes aaa m many stages ob levelopmenr, m the mi&.
procass, and where tried has ingloriously faiiled. Britian underAttlee is poin,ted to as a SociaJist farilure when every infom~d:
economist knows that at no time under AWee did Socialism became.
-the British way of life. I n the interest of the rich,nut the pou, theso-called labor government nationalbed the British bank, the coaE
mines and several other industsies a t had b r a n dcrwjb under'
~mpitalism;but it must be understood that natima2iz&im
i s nat
t3ocialism. Privateownership for prorikib prevailed in Britian during the Attlee regime, a condition which nullifies Socaltsm. Brib
ain's plight is due, not; to Socialism, as American reaction represents, but to a depleted exchequer and loss of foreign maxkets resulting from two major wars which came almost being catasfrqphic.
Cooperative colonies, becoming defunct, are cited as S o c W fsilures. Th- colanies have little in cummon with Sada;lism, and
they fail because they can not successfully compete with the institution$ of organized capitaJim within the framework of which they
endeavor to operate. Early trim caoperation among our aborigine
ancestors, a wmmunal life outgrown and abandoned, is another
stock criticism of Socialism. Let it be understood here thst a Sod&ist economy to function sucwfully must be a mechanized ecanomy..
&ocblism was impossible in the -den
of Eden, among early North
American Ind!in tribes, or among any people whose implements od
production are crude and individually used. To illu&rate the
ignorance and lack of h i s a r i d perspective on the part of many
Americns who ridicule Socialism on Che assumption it will nd mrk
J: herewith give
the f0110r~ingepisode:
An uncle, Tom Hbdges, Texas barn and reared, vidted me at my
les home. We argued ewnomics and the necessity $or f k d - ,@+!&PA ;:
change with he taking the negativa Finally, he thought*"'
,
e had me floored with tihis story:
u150cia?ism won't work," he ejaculated. "It ~ z tried
M
o& in
xas, and it failed." Continuing, r'Remember old man Jolly who
owned a farm out from Luling? Oil was struck on his farm, and
he sold out for $lQ0,000.00 cash. He had been a Socialist all his
life, but he was a harmless old codger, and nobody Wok him
seriously. When he got that mon& what did he do? Like the
fool Socialist he was, he divided it among his relatives and friends,
including even the Negro farm hands. He was'putting Socialism
to practice. What was the result? Every one who got money quit
work, bought an automobile, fine clothes, and went on a big
splurge. In less than a year their money was gone; 2hpd they
were back where they started. Then they. wan'ted the governmenti
I,
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of. &hem. They' had ipst all initiative and incentive:
die .far 4lxemselves. W a U m right then and $here proved it whl$
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Eg&m&rn 3 v n n ~ ~ r&wb
p!
than this story constitute the major
pmpaga~ckdWy Bantkd out to gullible Americans by agents of
plutocracy-as examples or Socialists Iailufes. Biggest failure of all,
9f k'wrxtended,is the Soviet Union where poverty and misery are
mxid
abmmd, where workers in skill and know-how we centuries
behind Afnerican workerg, and where SocaUsrn has demonstrated its
lsankrupky. Let us examine this nonsense, historically and currently, and get at the facts.
Not many yews ago Russian workers were Ignorant slavm of
a political and religiow dictatorship the head s f which was the
m r . They had been recently freed frolrn chattel slavery, but they
remained mrfb until they whteved their emandpation through
revolutian led by Lenin. ThSs emancipation achievement, never
kt it be -fbrgotten, was bittterly resented and denounced by the,
Ilrraskrsef 'world capitalism who sent amnies in b the Russian lsnd
60 crush b e Russian workers and return them b serfdom. Under
Ckm cz&t regime, a regime bnored and applauded by Wall Stmet,
ahti the Wlitlcal, 'religious and editorial proponents of Wall Bbeet,
&e R~~
inasses were ignorant, il.Utem%e, superstitious, poverty&ickeh and indescrfbsbly metelled. Drunkenness and prostitution
@mq&rher&prevailed. Sanitiatim, decency and the amenities of
iBXlbed h ~ u r s were
e unknown. Legs than five per cent &''the
pojpulatfion could read or write. In many of the more backwapd
'regions, while the inhabitanitants employed words of a sort in ccmv e r ~ n they
,
had no aJphabef and no figures with which to cadcul&te. Zheae had to be ,invented for them. Such were the con&
eaitbns preva3enf among &he Russian masses M y - f i v e years wo.
'
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On the farms where only wooden plows and the crudest of agriqultural implements were used, ordinary tools like hammers, hatchets and tamp were scarce, and few workers knew h& to use thDr. Scott Nearing, who went to Russia following the revolution, grid
who witnessed attempts by instructors to teach. Russia workers
hoar to handle took familiar to American workers, relates tha't
,
61 long wooden table was pl'bvided around which stood young
~~ peasants. At; the head of the table stood the instmcbr.
*
Before him, as before each student, lay a hammer, saw, some nails,
and a W d . The instructor would first drive svera2
into the.
' ,
i ' ' board Wth the hammer. Then each student fillowed suit. Thld
.
,
p r d e was repeated until the stu&nts became familiar with
.
m a aaUs.,~ e k the
t instruct0r would a w a piece fram tihe
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were taught fhe
place simu!t;aneously throughout the entire Soviet
LRnin and his m i a t e leaders knew that an ignomt;

the country from the Baltic to the, Pacific Ocean is thickly dotted

..-

--

j,' with kchoolhouses, illiteracy has been almost liquidated, and-higher

,.

- - :::'i
: educational facilities . provided. In Moscow, where under the
:4.;
czar only two universities, attended exclusively by the sons and, - :k
-: daughters of- the aristocracy, existed, today twenty-six univer- .
1 sities are open to everybody. Leningrad and other cities have , . L~
similar universities proportionate to populatnon. It is the func-., '.
- tioning of these Soviet universities that is raising the intellectual', *: -;!JL,
,,. level of the Soviet people and infiltrating with dismay and rage
.
the exploiting classes in the United States and Britain. The reader :, ,
.
'-of this book is urged to remember this. .The four million Red .6.. t :'
:
i,. /Army is ope vast university where, in adition to military*the young
,?,,kL
;-'soldiers are taught the essentials of mathematics, economics, logic,
I-..
E
history, geography and many of the sciences. What astonishes
'
the tourist in the Soviet Union is this: in addition 3.0 ,military ' , , .. .
equipment, each Red Army man carries a brief case containing
A, '::
book qnd ymiting material; and each. worker, man or woman,,
..
going to and coming from work, also carries a brief case , 'fined . - :k~
;-,
with baoks and writing material. Day workers go to night schwb
,'
and nigh* workers go to day schools. Best of all, the soldiers, '
and workers are avid for education, and neglect no opportunity '
; "to acquire knowledge and use it.
:
Only the baxest outline of th
Soviet people in the matter of moral, mental, so
advancement can be d,epicted here. I f ever a
anywhere and -at any time on the planet, it
bL
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design.ed and reb
in what once were the wild wastes of Siberia,
duistrial centers in which huge factories and plants far €he
ufacture
of everything ,from safety pins to army tanks (have
.
; located at strategic positions advantageous to the indlvtdusl
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tqe hatfon. Gain streshed the n6ed fbr electrical - qevelopmenti
and planned, through the construction of 'dams across watefprrafs;
the electrification of *theentire country. Much of this has been at-'
com~ltshed. Additional dams are being built, one of which; whefi
completed, not only will be the greatest and most awe-inspirhgq
of any dam in the world, but will from its Volga River basis provide
elkctric power - for an immense area of territory. The excavationOf canals connecting up rivers for the irrigation of the steppes
and desert regions, some of them being hundreds of miles ,in
'
length constitute a saga in the stmy of Soviet development. The
afforestation of the steppes, the planting of millions of trees to
modify desert winds, therebyr aiding irrigation, is another project, impossible under capitalism, but which a Socialist economy
is successfully putting over. Geological discoveries disclosing vast
mineral and oil resousces, now being developed, will make the
.
Soviet Union a tower of strength in war, and a land of pure delight in peace. In fact, in its entirely, the Soviet Union is unddrgoing transformation in cultural, material and geographical changes that they defy description so br
ey in conception and execution.
Most important, the moral i
people, as in-{
dividuals and enrnasse, is not lagging behind the physical development of the country. During my two visits to the Soviet
4
Union not once did I see a drunken mtqn or woman nor did I
contact a prqtitute. Dr. E.P. Ryland, prominent Los Angeles
preacher, on his visit to and return from the Soviet Union, in
lectures through California declared that close observation and investigation revealed none of the vulgarity on the part of Soviet
young people so blatantly characteristic o f the conduct of many
American young people, Young people whom 'he met an the streefs
in Leningrad, Moscow and other Soviet: cities, and in the parks of
{
culture an4 rest, he said none of that, boisterous b r a g g a d ~ iand
~
. Juvenlfe incivility which
indentify American youth and which
are universally condemned by persons: of culture and refinement.
Socialism has not changed human nature, but it haj brought to
the Soviet people s phenomenal change ira their behavior.
What is written here respecting the marvelous developments
in the Soviet, Union is information deliberately withheld from the
people of the United States. Plutocratic ownership and control
of the agents and agencies of mrnmunication and information
have kept, and are keeping, Americans ignorant of Soviet achievements. In their opposition to a planned socialized economy for
the cmmon good Wall Street and Wall Street satellities have
fought Soviet Socialism from the beginning. A t one time they aucceeded in having American troops cooperate with other nations in an
'
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armed invasion of the Soviet land with the view of subjugating. ,
the Soviet people and throwing them back to serfdom under the
czar. The few radical publicatips-leaflets, papers and book*
tha* have during the years depicted the change wrought in thk
Sovie$ Union have been discriminated against by the authorities
with the result that only a few people have been permit6ed to read
them. So daermined is t h e plutocracy to keep Americans ignorant
of the truth of the Soviet Union that even the few radical publications circulated are threatened with suppression by the 'thought
control forces and factors that are subverting the principles of
democracy-free press and speech-that always have been cherished
as a n American guarhtee by the Declara'tion of Independence
and the Const;itution of the United States.
Following the revolution a t the end of the first world war
t.he medieval economy under the czar had disintegrated and virtually all physical property was a wreck. Railway and highway
bridges everywhere had been destroyed and most of the railway
equipment had been demolished. Nearly all Russian towns and
cities were shambles. The coal mines were flooded and no'fachries
or factory equipment remained. Moreover all capitalist nations,
spearh.eaded by the United States, placed an embargo which prevented the Soviet regime from importing machinery or food, thereby throwing the Soviet people entirely on their own resources
in rebuilding their country. Prominent Americans asserted they
were willing to help finance another czarist economy-an economy
that. would put and keep the Russian workers in 'their placebut not a cent would they sanction as a loan t o Lenin and his
coworkers in their efforts to construct a Socialist economy.
Such was the situation Lenin and his coworkers faced when
they began to replace the old medieval wreck with Socialism.
With the crudest of tools, and starting from scratch, the Russian
workers now armed with power, conscious of their ownership
and rulership, in organized fashion cooperated in reconstruction.
The country and its resources were now the property of the people,
and because of this the workers had a n incentive to produce
such as no workers in capitalist countries ever possessed. What
they created belonged 'to them, the people, not to the Russian
counterpart of some Wall Street magnate, and the pride of collective possession inspired them to unprecedented and sacrificial
effort. On my first trip to the Soviet Union in 1927 illiteracy had
been partially liquidated, the workers by the millions had learned
to use tools, and were then creating machinery in factories them-,
selves had built. The first five year plan was being projected.
On my second trip in 1934 I was amazed a t the progress made.
A t that time the United States was in the throes of a depression,

.Y
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and fifteen million jobless workers were thronging the streds
'
begging f o r bread. During the American depression not only was
there no unemployment in.the Soviet Union, but 'I was assured
by friendly commissars that the Soviet regime could put to work 3
imrnedia'tely twenty million additional workers, especially if they *$
were skilled mechanics.
i
Handicaped as the 8oviet people were, they pulled themselves
1
out of their poverty and despair, made their own h l s , created
c
their own machinery, and developed an economic and military
;
strength that enabled them %o drive the hordes of Hitler from
:
Stalingrad to Berlin and almost singlehandedly to win 'the second
world war. American lend lease? Forget it! The equipment,
especially -the tanks and planes, sent to the Red Army, was of
such flimsy construction that little of it was used in battle. American jeeps and trucks were put into service, but 'they could n d begin
to stand u p against similar equipment manufactured in Soviet
factories by Soviet workers. When the second world war broke,
.;'
in wealth and power the 8oviet Union wag second only to the
United States. Had there been no second world war, and had the
Soviet people been privileged uninterruptedly,to continue their work
of oonstruction and developrnen't, unquestionably, in the essentials
of liberty and democracys in moral worth and intellectual attainn
would
ment, in material wealth and power, the Sovlet ~ h o today
stand supreme among the nations.
lasses in equipment' and
man power sustained 'during the seobnd world war, losses that
would have economically and militaril9 flattened the United Ststes, . put a big crimp in &ovlet kcongmy. Bug $he Soviet spirit is indomitable, made so by the BoeiaUst econqmithe people have adopted and made operative., Since the seconcf"worid war mast of the destruetion inflicted by the IZitlerites hG1bienrepaired. New towns
and cities have replaced the (old, and in all' the factors and ingredients that make a nation great gee 80viet people have them
and are employing *them in building. on' this planet a society of
prosperity and peace, a society free frbm the extremes of poverty
and wealth, a society for the indweM :'.of h contented and happy
people.
Let it not be forgotten that allJZthishas been accomplished
in thirty-five years despite wars ahh revolution, and an international boycott, by men and wompn who when they took over
the country and began to develop it'were mare igximant, superstitious and poverty-stricken than are present day sharecroppers
degenerating in the bible belt of the American deep South. In
thirty-five years the Soviet people have projected an economy and
developed a society equalling America's proudest boast, but which
required one hundred'and fifty years for Anglo-Saxons to accom-
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Socialism, gentlemen of;Wall Strfiy~t,and

;-most of what I have bpen setting forth here I have.
personally experienced. Letters from American friends who
ago went to the Soviet Union, became Soviet citizens, who f
on the side of the Soviet Union in the second world war, are keepin
me informed. On my last visit to the Soviet Union in 1934
was entertained by a man and wife, American. born and reare
who went to Moscow following the 1929 crash, secured jobs in
Soviet facltory,became the parents of two children, and were hig&
satisfied with Soviet life. When I asked if they would like to return tn the United States, the young wife said: "No, indeed. either
myself nor my husband are gamblers. Both of us abhor the idea
of reentering the struggle for existence which is the curse of the .
American people. Here in the Soviet Union life has a plan and pur~ o s e .m e r e axe jobs for everyone, and millions more. Our future
and that of our childrn are secure, provided Wall Street gangsters
and Washington politicians don't plunge bhe world into another
war. Besides, I don't want my children to grow up in a country
like the United States where relgious hypocrisy prevails, political
corruption runs wild, industrial .despots domineer, racial conflict
is widespread, and insanity and crime increasing by leaps and
bounds. No, not even if I were given a dozen wa&ing'machikes, as
marly refrigeratars, and a television set in every room. We are
going to remain in the Soviet Union where we enjoy the real*,
not the fiction, of l W r t y and democracy."
This particular couple, '.the wife being a graduate of F e
University of California a t Berkeley, fought as Red Army soidiers
in the second world war. Both speak and write . E n g l q German
and qussian. A t present they are in East Grmany, sent there to
ca$ry. ,on Communist propaganda, but they expect to return to
Masicow in the near future.
Besides hearing from personal friends, I read leaflets, pamphlets a n d books written by writers of distinction who have investigated the Soviet situation and who contradict in b t o the malicious
propaganda against the Soviet Union daily put before the American
people by literary prostitutes who have sold themselves to Wall
Street for a price. In this respect I know whereof I write. On my
return from the Soviet Union in. 1934 I called on M. Koenigsberg,
for whom in former years I worked as assignment reporter, but
who now was head bf the King Features Syndicate with headquarters in New York, I told him I had just come from the Soviet
Union where I spent some time traveling though the country and
talking 'with the people. "Fine," he exclaimed. "George, I .would
like to have you write an article, or a series of artielm, , a b o ~ $
'

,

,

,

Ehkd.a. I WL pay you well for the 'work, ana &neywill be given
ati ion wide distribution. But they must give the Russian--?itustign what publishers want Americans to read. I want to show gp
Cumrnunism for the failure it"is. How about it?" In the .old

days in chicago when I was a. Hearst reporter, Koenigsberg had
repeatedly befriended me, and be thoyght because I had Wpitten
fiCtion then, for a price I would fabricate lies about the Soviet
~ i i i o n .Notwithstanding our friendly relations, I ref used his offer,
'took my departure, and la'ter wwe s series of eight articles, truthfully' depi'cting the Soviet situaetion, which were printed in THE
AMERICAN OUARD'IAN and in
WESTERN WORI(ER. Fur
these articles I did not receive one thin dke3nyTydid
I expect any
r
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&
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remuneration.
As a footnote to this chapter the reader wlll find a list of
books that elaborate with truth what I have briefly pictured about
Soviet conditions. The writers of these books are men and women
cutstanding in Integritiy and reputation, and no journalistic pros- titute dares to challenge their veracity.
Contrast this p p and coming country with decadent and
dying capitalism. fn that country economic freedom, without which
political and religious freedom are valueless, is enjoyed by every
citizen. No one has to ask another for a job. Work far all is
provided by an economy owned and operated by all the people:
In the United 8tates where wealth is becoming a Wall =re&
monopoly, thought control is being enforced, democracy has al.most disappeared, and people are straid to call their souls their
own,
All my life I have been fightidh for freedom-freedom from
poverty and want, freedom from superstition and fear, freedom
from crime and war. Not until I entered the Soviet Union in 1934
did I find what I had been fighting for. When I stepped onto
Soviet soil, for the first time in mi. life I felt myself unchained.
A n emotion of triumph and joy thrilled every fiber of my being.
,After more than fifty years of agitation for social Justice irnd
genuine democracy in my own country, here in the ancient larid
of the czars I was actually to see realized the things for which I
agitated. l ere I was to witness the beginning of the fulfillment
of my aspirations and dreams initiated and being carried o u C f
all thing-y
s people who thirty-five years previously starved
in a morass of ignorance, superstition and serfdom. Behtnd'rne
'lay capibJism with its struggle tor survivaI, its crimes and poverty
and wealth, its political corrup'tion and economic dictatorship, 3%
crhnes and its wars, and the certainty of its eventual eaem,)
Before me stretching out in all its majesty and might u'n;fbldeq'
,€bevast expanse of 'the aoviet land whereon an eager ant$jpr*'
.:,
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people w,ae building the sock@ of comradaMp that
be the harbinger of the society that will embrace the
wo~ld.-Truly the lowly of earth are rising to confound I
preacBers, priests, politicians and a11 who' worship the G-----and the stones ignorant and arrogant Americans rejeOteA
areabeing placed in the arch of the edifice.
in the
of time 'will house the human race.
I wquld have remained in that country and shared the , w o r ~
and joy of those busy and happy people, but for the urge to ~,etUrn
to the land of my bir'th and continue the agitation for h
e
emancipation. A t the age of seventy-seven I shall step up the figihC
for freedom in the united States.
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BOOKS TO BEAD ABOUT THE SOVIET UNION

-

"We Saw Socialism," By Dyson Carter, a Canadian scientist;
"All Quie't In the Kremlin," by George Marion; "In Place of Profit,"
by Dr. Harry F. Ward; "Mission to Mosoow," by Joseph E. Drrvlb;

books authored by Beatrice and Sidney Webb, George Bernard Shaw,
the Dean of Canterbury, D. N. Pritt, England's finest lawyer, and
scores of liberal writers who have recently investigated Soviet conditions. For $2 a year any American can procure "Information
Bulletin" by wri'ting the Soviet Embassy a t 2112 Massachusetts
Avenue, N. W. Washington, D. C. Every issue of this semimonthly
mqgazine is replete with descriptions, accompanied by photographs,
of.the marvelous construction proceeding apace in the Soviet Union.
And remember pictures don't lie.
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